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Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration
Preface

This Preface defines the purpose of this manual and who should read it. It also 
describes the conventions used in the book and lists the subject of each chapter.

Manual Contents xiv

Shell Prompts xiv

Setting Environment Variables xv

The Orchestrate Documentation Set xv

Typographic Conventions xvi

Syntax Conventions xvii

Using the Adobe Acrobat Reader xvii

Searching for Text in Orchestrate Documents xviii

Assistance and Additional Information xix

Orchestrate enables you to create applications that are executed on parallel 
processing systems, without requiring you to directly program and manage the 
underlying parallelism. 

This manual tells you how to install and administer your Orchestrate system. It is 
intended for system and database administrators.
xiii
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Manual Contents
This manual is divided into 11 chapters and one appendix, as follows:

• Chapter 1, “Overview”contains an overview of the book and discusses its 
organization

• Chapter 2, “Introduction to Installation and Configuration” discusses the 
steps you must take to install Orchestrate on your system.

• Chapter 3, “IBM AIX Installation” describes the procedures necessary to 
install Orchestrate on that operating system.

• Chapter 4, “Sun Solaris Installation” describes the procedures necessary to 
install Orchestrate on that operating system.

• Chapter 5, “Linux Installation” describes the procedures necessary to install 
Orchestrate on that operator system.

• Chapter 6, “Hewlett-Packard HP-UX Installation” describes the procedures 
necessary to install Orchestrate on that operating system. 

• Chapter 7, “Compaq Tru64 Installation” describes the procedures necessary 
to install Orchestrate on that operating system.

• Chapter 8, “Configuration” describes the procedures necessary for 
configuring your Orchestrate system to run applications using your system’s 
resources.

• Chapter 9, “RDBMS Configuration” describes the procedures necessary to 
configure and maintain Orchestrate access to relational database management 
systems (RDBMS).

• Chapter 10, “Deploying Orchestrate Applications” describes the procedures 
necessary to deploy developed Orchestrate applications in a production 
environment.

• Chapter 11, “Environment Variables” lists and describes environment 
variables.

• Chapter 12, “Maintenance and Monitoring Tools” describes the tools used to 
monitor and maintain Orchestrate.

Shell Prompts
The dollar sign ($) identifies shell prompts where a command can be executed 
with user privileges.

The pound sign (#) identifies shell prompts where a command requires root 
privileges.
xiv Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration ManualOrchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual
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For prompts in AIX, the word control: or node: can precede the shell prompt, 
indicating:

• control: the command is to be executed on the control workstation of an MPP

• node: the command is to be executed on a processing node of an MPP or on a 
workstation for a standalone system or network cluster.

Setting Environment Variables
Throughout this manual you are asked to set or unset either Orchestrate or UNIX 
environment variables. The syntax for doing this varies according to which shell 
you are using. In Korn or Bourne shell set variables using the syntax:

$ VAR_NAME=value
$ export VAR_NAME

Unset them using:
$ unset VAR_NAME

Set and unset environment variables in C shell using the syntax:
$ setenv VAR_NAME value
$ unsetenv VAR_NAME

The Orchestrate Documentation Set
• Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide

• Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference

• Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual

• Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide

• Orchestrate 7.0 WebHouse User Guide

• Orchestrate 7.0 Record Schema

• Orchestrate 7.0 C++ Classes and Macros Sorted by Header File 

• Orchestrate 7.0 C++ Classes and Macros Sorted by Name 
xvOrchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual
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Typographic Conventions

Format Terms Examples

bold serif Orchestrate-defined terms 
including class and function 
names, data types, and default 
field names.

APT_Operator
runLocally()
APT_Operator::runLocally()
cluster_predicted
uint64

Orchestrate-defined macros APT_DECLARE_PERSISTENT

Orchestrate-defined operators, 
operator options, and collection 
and partition methods

The clusterquality operator takes the 
results and flatten options.

Use the any or round robin collection 
method.

bold italic serif Orchestrate technical terms 
within the text that defines them

In pipeline parallelism, each operation 
runs when it has input data available.

sans serif Orchestrate menus Tools > Check Config

fixed width C++ code return APT_StatusOk;

operating-system commands $ cd $APT_ORCHHOME/bin
$ rm aptserv2

osh commands $ osh "clusterquality < kmeans.ds”

non-Orchestrate-defined C++ 
functions

sprintf()

italic user-defined classes, functions, 
and field names

MyOperator
selectState()
MyOperator::selectState()
Price

Orchestrate variables Specify an insert_statement
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Cross-References
Most cross-references indicate sections located in this book. They are hotspots and 
appear in blue typeface in the online version of the document. When there are 
references to other books in the documentation set, their names appear in italics.

Syntax Conventions
Operator syntax is presented as you would enter it as part of an osh command. 
For a description of the general syntax of an osh command, refer to the Orchestrate 
7.0 User Guide.

The following syntax conventions are used throughout this book:

• A vertical bar (|) separates mutually exclusive alternatives.

• Braces ({ }) are used with vertical bars (|) to indicate that one of several 
mutually exclusive alternatives are required, for example {a | b} indicates that 
a or b is required.

• If one or more items are enclosed in braces ({ }) and separated by commas the 
items are synonymous. Thus {a , b} indicates that a and b have exactly the 
same effect.

• Brackets ([ ])indicate that the item(s) inside are optional. For example, [a | b] 
indicates a, or b, or neither. Occasionally, brackets do not indicate optional 
items but are part of the syntax. In these cases, the special nature of the 
brackets will be explicitly stated.

• Ellipsis (...) indicates that the preceding item occurs zero or more times. If a 
user-provided string is indicated, it may represent a different item in each 
occurrence. For example:

– [-key field ...] means zero or more occurrences of -key field, where field 
may be a different string in each occurrence.

– To indicate one or more occurrences of an item, the item occurs first 
without brackets and ellipsis and then with, for example
-key field [-key field ...]

Using the Adobe Acrobat Reader
To read the document set online, you need the Adobe Acrobat Reader. If you 
already have Adobe Acrobat Reader installed, make sure it is version 4.05 or later 
and is the version of Reader with Search. If your version of Reader does not have 
Search, you will not be able to search across all the documents in the Orchestrate 
set.
xviiOrchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual
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To see if your copy of Reader has Search, look for the Search icon:  on the 
Reader toolbar, and make sure it is present and not dimmed. The Search icon 
should be located alongside the somewhat similar Find icon: .

If you do not have the appropriate version of Acrobat installed, you may use the 
Acrobat Reader 4.05 included with Orchestrate. Find the version you need in one 
of the following platform-specific directories:

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/acroread-sun-405.tar.gz

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/acroread-aix-405.tar.gz

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/acroread-osf1-405.tar.gz

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/acroread-hpux-405.tar.gz

Use the UNIX gunzip and tar commands to unpack the files. Then cd to the 
directory *.install (where * contains an abbreviation of your platform name) 
and follow the instructions in the INSTGUID.TXT file.

The Orchestrate online documentation set and the full-text search index is located 
in $APT_ORCHHOME/doc.

Searching for Text in Orchestrate Documents
You can find specific words or phrases in this Guide and across all Orchestrate 
online documents using the Adobe Acrobat Reader.

! To find text in a single document:

1 Open the document in the Adobe Acrobat Reader.

2 Choose Edit > Find
or
Click Find on the Adobe Toolbar

3 Enter the text you want to find in the Find What field and click Find.

4 Use Ctrl+G to find the next occurrence of the text.

! To find text across all documents:

1 Choose Edit > Search > Query
or
Click Search  on the Acrobat toolbar

2 In the Adobe Acrobat Search window, type the text you want to find in the Find 
Results Containing Text box, then click Search.

a If the following message appears at the bottom of the Adobe Acrobat Search 
window:
No selected indexes are available for search

Click Indexes... to bring up the Index Selection window.
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b Click Add, then navigate the Add Index window to find the full-text search 
index, Orchestrate.pdx, located in $APT_ORCHHOME/doc.

c Select the index, then click OK on the Index Selection window.

3 The Search Results window lists the documents that contain your search text, 
ordered according to the number of search hits.

4 Select a book in the list.

5 Use the Previous Highlight and Next Highlight buttons  to move to the 
previous or next instances of your search text.

Assistance and Additional Information
If you require assistance or have questions about Orchestrate, you can contact 
Ascential Customer Support by:

• Calling (866) INFONOW in North America or your Regional Support Center

• Writing support@ascential.com for any Ascential Software product
or orch-support@ascential.com for Orchestrate-specific help.

• Logging onto the Ascential Support e.Service Web site at:

www.ascential.com:8080/eservice/index.html

For current information about Ascential and its products log onto: 

http://www.ascential.com/ 
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Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration
1

Overview
Describes the processing systems supported by Orchestrate.

Supported Systems 1 1
Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) Systems 1 2
Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) Systems 1 2

The Orchestrate Development Environment 1 3

Orchestrate supports many types of parallel processing systems in the UNIX 
application development environment. This manual discusses the administration 
tasks necessary to install, configure, and maintain these systems and 
environments. 

Supported Systems
Orchestrate is a parallel software environment that allows you to create 
applications for Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) systems, Massively Parallel 
Processing (MPP) systems, individual workstations (both single-CPU and SMP), 
and any combination of these. Orchestrate application software developed for 
any supported parallel system runs without modification on any other supported 
system.
1 1



Chapter 1 Overview Supported Systems
Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) Systems
An SMP contains multiple CPUs. All CPUs share system resources—operating 
system, disk, and I/O—and communicate by means of shared memory. Data is 
similarly transported by means of shared memory. Figure 2 shows a conceptual 
diagram of a four-CPU SMP.

An SMP may be used in one of the following ways:

• As a stand-alone machine

• In clusters or multi-node systems with other machines

• In combination with single-processor nodes as part of an MPP 

For further discussion, refer to “Configuration Options for an SMP” on page 8-4.

Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) Systems
An MPP consists of multiple hosts, where each host runs its own image of the 
operating system and contains its own processors and disk and I/O resources. 
Each host in the system is connected to the others by a high-speed network. 

Figure 1 Supported System Types

standalone 
MPP system cluster of workstations or SMPs workstation or SMP

high-speed network 

groups multiple CPUs each SMP contains multiple CPUs contains one or more CPUs

Figure 2 Four-CPU SMP

CPU CPU

CPUCPU
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Chapter 1 Overview The Orchestrate Development Environment
Here, for example, is a conceptual diagram of six-node MPP. Notice that 
individual computers which contain more than one CPU (SMPs) can be part of an 
MPP.

For further discussion, refer to “Configuration Options for an MPP System” on 
page 8-8.

Configurations for parallel processing vary greatly. The speed with which 
Orchestrate executes parallel applications depends on the number of processors 
in the system and the speed with which they communicate with one another. 
Refer to Chapter 8, “Configuration.”. However, an Orchestrate application that 
runs on one supported parallel configuration can run on any other without 
modification of its code.

The Orchestrate Development Environment
You create your applications using the Orchestrate Shell (osh), a UNIX command-
line interface. The osh interface lets you build a complete parallel application with 
a single UNIX command line or a UNIX shell script. The Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide 
describes the process for creating an Orchestrate application. For information on 
the operating systems and applications currently supported by Orchestrate, refer 
to the Orchestrate 7.0 Release Notes.

high-speed network (switch)

CPUCPU CPU CPU
CPU

CPUCPU
CPU CPU

CPU
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Introduction to Installation and 
Configuration
This chapter describes the steps necessary to install and configure Orchestrate.

Where to Run the Orchestrate Installation 2 1

Where to Install Orchestrate 2 2

Required Software and System Resources 2 2

Required Privileges 2 3

Installation and Configuration Procedures 2 3
Specifying a Language for Orchestrate Messages 2 3
Setting Paths to SAS Executables 2 3
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Installing the Adobe Acrobat Reader 2 6

Instructions for Upgrading Orchestrate 2 6

This chapter describes the steps you must perform to install and configure 
Orchestrate. The initial steps of the installation procedure vary according to the 
operating system on which you install Orchestrate. 

Where to Run the Orchestrate Installation
Install Orchestrate by running the installation script (install) contained in the 
delivery CD-ROM.
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For a stand-alone workstation or SMP: Install Orchestrate directly from the CD-
ROM on which it is delivered.

For a multi-node installation: Install Orchestrate on a single system and make it 
available to all systems on the network by either copying it to additional systems 
or globally mounting the Orchestrate directory. The mount point should be the 
same on all systems.

Run the installation script from a CD-ROM drive local to the system on which you 
install Orchestrate. If your system has no CD-ROM drive, run the installation 
script from a drive accessed from your network.

Where to Install Orchestrate
For a standalone workstation or SMP, you can install Orchestrate software 
anywhere on the system’s hard disk. Required environment variables are then set 
by Orchestrate users.

For a multi-node installation, install Orchestrate on a single system and copy it to 
additional systems over the network. The number of systems to which you copy 
Orchestrate depends on how you want to configure your environment. You can 
do one of the following:

• Copy Orchestrate to a directory with the same path name on all processing 
systems that you designate for processing Orchestrate applications. You may 
notice faster startup times with this configuration than if you globally cross-
mount.

• Globally cross-mount, typically via NFS, a single directory on a single system 
containing the Orchestrate software. This configuration makes software 
upgrades more convenient than if Orchestrate is installed on all processing 
systems. 

Required Software and System Resources
The Orchestrate Application Environment runs on systems that meet the 
following requirements:

• 200 MB of free disk space for product installation 

• At least 128 MB of memory per processing node. 256 MB or more are 
recommended, depending on your application

• At least 500 MB of scratch disk space per processing node

• A CD-ROM drive for the installation

• For currently supported operating systems and applications refer to the 
release notes for your version of Orchestrate.
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Required Privileges
UNIX installation: The person installing and configuring Orchestrate sometimes 
requires root access privilege, for example to mount the delivery CD-ROM. 
Therefore, Ascential Software recommends that the installation procedure be 
performed only by the system administrator or other qualified individual. 

User configuration: This procedure requires only user access privileges and 
normally is performed by each Orchestrate user.

Installation and Configuration Procedures

Specifying a Language for Orchestrate Messages
You set your language choice for Orchestrate messages at install time when 
prompted. It cannot be changed subsequently. Two languages are currently 
supported: English and Japanese. The default is English Your setting is saved in 
this file: 

$APT_ORCHHOME/apt/etc/nls/output_locale

Setting Paths to SAS Executables
There are two versions of the SAS executable: International SAS and US SAS. 
When only a single SAS executable is used, include its directory path in the $PATH 
environment variable. An example directory path is /usr/local/sas/sas8.2.

If both the US and International SAS executables are used, include the primary 
SAS executable directory path in the $PATH environment variable, and specify the 
secondary SAS executable using one of these environment variables:
• APT_SAS_COMMAND absolute_path

Overrides the $PATH directory for SAS with an absolute path to the US SAS 
executable. An example path is: /usr/local/sas/sas8.2/sas.

• APT_SASINT_COMMAND absolute_path

Overrides the $PATH directory for SAS with an absolute path to the 
International SAS executable. An example path is:
/usr/local/sas/sas8.2int/dbcs/sas.

From the SAS log output you can determine whether a SAS executable is in 
International mode or in US mode. Your SAS system is capable of running in 
International mode if your SAS log output has this type of header:

NOTE: SAS (r) Proprietary Software Release 8.2 (TS2MO DBCS2944)
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When you have invoked SAS in standard mode, your SAS log output has this 
type of header:

NOTE: SAS (r) Proprietary Software Release 8.2 (TS2MO)

For information on SAS and the SAS interface operators, refer to The SAS Interface 
Library chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

List of Installation and Configuration Steps
Table 1 lists Orchestrate installation and configuration procedures and the 
chapters that describe them.

Orchestrate Directory Structure
The top-level directory of the Orchestrate installation is the directory you 
specified during installation and set to your APT_ORCHHOME environment variable, 
or it is, by default, /ascential/apt. Throughout this manual, your top-level 
installation directory is referred to as $APT_ORCHHOME. 

The subdirectories of your top-level installation directory are described in the 
next table, Table 2.

Table 1 Installation and Configuration Procedures

Procedure Location Remarks

1 Install Orchestrate on the AIX 
operating system

Chapter 3 Perform one of these steps according 
to the operating system on which you 
install Orchestrate

1 Install Orchestrate on the 
Solaris operating system

Chapter 4

1 Install Orchestrate on the 
Linux operating system

Chapter 5

1 Install Orchestrate on the 
HP-UX operating system

Chapter 6

1 Install Orchestrate on the 
Tru64 operating system

Chapter 7

2 Configure Orchestrate Chapter 8 For all installations

3 Configure relational database 
system access

Chapter 9 If you will connect to a DB2, 
INFORMIX, Oracle, or Teradata 
RDBMS
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Table 2 First-Level Subdirectories

Directory Contents

bin Orchestrate utilities such as osh, orchadmin, and 
icu_utils. 

config The default directory for your configuration file.

doc/pdf Orchestrate documentation in PDF form. The doc 
directory will not be present if you choose not to copy the 
documentation during installation.

doc/html Orchestrate header files that have been html-documented 
using the Doxygen documentation system. C++ 
programmers who develop custom operators can use 
these header files to browse the Orchestrate class 
hierarchy. The doc directory will not be present if you 
choose not to copy the documentation during installation.

etc The default Orchestrate configuration file and other 
configuration files. The Adobe Acrobat Reader is 
required to view the documentation.

The file etc/nls/output_locale has your install-time 
locale setting.

examples Directories containing the source code and the data of 
complete Orchestrate examples.

include Text header files defining the Orchestrate C++ API.

informix Files for connecting to Informix

install Installation scripts

java The Job Monitor application, the Java runtime 
environment (jre), and other classes and files used by 
JobMonApp.

labs Subdirectories for the lab exercises for the Orchestrate 
training course. A README file introduces them.

lib Orchestrate shared libraries

nls/charmaps Contains character-set .ucm files
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Installing the Adobe Acrobat Reader
This step is necessary if you do not already have an Acrobat Reader Version 4.0.5 
(or later) with Search installed and you need access to the online documentation.

The directory $APT_ORCHHOME/doc/pdf contains the Orchestrate documentation 
formatted as .pdf files, where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your 
Orchestrate installation. You need a copy of the Adobe Acrobat Reader Version
4.0.5 (or later) with Search to read and search these files on line. The directory 
$APT_ORCHHOME/etc contains the appropriate Adobe Acrobat Reader. Use gunzip 
and tar to unpack the Reader and instructions for installing it.

Instructions for Upgrading Orchestrate
What follows is the general sequence of steps to take when upgrading from one 
Orchestrate version to the next. Some of the details are specific to each operating 
system. Consult operating-system specific installation chapter if necessary.

! To upgrade to a new Orchestrate version:

1 Back up the existing Orchestrate environment, including orchenv files.

2 Set the following environment variables (in .profile or .cshrc), if not already 
set:
• APT_ORCHHOME

• LIBPATH, LD_LIBRARY_PATH, or SHLIB_PATH, depending on your platform
• PATH

The appropriate values for these variables can be found in the chapter on each 
operating system.

3 Run install, which will autodetect and upgrade your Orchestrate 
installation.

If $APT_ORCHHOME is not NFS mounted, run copy-orchdist and rename 
distribute-component.example.

nls/message There is a file for each source-code module that contains 
messages. The names of the files correspond to the 
module identifiers defined in 
$APT_ORCHHOME/doc/error_modules.txt.

osl_wrappers Orchestrate wrapper files.

Table 2 First-Level Subdirectories (continued)

Directory Contents
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4 Write a simple program, for example, generator to peek, and run it, to test the 
upgrade. In the shell, use the command:

$ osh "generator -schema record(a:int32) | peek"

which creates a small data set and displays it to standard output.

5 Test a simple buildop custom operator to be sure it compiles (and distributes, 
if applicable).
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IBM AIX Installation
This chapter describes the procedures specific to the installation of Orchestrate on 
the AIX operating system.
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Installing Orchestrate on AIX
Orchestrate installation consists of four procedures, several of which are optional. 
The first procedure varies slightly depending on whether you install Orchestrate 
on an MPP or on an SMP workstation or a cluster of workstations.

Before you begin, make sure your system is running a supported version of AIX. 
For currently supported operating systems and applications refer to the release 
notes for your version of Orchestrate.

! To determine your version of AIX:

1 Log in to a processing node.

2 Issue the following command:
node: $ uname -v -r

This command, for example, returns 3 4 if your Orchestrate installation is 
running on AIX 4.3.

! To install Orchestrate, follow the procedures in the following sections:

1 “Install Orchestrate on an MPP” on page 3-2 or “Install Orchestrate on an 
SMP Workstation” on page 3-5

2 “Specify Your System’s Remote Shell” on page 3-7, if necessary

3 “Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems” on page 3-8, if you are installing on 
an MPP machine or a network cluster

Install Orchestrate on an MPP
! To run the Orchestrate installation script:

1 Ascential Software recommends that you create a separate UNIX user account 
for user name ascential. While it is not necessary to create such an account, 
Ascential Software recommends that you do so to keep the installation 
isolated from accidental damage. For details on configuring this account, see 
“Setting up Orchestrate Users” on page 3-15.

2 Log on to the control workstation as root.

Important The person mounting the distribution CD requires root privileges. However, 
most other steps must be performed by an ordinary user with ordinary user 
privileges. When steps must be performed by either an administrator or root, 
and not by a user, the installation instructions state this.
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3 Mount the CD-ROM. Either invoke the smit interface or mount the CD-ROM 
directly by entering:

control: # mount -r -v cdrfs /dev/cd0 /cdrom

or your equivalent CD-ROM device location.

4 Log on as root to a processing node on the AIX platform.

5 On that node, mount the CD-ROM from the control workstation by entering:
node: # mount host:/cdrom /mnt

where host is the host name of the control workstation.

6 Log on as ascential or another non-root user.

7 Change directory to the top-level directory of the CD-ROM device:
node: $ cd /mnt

8 Optional. If you are installing Orchestrate over a previous version, the 
installation script performs an upgrade.

The person who installs the first version of Orchestrate specifies the full 
pathname of the installation directory, which is actually a link pointing to the 
sibling directory install_dir.600.1. If you install an update, it is placed in a 
new sibling directory install_dir.600.2 and the link install_dir now points to 
this new directory. In this manual, the top-level directory of your current 
Orchestrate installation is referred to as $APT_ORCHHOME. It is the directory 
pointed to by your APT_ORCHHOME environment variable.

The old install (install_dir.600.1) is left intact. Subsequent updates are 
similarly placed in directories install_dir.600.3 and so forth.

Certain files from the old install are copied into the new install:

• user_lib (if present)

• user_osh_wrappers (if present)
• *.apt

• etc/*.apt

9 Issue the following command to run the installation script:
node: $ ./install

Orchestrate automatically logs the installation procedure in 
/tmp/orchinstlognnn, where nnn is the process ID of the installation script. 
This directory and file are volatile. To save the file permanently, move it 
elsewhere.

Important You must not be logged on as root to perform Steps 9–13.
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At any prompt you may give one of three special responses:

• Type a question mark (?) followed by a newline for help in replying to the 
prompt.

• Type an exclamation mark (!) followed by a newline to start an interactive 
UNIX shell. To leave the shell, either press Ctrl-D or type exit followed by a 
newline to resume the installation.

• Type quit! to exit the installation procedure.

Most prompts have defaults, which are enclosed in square brackets ([]). Enter 
a newline to accept the default.

10 The installation script prompts you for the name of your installation directory. 
By default, the installation directory is the value of the environment variable 
APT_ORCHHOME, if set. If $APT_ORCHHOME is not set the default is /ascential/apt 
on the node to which you are logged in. If you specify a directory that does 
not exist, you are given a chance to create the directory. You must have write 
permission to the installation directory. If you do not, you are notified of the 
problem and asked again to supply an installation directory.

11 You are asked if you want to copy documentation on the CD to the 
installation directory. If you answer no, you will need to have the CD 
mounted whenever you access the documentation.

At this point, the installation program announces that it is installing several 
Orchestrate components.

12 If you are installing Orchestrate support for Oracle, the installation script may 
ask for the location of your Oracle installation if it is not in the expected 
location.

13 If you have SAS on your system, you may be asked which version you want to 
use with Orchestrate. You can choose SAS version 6.12, SAS version 8.2, or no 
SAS adapter. You can change your choice of SAS version after installation by 
issuing the following commands:

$ cd $APT_ORCHHOME/bin
$ rm aptsev2
$ ln -s aptsev2.612 aptsev2 # for sas 6.12
or
$ ln -s aptsev2.8.2 aptsev2 # for sas 8.2

At this point, the installation program announces that it is installing several 
more Orchestrate components.

14 You are prompted to choose two TCP ports for use by the Orchestrate Job 
Monitoring Tool. You must pick ports that are not in use by any other service, 
including any other Orchestrate Job Monitoring Tool running on your system. 
The installation program offers two unused ports as defaults. You should 
register the ports in /etc/services or in any other service registry used by the 
system.
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The installation program reminds you to create and test a configuration file. It 
tells you to use copy-orchdist to install Orchestrate on the remaining nodes of 
your system if you are using multiple nodes in a cluster or MPP. It tells you to 
rename $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/distribute-component.example to 
$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/distribute-component if you wish to use custom 
operators.

The installation program is now complete.

15 Log on as root and unmount the CD-ROM by changing to the root directory 
and issuing the umount command:

node: # cd /
node: # umount /mnt

16 Log off the node.

17 Log on as root and unmount the CD-ROM on the control workstation by 
issuing the umount command:

control: # cd /
control: # umount /cdrom

Install Orchestrate on an SMP Workstation
! To run the Orchestrate installation script:

1 Ascential Software recommends that you create a UNIX user account for user 
name ascential. While you do not have to create such an account, Ascential 
Software recommends that you do so to keep the installation isolated from 
accidental damage.

2 Log on as root.

3 Mount the CD-ROM. Either invoke the smit interface or mount the CD-ROM 
directly by entering:

# mount -r -v cdrfs /dev/cd0 /cdrom

or your equivalent CD-ROM device location.

4 Log on as ascential or another non-root user.

5 Change directory to the top-level directory of the CD-ROM device:
$ cd /cdrom

6 Optional. If you are installing Orchestrate over a previous version, the 
installation script performs an upgrade.

The person who installs the first version of Orchestrate specifies the full 
pathname to the installation directory, which is actually a link pointing to the 
sibling directory install_dir.600.1. If you install an update, it is placed in a 

Important Do not perform the unmount operation from the directory /mnt.
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new sibling directory install_dir.600.2 and the link install_dir now points to 
this new directory. In this manual, the top-level directory of your current 
Orchestrate installation is referred to as $APT_ORCHHOME. It is the directory 
pointed to by your APT_ORCHHOME environment variable.

The old install (install_dir.600.1) is left intact. Subsequent updates are 
similarly placed in directories install_dir.600.3 and so forth.

Certain files from the old install are copied into the new install:

• user_lib (if present)

• user_osh_wrappers (if present)
• *.apt

• etc/*.apt

7 Issue the following command to run the installation script:
node: $ ./install

Orchestrate automatically logs the installation procedure in 
/tmp/orchinstlognnn, where nnn is the process ID of the installation script. 
This directory and file are volatile. To save the file permanently, move it 
elsewhere.

At any prompt you may give one of three special responses:

• Type a question mark (?) followed by a newline for help in replying to the 
prompt.

• Type an exclamation mark (!) followed by a newline to start an interactive 
UNIX shell. To leave the shell, either press Ctrl-D or type exit followed by a 
newline to resume the installation.

• Type quit! to exit the installation procedure.

Most prompts have defaults, which are enclosed in square brackets ([]). Enter 
a newline to accept the default.

8 The installation script prompts you for the name of your installation directory. 
By default, the installation directory is the value of the environment variable 
APT_ORCHHOME, if set. If $APT_ORCHHOME is not set, the default is /ascential/apt 
on the node to which you are logged in. If you specify a directory that does 
not exist, you are given a chance to create the directory. You must have write 
permission to the installation directory. If you do not, you are notified of the 
problem and asked again to supply an installation directory.

9 The script prompts you for a locale choice. Your choice determines the 
language in which Orchestrate messages and exceptions are expressed. You 
can choose either English or French. The default is English.

Important You must not be logged on as root to perform Steps 7–13.
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10 You are asked if you want to copy documentation on the CD to the 
installation directory. If you answer no, you will need to have the CD 
mounted whenever you access the documentation.

At this point, the installation program announces that it is installing several 
Orchestrate components.

11 If you are installing Orchestrate support for Oracle, the installation script may 
ask for the location of your Oracle installation if it is not in the expected 
location.

12 If you have SAS on your system, you may be asked which version you want to 
use with Orchestrate. You can choose SAS version 6.12, SAS version 8, or no 
SAS adapter. You can change your choice of SAS version after installation by 
issuing the following commands:

$ cd $APT_ORCHHOME/bin
$ rm aptsev2
$ ln -s aptsev2.612 aptsev2 # for sas 6.12
or
$ ln -s aptsev2.8.0 aptsev2 # for sas 8.0

At this point, the installation program announces that it is installing several 
more Orchestrate components.

13 You are prompted to choose two TCP ports for use by the Orchestrate Job 
Monitoring Tool. You must pick ports that are not in use by any other service, 
including any other Orchestrate Job Monitoring Tool running on your system. 
The installation program offers two unused ports as defaults. You should 
register the ports in /etc/services or in any other service registry used by the 
system.

The installation program reminds you to create and test a configuration file. It 
tells you to use copy-orchdist to install Orchestrate on the remaining nodes of 
your system if you are using multiple nodes in a cluster or MPP. It tells you to 
rename $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/distribute-component.example to 
$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/distribute-component if you wish to use custom 
operators.

The installation program is now complete.

14 Log on as root and unmount the CD-ROM by issuing the umount command:
# cd /
# umount /cdrom

Specify Your System’s Remote Shell
Orchestrate must be able to run the remote shell command (rsh) without a 
password on all processing nodes running Orchestrate programs. Orchestrate 

Important Do not perform the unmount operation from the directory /cdrom.
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searches the following paths on a processing node, in this order, to find the 
remote shell command:

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh (if it exists)
/usr/lpp/ssp/rcmd/bin/rsh 

/usr/ucb/rsh

/usr/bin/remsh

/bin/remsh

/usr/bin/rsh

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation, 
either the default /ascential/apt or the directory you have defined as part of the 
installation procedure.

If Orchestrate does not find the command, you must specify its location. To do so, 
copy or rename the Orchestrate-supplied file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh.example 
to $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh. This file contains the following shell script:

#!/bin/sh
# Example apt/etc/remsh
exec /usr/bin/rsh "$@"

As written, this shell script invokes /usr/bin/rsh. Edit the last line of this script to 
invoke your specific remote shell command. The script should be executable by 
all users. Use chmod to ensure that it is:

# chmod 755 script-filename

Test this by running rsh on each node Orchestrate will run on:
# rsh hostname uptime

Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems
This step is only necessary for MPP and network clusters.

Before beginning this procedure, make Orchestrate accessible by all Orchestrate 
systems using one of the following methods:

• Globally cross-mount, typically via NFS, a single directory on a single system 
containing the Orchestrate software. This configuration makes software 
upgrades more convenient than if Orchestrate is installed on all processing 
systems.

Note On the SMP, if you do not have a kerberos ticket, you will be issued a warning 
and Orchestrate will fall back to a non-kerberized version of rsh. You can ignore 
the kerberos warnings.

Note If the remote shell command is not located in any of the paths shown above, 
please contact Ascential Software technical support after you have modified the 
script. Let us know the location of the command on your system.
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• Copy Orchestrate to a directory with the same path name on all processing 
systems that you designate for processing Orchestrate applications. You may 
notice faster startup times with this configuration than if you globally cross-
mount.

! To copy Orchestrate to all processing nodes:

1 If you are installing a new system (not upgrading another installation), go to 
Step 4.

2 If you are upgrading an existing Orchestrate installation, make sure that no 
Orchestrate-related processes are running from that installation.

3 Issue the following command as root on all nodes to remove any stale shared 
libraries:

node: # /usr/sbin/slibclean

4 Invoke the Orchestrate copy-orchdist utility, located in 
$APT_ORCHHOME/install, to copy the installation to all your new nodes. The 
necessary directories will be created on each node:

node: $ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist node1 node2 ... nodeN

where:

• $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation.

• node1 node2 ... nodeN is a space-separated list of the new node names.

If you later add nodes to your system, you must run the copy-orchdist utility 
again to copy Orchestrate to the new nodes, as in the following example:

node: $ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist newNode1 newNode2 ... 
newNodeN

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation. In 
addition, you must either create a new Orchestrate configuration file defining the 
new nodes or add them to an existing configuration file. See Chapter 8, 
“Configuration”.

Configuring AIX to Run Orchestrate
The commands shown below have two forms: 

• One for issuing a command on a single processing node or workstation (SMP)

• One for issuing dsh to run the command on multiple nodes in an MPP system

Important If you are using NFS to globally mount the directory, you must mount it 
using either the hard or hard,intr options. Do not mount it using the soft 
option.
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Your system type determines which command form to use, as described below.

For a standalone RS/6000 workstation or SMP, issue the command for a single 
workstation or processing node. 

For an RS/6000 SP, you can issue dsh to run one command on multiple processing 
nodes. To run the command on all nodes, specify the -a option. To run the 
command on selected nodes, specify a node list. (Note: You must set the WCOLL 
environment variable before using dsh. See the AIX reference manuals for more 
information on dsh.)

For a cluster of RS/6000 systems, log on to each workstation or processing node 
and issue the command.

! To configure AIX to run Orchestrate perform the procedures in the following 
sections:

1 “Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory” on page 3-10, if necessary

2 “Allow Users to Execute rsh Without Password” on page 3-10

3 “Set thewall System Parameter” on page 3-11, if necessary

4 “Set the Maximum Number of User Processes” on page 3-12

5 “Set the Maximum Amount of User Memory” on page 3-12

6 “Set the System Paging Space” on page 3-14

7 “Edit /etc/magic” on page 3-15 (optional)

Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory
This procedure is only necessary for multi-node configurations, and only if you 
are developing Orchestrate applications in C++.

To develop and execute Orchestrate applications in C++, you must make the 
development directories of Orchestrate users globally visible with the same path 
name to all nodes in the system. The procedure for doing so depends on your 
system. Typically, you use NFS to make the directories visible to all processing 
nodes.

Allow Users to Execute rsh Without Password
All Orchestrate users of the UNIX-only environment must be able to run the 
remote shell command, rsh, without a password, on all processing nodes running 
Orchestrate applications. This command should use the fastest available network 
interface in the system; for example, the IBM switch in an RS/6000 SP.

You perform this step differently according to the type of system your are 
running. For example, you can either edit /etc/hosts.equiv or create a .rhosts 
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file for each user. In both cases, add the host name of each Orchestrate processing 
node to /etc/hosts.equiv or .rhosts, one host name per line. The host name that 
is included in this file must correspond to the node’s setting of the fastname 
parameter in the Orchestrate configuration file. For information on the fastname 
configuration option, see “Node Names” on page 8-17.

If you choose to edit /etc/hosts.equiv, the file must be owned by root and must 
grant read/write access to root and no access to any other user (file mode of 600). 

If you choose to create an .rhosts file for each user, it must:

• Be located in all Orchestrate users’ home directories.

• Be owned by the user.

• Grant read/write access to the user and no access to any other user (file mode 
of 600). 

To check that users can rsh without password, issue the following command on 
each node:

$ rsh hostname uptime

where hostname is the name of a processing node that you use with Orchestrate. If 
hostname is accessible, this command prints a message containing the time it has 
been up.

Set thewall System Parameter
This procedure is only necessary for MPP and network clusters.

If you are installing Orchestrate on an RS/6000 SP or a network of workstations, 
you must verify the setting of the network parameter thewall. The value of this 
parameter can greatly affect Orchestrate’s performance.

On AIX 4.3.2., if thewall is not already set, leave it unset. The operating system 
will determine the correct setting and set it for you on each node. If it is already 
set, and it is less than 50% of physical memory, raise the setting to 50%.

For all other versions of AIX, Ascential Software suggests that you set thewall to 
at least 25% of each node’s physical memory, or the maximum allowed on your 
system, if that is less than 25% of memory. The maximum value of thewall is OS-
version dependent. The man page for the no (network options) command contains 
details and system default values.

The value of thewall is specified in kilobytes. For example, if each node on your 
system has 256 MB (262,144 KB) of physical memory, set thewall to 65,536.

! To set thewall:

1 Determine the amount of physical memory on a node:
node: $ lsattr -E -l sys0 | grep realmem
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The value of realmem is the amount of physical memory on the node, in KB.

2 Determine the current setting of thewall for a particular node or workstation:
node: $ /usr/sbin/no -a | grep thewall

3 Set thewall by doing one of the following:

• On a specific node, use the following command to set thewall. This 
command must be executed on the node, with root privileges:

node: # /usr/sbin/no -o thewall=65536

• To set thewall on all nodes of an RS/6000 SP system, issue the following 
dsh command. This command must be executed from the control 
workstation, with root privileges:

control: # dsh -a no -o thewall=65536

Set the Maximum Number of User Processes
Ascential Software recommends that each Orchestrate user be able to run at least 
100 processes per node and possibly more on large systems or SMPs.

! To configure the number of processes for Orchestrate users:

1 Determine the current setting for the number of processes, as defined by the 
setting of maxuproc, by issuing the following command:

node: $ lsattr -E -l sys0 | grep maxuproc

2 If maxuproc is less than 100, do one of the following:

• On a specific node or workstation, issue the following command to set the 
maximum number of processes. This command must be executed on the 
node with root access privilege:

node: # chdev -l sys0 -a maxuproc=100

• On all nodes of an RS/6000 SP system, issue the following dsh command 
to set the maximum number of processes per user. This command must be 
executed from the control workstation with root privilege:

control: # dsh -a chdev -l sys0 -a maxuproc=100

• You can also issue the AIX smit command to perform this action.

Set the Maximum Amount of User Memory
Orchestrate processes consume large amounts of memory. Ascential Software 
recommends you ensure that users have permission to use sufficient resources to 
run their Orchestrate jobs. There are a number of parameters that you can set on a 
per-user basis to control memory resources. The most important parameters for 
Orchestrate are described in Table 3.
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! To set the memory resource parameters for each user:

1 Determine the value of the memory size parameters for a user with the 
command:

lsuser -f user
where user specifies a user name. 

For example, the following command displays these parameters for user1:
node: $ lsuser -f user1

This command displays various parameters, including:
fsize=2097151
data=262144
stack=65536
rss=131072

These numbers denote quantities of 512-byte blocks. 

2 Set the parameters for the user as defined by the requirements listed above.

Ascential Software recommends setting fsize to 4,194,303 512-byte blocks (2 
GB minus 512 bytes). Issue the following command on a single node or 
workstation using root access privileges:

node: # chuser fsize=4194303 user1

Table 3 Memory Resource Parameters

Parameter Meaning

fsize Specifies the largest file a user may create. Ascential Software 
recommends 2 GB minus 512 bytes (4,194,303 512-byte blocks) 
for Orchestrate. 

data Specifies the largest data segment (sometimes called heap) size 
a program may have. Ascential Software recommends 128 MB 
(262,144 512-byte blocks) or more for Orchestrate, or -1 to 
specify no limit.

stack Specifies the largest stack size a program may have. Ascential 
Software recommends 32 MB (65,536 512-byte blocks) or more 
for Orchestrate.

rss Specifies the maximum amount of physical memory a user's 
process may use. Ascential Software recommends at least 64 
MB (131,072 512-byte blocks) or more (unlimited) for 
Orchestrate.
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Issue the following command to set the parameter on all nodes of an RS/6000 
SP. This command must be issued from the control workstation using root 
access privileges.

control: # dsh -a chuser fsize=4194303 user1

After this command is completed, users must log out and in again for it to 
take effect.

To assign values to the other parameters, use the syntax shown above, 
replacing the parameter name and value with the new parameter name and 
value.

Set the System Paging Space
Ascential Software recommends that your system have at least the following 
settings for the paging space:

• 500 MB per processor for systems with fewer than 20 processors

• 1 GB per processor for systems with 20 or more processors 

! To set the paging size:

1 Determine the current paging size for a node or workstation by issuing this 
command:

node: $ lsps -a

You must run this command on each node or workstation in your system.

This command displays information in the form shown in Table 4.

The Group Size column lists the paging size for each disk drive. In this case, 
the total for the node is 2000 + 192 + 64 MB = 2256 MB (approximately 2.2 GB).

You can also issue the following dsh command from the control workstation 
of an RS/6000 SP to display paging size information about all nodes:

control: $ dsh -a lsps -a

2 Change the paging space as necessary for each node or workstation. See the 
IBM System Management Guide: Operating System and Devices manual 

Table 4 Output of lsps Command

Page
Space

Physical
Volume

Volume Group
Size

% Used Active Auto Type

paging01 hdisk1 pagevg 2000MB 1 yes yes lv

paging00 hdisk0 rootvg 192MB 5 yes yes lv

hd6 hdisk0 rootvg 64MB 23 yes yes lv
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corresponding to your version of AIX for the procedure to modify your 
paging space.

Edit /etc/magic
This procedure is optional.

The UNIX file command examines a file to classify it. The command reads the 
file /etc/magic to identify files that have a magic number, that is, a constant 
indicating the file type. 

Orchestrate supplies the file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/magic containing Orchestrate-
specific additions to /etc/magic, where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of 
your Orchestrate installation. Edit your system’s /etc/magic by appending the 
Orchestrate-specific additions to it.

Here is a sample file command and system output after the edits described 
above have been made:

$ file t1.ds

t1.ds: Ascential Software ORCHESTRATE dataset descriptor

Setting up Orchestrate Users
Perform the procedures listed below for each Orchestrate user who will develop 
and run Orchestrate applications from either the Orchestrate Shell (osh), or any 
UNIX shell. The latter category consists of users who develop and run 
applications written in C++.

Except for Procedure 2, the steps require user access privileges and may be 
performed by either a system administrator or an Orchestrate user.

! To set up an Orchestrate user, perform the procedures described in the 
following sections:

1 “Configure an Orchestrate User” on page 3-16

2 “Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory” on page 3-17, if necessary

3 “Set PWD” on page 3-17, if the user is using the Bourne shell or the C shell

4 Review “User Privileges for Orchestrate Applications” on page 3-17.

Important You must be logged in as root to edit /etc/magic.
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Configure an Orchestrate User 
! To configure an Orchestrate user:

1 In your .profile, .kshrc, or .cshrc, set the APT_ORCHHOME environment 
variable to the directory in which Orchestrate is installed. This is either the 
default, /ascential/apt, or the directory you have defined as part of the 
installation procedure.

2 Add $APT_ORCHHOME/bin to your PATH environment variable. This is required 
for access to all scripts, executable files, and maintenance commands.

3 Add $APT_ORCHHOME/osh_wrappers and $APT_ORCHHOME/user_osh_wrappers to 
your PATH environment variable. This is required for access to the osh 
operators.

4 Make sure LIBPATH has been set to /usr/lib:/lib:$APT_ORCHHOME/lib: 
$APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib, followed by add additional libraries you need .

5 Optionally, add the path to the VisualAge C++ compiler to your PATH 
environment variable. Orchestrate requires that the compiler be included in 
PATH if you will use the buildop utility or develop and run programs using the 
Orchestrate C++ interface.

6 Add the path to the dbx debugger to your PATH variable to facilitate error 
reporting. If an internal execution error occurs, Orchestrate attempts to invoke 
a debugger in order to obtain a stack traceback to include in the error report; if 
no debugger is available, no traceback will be generated.

7 By default, Orchestrate uses the directory /tmp for some temporary file 
storage. If you do not want to use this directory, assign the path name to a 
different directory through the environment variable TMPDIR. 

You can additionally assign this location through the Orchestrate 
environment variable APT_PM_SCOREDIR.

8 Make sure you have write access to the directories $APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib 
and $APT_ORCHHOME/user_osh_wrappers on all processing nodes.

9 If your system connects multiple processing nodes by means of a switch 
network in an MPP, set APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING which sets the amount 
of memory in bytes reserved for Orchestrate on every node communicating 
over the network. The default setting is 2 MB.

Ascential Software suggests setting APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING to no more 
than 64 MB (67,108,864 bytes). If your job fails with messages about broken 
pipes or broken TCP connections, reduce the value to 16 MB (16,777,216 
bytes). In general, if TCP throughput is so low that there is idle CPU time, 
increment this variable (by doubling) until performance improves. If the 
system is paging, the setting is probably too high.
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If you plan to run multiple Orchestrate jobs concurrently, set the value of this 
variable to a fraction of the value you would use for a single job. For example, 
if you normally set APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING to 64 MB for a single 
Orchestrate job, set it to 32 MB if you are going to run two concurrent 
Orchestrate jobs.

For a single-SMP system, leave this variable at the default setting. If your 
system includes an SMP cluster, set APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING to the value 
determined above divided by the number of Orchestrate nodes defined for 
the SMP node. For example, if you configure Orchestrate to recognize a single 
SMP node as two separate processing nodes, set APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING 
to its normal value divided by two. Similarly, if you have multiple SMP 
nodes, divide the value of APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING by the largest number 
of Orchestrate nodes defined for any single SMP node. 

Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory
This procedure need only be done for MPP and multi-node configurations.

If this step has not already been performed, you must make sure that your 
development directory is globally visible to all other nodes in the system. This 
often means that the directory must be globally cross-mounted. Typically, you 
use NFS to make the directory globally visible. This step is necessary to develop 
and run C++ applications that invoke Orchestrate.

Set PWD
This step in only required if you are using the Bourne shell or the C shell. It is not 
required if you are using the Korn shell.

If you are using Bourne or C shell, you must set the environment variable PWD to 
the globally-visible path of the directory in which you develop your Orchestrate 
applications. The directory must be visible with the same path name on all 
processing nodes on which you run your Orchestrate applications. You must 
update PWD whenever you change to a new directory.

For example, if you use C shell and the directory /usr/me/orchestrate/app1 as 
your development directory, set PWD as shown here:

$ setenv PWD /usr/me/orchestrate/app1

After completing this configuration, you can copy the sample applications in the 
directory $APT_ORCHHOME/examples to your directory and run the examples.

User Privileges for Orchestrate Applications
A user who runs an Orchestrate application must have necessary privileges on all 
nodes used by that application, including:
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• Login access 

• Read/write access to disk and scratch disk resources

• Execute permissions on local copies of programs and scripts

• Read/write permissions to the temporary directory

• Read access to $APT_ORCHHOME

Where to Go from Here
! To prepare to use Orchestrate:

1 Configure the Orchestrate System. See Chapter 8, “Configuration”.

2 Register your system’s relational databases. See Chapter 9, “RDBMS 
Configuration”. 
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Sun Solaris Installation
This chapter describes the procedures specific to the installation of Orchestrate on 
the Solaris operating system.

Installing Orchestrate on Solaris 4 1
Install Orchestrate 4 2
Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary 4 4
Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems 4 5

Configuring Solaris to Run Orchestrate 4 6
Make Sure Users Can Run rsh Without a Password 4 7
Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory 4 7
Set the Maximum Number of Processes for Each Orchestrate User 4 8
Set the System Swap Space 4 8
Edit /etc/magic 4 9

Setting up Orchestrate Users 4 10
Configure an Orchestrate User 4 10
Configure the Orchestrate Environment 4 11
Grant User Privileges to Run Orchestrate Applications 4 12

Where to Go from Here 4 12

Installing Orchestrate on Solaris
Before you begin, make sure your system is running a supported version of 
Solaris. For currently supported operating systems and applications refer to the 
release notes for your version of Orchestrate.
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! To determine the version of Solaris you are running:

1 Log on to a processing node.

2 Issue the following command to determine your Solaris version:
 $ uname -r

! To install Orchestrate on Solaris perform the procedures described in the 
following sections:

1 “Install Orchestrate” on page 4-2

2 “Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary” on page 4-4

3 “Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems” on page 4-5

4 “Configuring Solaris to Run Orchestrate” on page 4-6

Install Orchestrate
! To run the Orchestrate installation script:

1 Ascential Software recommends that you create a UNIX user account for user 
name ascential. While you do not have to create such an account, Ascential 
Software recommends that you do so to keep the installation isolated from 
accidental damage. 

For details on configuring this account, see “Setting up Orchestrate Users” on 
page 4-10.

2 Place the CD-ROM in the drive. The Volume Management daemon, vold, 
automatically mounts the CD-ROM. (If vold is not running, contact your 
system administrator to start this daemon.)

3 Optional. If you are installing Orchestrate over a previous version, the 
installation script performs an upgrade.

The person who installs the first version of Orchestrate specifies the full 
pathname to the installation directory, which is actually a link pointing to the 
sibling directory install_dir.600.1. If you install an update, it is placed in a 
new sibling directory install_dir.600.2 and the link install_dir now points to 
this new directory. In this manual, the top-level directory of your current 
Orchestrate installation is referred to as $APT_ORCHHOME. It is the directory 
pointed to by your APT_ORCHHOME environment variable.

Important The person creating a new user account must have root privileges. However, 
most other steps must be performed by an ordinary user with ordinary user 
privileges. When steps must be performed by either an administrator or root, 
and not by a user, installation instructions state this.
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The old install (install_dir.600.1) is left intact. Subsequent updates are 
similarly placed in directories install_dir.600.3 and so forth.

Certain files from the old install are copied into the new install:

• user_lib (if present)

• user_osh_wrappers (if present)
• *.apt

• etc/*.apt

4 Log on as ascential or another non-root user.

5 Change directory to the CD-ROM directory (/cdrom).

6 Issue the following command to run the installation script:
$ ./install.

Orchestrate automatically logs the installation procedure in 
/tmp/orchinstlognnn, where nnn is the process ID of the installation script. 
This directory and file are volatile. To save the file permanently, move it 
elsewhere.

At any prompt you may give one of three special responses:

• Type a question mark (?) followed by a newline for help in replying to the 
prompt.

• Type an exclamation mark (!) followed by a newline to start an interactive 
UNIX shell. To leave the shell, either press Ctrl-D or type exit followed by a 
newline to resume the installation.

• Type quit! to exit the installation procedure.

Most prompts have defaults, which are enclosed in square brackets ([]). Enter 
a newline to accept the default.

7 The installation script prompts you for the name of your installation directory. 
By default, the installation directory is the value of the environment variable 
$APT_ORCHHOME, if set. If $APT_ORCHHOME is not set the default is /ascential/apt 
on the node to which you are logged in. If you specify a directory that does 
not exist, you are given a chance to create the directory. You must have write 
permission to the installation directory. If you do not, you are notified of the 
problem and asked again to supply an installation directory.

8 The script prompts you for a locale choice. Your choice determines the 
language in which Orchestrate messages and exceptions are expressed. You 
can choose either English or French. The default is English. 

Important You must not be logged on as root to perform Steps 5–11.
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9 You are asked if you want to copy documentation on the CD to the 
installation directory. If you answer no, you will need to have the CD 
mounted whenever you access the documentation.

At this point, the installation program announces that it is installing several 
Orchestrate components.

10 If you are installing Orchestrate support for Oracle, the installation script may 
ask for the location of your Oracle installation if it is not in the expected 
location.

11 If you have SAS on your system, you may be asked which version you want to 
use with Orchestrate. You can choose SAS version 6.12, SAS version 8.2, or no 
SAS adapter. You can change your choice of SAS version after installation by 
issuing the following commands:

$ cd $APT_ORCHHOME/bin
$ rm aptsev2
$ ln -s aptsev2.612 aptsev2 # for sas 6.12
or
$ ln -s aptsev2.8.2 aptsev2 # for sas 8.2

At this point, the installation program announces that it is installing several 
more Orchestrate components.

12 You are prompted to choose two TCP ports for use by the Orchestrate Job 
Monitoring Tool. You must pick ports that are not in use by any other service, 
including any other Orchestrate Job Monitoring Tool running on your system. 
The installation program offers two unused ports as defaults. You should 
register the ports in /etc/services or in any other service registry used by the 
system.

The installation program reminds you to create and test a configuration file. It 
tells you to use copy-orchdist to install Orchestrate on the remaining nodes of 
your system if you are using multiple nodes in a cluster or MPP. It tells you to 
rename $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/distribute-component.example to 
$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/distribute-component if you wish to use custom 
operators.

The installation program is now complete.

Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary
Orchestrate must be able to run the remote shell command (rsh) without a 
password on all processing nodes running Orchestrate programs. Orchestrate 
searches the following paths on a processing node, in this order, to find the 
remote shell command:

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh (if it exists)
/usr/ucb/rsh
/usr/bin/remsh
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/bin/remsh
/usr/bin/rsh

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the directory in which Orchestrate is installed, either the 
default /ascential/apt or the directory you have defined as part of the 
installation procedure.

If Orchestrate does not find the command, you must specify its location. To do so, 
copy or rename the Orchestrate-supplied file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh.example 
to $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh. This file contains the following shell script:

#!/bin/sh
# Example apt/etc/remsh
exec /usr/bin/rsh "$@"

As written, this shell script invokes /usr/bin/rsh. Edit the last line of this script to 
invoke your specific remote shell command. The script should be executable by 
all users. To ensure that it is, use chmod:

# chmod 755 script-filename

Test this by running rsh on each node Orchestrate will run on:
# rsh nodename uptime

Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems
This procedure is required only if you are using network clusters.

First, make Orchestrate accessible by all Orchestrate systems using one of the 
following methods:

• Globally cross-mount, typically via NFS, a single directory on a single system 
containing the Orchestrate software. This configuration makes software 
upgrades more convenient than if Orchestrate is installed on all processing 
systems. 

• Copy Orchestrate to a directory with the same path name on all processing 
systems that you designate for processing Orchestrate applications. You may 
notice faster startup times with this configuration than if you globally cross-
mount.

Note If the remote shell command is not located in any of the paths shown above, 
please contact Ascential Software technical support after you have modified the 
script. Let us know the command’s location on your system.

Important If you are using NFS to globally mount the directory, you must mount it using 
either the hard or hard,intr options. Do not mount it using the soft option. 
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! To copy Orchestrate to all processing nodes of a cluster:

1 If you are installing a new system (not updating another installation), go to 
Step 4.

2 If you are upgrading an existing Orchestrate installation, make sure that no 
Orchestrate-related processes are running.

3 Issue the following command as root on all nodes to remove any stale shared 
libraries:

# /usr/sbin/slibclean

4 Invoke the Orchestrate copy-orchdist utility to copy the installation to all 
your new nodes. The necessary directories will be created on each node:

$ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist node1 node2 ... nodeN

where:

• $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation

• node1 node2 ... nodeN is a space-separated list of the new node names. 

5 In $APT_ORCHHOME/etc rename the file distribute-component.example to 
distribute-component and make it executable. This will ensure that custom 
operators are copied to each node. 

If you later add nodes to your system, you must run the copy-orchdist utility 
again to copy Orchestrate to the new nodes, as in the following sample:

$ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist newNode1 newNode2 ... 
newNodeN

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate 
installation. In addition, you must either create a new Orchestrate 
configuration file defining the new nodes, or add them to an existing 
configuration file. See Chapter 8, “Configuration”.

Configuring Solaris to Run Orchestrate
! To configure a Solaris system to run Orchestrate perform the procedures 

described in the following sections:

1 “Make Sure Users Can Run rsh Without a Password” on page 4-7

2 “Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory” on page 4-7

3 “Set the Maximum Number of Processes for Each Orchestrate User” on 
page 4-8

4 “Set the System Swap Space” on page 4-8

5 “Edit /etc/magic” on page 4-9
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Make Sure Users Can Run rsh Without a Password
This procedure is only necessary for network clusters.

All Orchestrate users of the UNIX-only environment must be able to run the 
remote shell command, rsh, without a password, on all processing nodes running 
Orchestrate applications. This command should use the fastest available network 
in the system.

You perform this step differently according to the type of system you are running. 
For example, you can either edit /etc/hosts.equiv or create an .rhosts file for 
each user. In both cases, add the host name of each Orchestrate processing node to 
/etc/hosts.equiv or .rhosts, one host name per line. The host name that is 
included in this file must correspond to the node’s setting of the fastname 
parameter in the Orchestrate configuration file, config.apt. (See Chapter 8, 
“Configuration”, for information about setting up configuration files.)

If you choose to edit /etc/hosts.equiv, the file must be owned by root and must 
grant read/write access to root and no access to any other user (file mode of 600). 

If you choose to create a .rhosts file for each user, it must:

• Be located in all Orchestrate users’ home directories

• Be owned by the user

• Grant read/write access to the user and no access to any other user (file mode 
of 600)

After you have made sure users can rsh without a password, issue the following 
command on each node to test rsh:

$ rsh hostname uptime

where hostname is the name of a processing node that you use with Orchestrate. If 
hostname is accessible, this command prints a message containing its up time.

Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory
This procedure is necessary for network clusters only.

To develop and run C++ applications that invoke Orchestrate, you must ensure 
that your development directory is globally visible to all other nodes in the 
system. This often means that the directory must be globally cross-mounted. 
Typically, you use NFS to make the directory globally visible.
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Set the Maximum Number of Processes for Each 
Orchestrate User

Ascential Software recommends that each Orchestrate user be able to run at least 
100 processes per node and possibly many more on large systems or SMPs. 
Follow the procedure described below to configure the number of processes for 
Orchestrate users:

! To set the maximum number of processes for an Orchestrate user:

1 Determine the current setting of the maximum number of processes by 
issuing the following command:

$ /usr/sbin/sysdef | grep v.v_maxup

The command displays the current setting of the maximum number of 
processes.

2 If the maximum number of processes is less than 100, add the following line to 
the file /etc/system (you must be logged in as root to do this):

# set maxuprc = number_of_processes

where number_of_processes is the maximum number of processes you want to 
allow.

3 Reboot the system.

Set the System Swap Space
This procedure is optional; however, for applications that process large amounts 
of data Ascential Software recommends that your system have at least the 
following settings for the swap space:

• 500 MB per processor for systems with fewer than 20 processing nodes

• 1 GB per processor for systems with 20 or more processing nodes

Although any user can determine how much swap space there is, only root can 
change it.

! To set the swap size:

1 Determine the current swap size for a node by issuing the command:
$ swap -l 

You must run this command on each node of your system.

This command displays information as in Table 5.
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A single block is 512 bytes. In this example, the total swap space is 2,060,832 
blocks, or approximately 1GB.

2 If you are not already root, become root.

3 Change the swap space as necessary for each node, using the command: 
swap -a.

Edit /etc/magic
This procedure is optional. The UNIX file command examines a file to classify it. 
The command reads the file /etc/magic to identify files that have a magic number, 
that is, a constant indicating the file type. 

Orchestrate supplies the file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/magic containing Orchestrate-
specific additions to /etc/magic, where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of 
your Orchestrate installation. Edit your system’s /etc/magic by appending the 
Orchestrate-specific additions to it.

Shown below is a sample file command and system output after the edits shown 
above have been made:

$ file t1.ds

t1.ds: Ascential Software ORCHESTRATE dataset descriptor

Table 5 Output of the swap -l Command

swapfile dev swaplo blocks free

/dev/dsk/c0t3d0s1 32,25 8 132040 103440

/dev/dsk/c0t2d0s1 32,17 8 580600 553760

/dev/dsk/c0t1d0s6 32,14 8 1348192 1316864

Important Changing swap space requires root privileges.

Caution Only a system administrator should reset the system swap space. The 
procedure is potentially destructive.

Important You must be logged in as root to edit /etc/magic.
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Setting up Orchestrate Users
Perform the steps listed below for each Orchestrate user who will develop or run 
Orchestrate applications from the Orchestrate shell (osh) or any UNIX shell. The 
last category consists of users who develop and run applications written in C++.

The steps require user access privileges and may be performed by either a system 
administrator or an Orchestrate user.

! To set up Orchestrate users perform the procedures described in the following 
sections:

1 “Configure an Orchestrate User” on page 4-10

2 “Configure the Orchestrate Environment” on page 4-11

3 “Grant User Privileges to Run Orchestrate Applications” on page 4-12

Configure an Orchestrate User
! To configure an Orchestrate user:

1 In your .kshrc, .profile, or .cshrc, set the APT_ORCHHOME environment 
variable to the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation, either the 
default /ascential/apt or the directory you have defined as part of the 
installation procedure.

2 Add $APT_ORCHHOME/bin to your PATH environment variable. This is required 
for access to all scripts, executable files, and maintenance commands.

3 Add $APT_ORCHHOME/osh_wrappers and $APT_ORCHHOME/user_osh_wrappers to 
your PATH environment variable. This is required for access to the osh 
operators.

4 If LD_LIBRARY_PATH has not been set, set it to /usr/lib. Then add 
$APT_ORCHHOME/lib, $APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib, and any additional libraries to 
this environment variable. 

If LD_LIBRARY_PATH has been set, add $APT_ORCHHOME/lib, 
$APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib, /usr/lib, and any additional libraries to this 
environment variable.

5 Make sure you have write access to the directories $APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib 
and $APT_ORCHHOME/user_osh_wrappers on all processing nodes. 

6 Optionally, add the path to the SunPro C++ Version 4.2 or Workshop Pro C++ 
Version 5.0 or 6.0 compiler (typically /opt/SUNWspro/bin) to your PATH 
environment variable. Orchestrate requires that the compiler be included in 
PATH if you will use the buildop utility or develop and run programs using the 
Orchestrate C++ interface.
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7 Add the path to the dbx debugger to your PATH variable to facilitate error 
reporting. If an internal execution error occurs, Orchestrate attempts to invoke 
a debugger in order to obtain a stack traceback to include in the error report; if 
no debugger is available, no traceback will be generated.

8 By default, Orchestrate uses the directory /tmp for some temporary file 
storage. If you do not want to use this directory, assign the path name of a 
different directory to the environment variable TMPDIR. 

You can additionally assign this location through the Orchestrate 
environment variable APT_PM_SCOREDIR.

9 If your system connects multiple processing nodes by means of a network, set 
APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING. This environment variable sets the amount of 
memory, in bytes, reserved for Orchestrate on every node for TCP 
communications. The default value is 2 MB.

If TCP throughput at that setting is so low that there is idle CPU time, 
increment it (by doubling) until performance improves. If the system is 
paging, however, or if your job fails with messages about broken pipes or 
broken TCP connections, the setting is probably too high.

10 Log out and in again to make these changes take effect.

Configure the Orchestrate Environment
For you to develop and run Orchestrate applications, your development directory 
must be globally visible to all other nodes in the system. This often means the 
directory must be globally cross-mounted.

! To configure the Orchestrate environment:

1 Make your development directory visible to all other nodes in the system with 
the same path name. Typically, you use NFS to make the directory globally 
visible. Your system administrator should have performed this operation 
during Orchestrate installation.

2 (Network clusters only.) If you are using Bourne or C shell and your 
development directory is not statically mounted or automounted, set the 
environment variable PWD to the globally-visible path of the directory. The 
directory must be visible with the same path name on all processing nodes on 
which Orchestrate applications are run. Update PWD whenever you change to a 
new directory.

Note that this step is not required if you are using the Korn shell.

For example, if you use C shell and the directory /usr/me/orchestrate/app1 
as your development directory, set PWD as shown here:

$ setenv PWD /usr/me/orchestrate/app1
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After you have completed this configuration, you can copy the sample 
applications from the directory $APT_ORCHHOME/examples to your directory and 
run the examples.

Grant User Privileges to Run Orchestrate 
Applications

A user who runs an Orchestrate application must have necessary privileges on all 
nodes used by that application, including:

• Login access

• Read/write access to disk and scratch disk resources

• Execute permissions on local copies of programs and scripts

• Read/write permissions to the temporary directory

• Read access to $APT_ORCHHOME

Where to Go from Here
! To continue after you have completed the procedures described above:

1 Configure the Orchestrate system. See Chapter 8, “Configuration”. 

2 Register your system’s relational databases. See Chapter 9, “RDBMS 
Configuration”. 
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Linux Installation
This chapter describes the procedures specific to the installation of Orchestrate on 
the Red Hat Linux operating system.

Installing Orchestrate on Solaris 4 1
Install Orchestrate 4 2
Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary 4 4
Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems 4 5

Configuring Solaris to Run Orchestrate 4 6
Make Sure Users Can Run rsh Without a Password 4 7
Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory 4 7
Set the Maximum Number of Processes for Each Orchestrate User 4 8
Set the System Swap Space 4 8
Edit /etc/magic 4 9

Setting up Orchestrate Users 4 10
Configure an Orchestrate User 4 10
Configure the Orchestrate Environment 4 11
Grant User Privileges to Run Orchestrate Applications 4 12

Where to Go from Here 4 12

Installing Orchestrate on Linux
Before you begin, make sure your system is running a supported version of 
Linux. For currently supported operating systems and applications refer to the 
release notes for your version of Orchestrate.
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! To determine the version of Linux you are running:

1 Log on to a processing node.

2 Issue the following command to determine your Linux version:
 $ uname -r

! To install Orchestrate on Linux perform the procedures described in the 
following sections:

1 “Install Orchestrate” on page 5-2

2 “Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary” on page 5-4

3 “Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems” on page 5-5

4 “Configuring Linux to Run Orchestrate” on page 5-6

Install Orchestrate
! To run the Orchestrate installation script:

1 Ascential Software recommends that you create a UNIX user account for user 
name ascential. While you do not have to create such an account, Ascential 
Software recommends that you do so to keep the installation isolated from 
accidental damage. 

For details on configuring this account, see “Setting up Orchestrate Users” on 
page 5-9.

2 Place the CD-ROM in the drive. Mount the CD by typing:
# mount /mnt/cdrom

This step expects that /dev/cdrom is listed in /etc/fstab with this mount 
point.

3 Optional. If you are installing Orchestrate over a previous version, the 
installation script performs an upgrade.

The person who installs the first version of Orchestrate specifies the full 
pathname to the installation directory, which is actually a link pointing to the 
sibling directory install_dir.700.1. If you install an update, it is placed in a 
new sibling directory install_dir.700.2 and the link install_dir now points to 
this new directory. In this manual, the top-level directory of your current 
Orchestrate installation is referred to as $APT_ORCHHOME. It is the directory 
pointed to by your APT_ORCHHOME environment variable.

Important The person creating a new user account must have root privileges. However, 
most other steps must be performed by an ordinary user with ordinary user 
privileges. When steps must be performed by either an administrator or root, 
and not by a user, installation instructions state this.
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The old install (install_dir.700.1) is left intact. Subsequent updates are 
similarly placed in directories install_dir.700.3 and so forth.

Certain files from the old install are copied into the new install:

• user_lib (if present)

• user_osh_wrappers (if present)
• *.apt

• etc/*.apt

4 Log on as ascential or another non-root user.

5 Change directory to the CD-ROM directory (/mnt/cdrom).

6 Issue the following command to run the installation script:
$ ./install.

Orchestrate automatically logs the installation procedure in 
/tmp/orchinstlognnn, where nnn is the process ID of the installation script. 
This directory and file are volatile. To save the file permanently, move it 
elsewhere.

At any prompt you may give one of three special responses:

• Type a question mark (?) followed by a newline for help in replying to the 
prompt.

• Type an exclamation mark (!) followed by a newline to start an interactive 
UNIX shell. To leave the shell, either press Ctrl-D or type exit followed by a 
newline to resume the installation.

• Type quit! to exit the installation procedure.

Most prompts have defaults, which are enclosed in square brackets ([]). Enter 
a newline to accept the default.

7 The installation script prompts you for the name of your installation directory. 
By default, the installation directory is the value of the environment variable 
$APT_ORCHHOME, if set. If $APT_ORCHHOME is not set, the default is /ascential/apt 
on the node to which you are logged in. If you specify a directory that does 
not exist, you are given a chance to create the directory. You must have write 
permission to the installation directory. If you do not, you are notified of the 
problem and asked again to supply an installation directory.

8 The script prompts you for a locale choice. Your choice determines the 
language in which Orchestrate messages and exceptions are expressed. You 
can choose either English or French. The default is English. 

Important You must not be logged on as root to perform Steps 5–11.
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9 You are asked if you want to copy documentation on the CD to the 
installation directory. If you answer no, you will need to have the CD 
mounted whenever you access the documentation.

At this point, the installation program announces that it is installing several 
Orchestrate components.

10 If you are installing Orchestrate support for Oracle, the installation script may 
ask for the location of your Oracle installation if it is not in the expected 
location.

11 If you have SAS 8.2 on your system, the Orchestrate SAS-specific library is 
installed.

12 You are prompted to choose two TCP ports for use by the Orchestrate Job 
Monitoring Tool. You must pick ports that are not in use by any other service, 
including any other Orchestrate Job Monitoring Tool running on your system. 
The installation program offers two unused ports as defaults. You should 
register the ports in F/services or in any other service registry used by the 
system.

The installation program reminds you to create and test a configuration file. It 
tells you to use copy-orchdist to install Orchestrate on the remaining nodes of 
your system if you are using multiple nodes in a cluster or MPP. It tells you to 
rename $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/distribute-component.example to 
$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/distribute-component if you wish to use custom 
operators.

The installation program is now complete.

Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary
Orchestrate must be able to run the remote shell command (rsh) without a 
password on all processing nodes running Orchestrate programs. Orchestrate 
searches the following paths on a processing node, in this order, to find the 
remote shell command:

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh (if it exists)
/usr/ucb/rsh
/usr/bin/remsh
/bin/remsh
/usr/bin/rsh

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the directory in which Orchestrate is installed, either the 
default /ascential/apt or the directory you have defined as part of the 
installation procedure.

If Orchestrate does not find the command, you must specify its location. To do so, 
copy or rename the Orchestrate-supplied file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh.example 
to $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh. This file contains the following shell script:
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#!/bin/sh
# Example apt/etc/remsh
exec /usr/bin/rsh "$@"

As written, this shell script invokes /usr/bin/rsh. Edit the last line of this script to 
invoke your specific remote shell command. The script should be executable by 
all users. To ensure that it is, use chmod:

# chmod 755 script-filename

Test this by running rsh on each node Orchestrate will run on:
# rsh nodename uptime

Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems
This procedure is required only if you are using network clusters.

First, make Orchestrate accessible by all Orchestrate systems using one of the 
following methods:

• Globally cross-mount, typically via NFS, a single directory on a single system 
containing the Orchestrate software. This configuration makes software 
upgrades more convenient than if Orchestrate is installed on all processing 
systems. 

• Copy Orchestrate to a directory with the same path name on all processing 
systems that you designate for processing Orchestrate applications. You may 
notice faster startup times with this configuration than if you globally cross-
mount.

! To copy Orchestrate to all processing nodes of a cluster:

1 If you are installing a new system (not updating another installation), go to 
Step 4.

2 If you are upgrading an existing Orchestrate installation, make sure that no 
Orchestrate-related processes are running.

3 Issue the following command as root on all nodes to remove any stale shared 
libraries:

# /usr/sbin/slibclean

Note If the remote shell command is not located in any of the paths shown above, 
please contact Ascential Software technical support after you have modified the 
script. Let us know the command’s location on your system.

Important If you are using NFS to globally mount the directory, you must mount it using 
either the hard or hard,intr options. Do not mount it using the soft option. 
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4 Invoke the Orchestrate copy-orchdist utility to copy the installation to all 
your new nodes. The necessary directories will be created on each node:

$ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist node1 node2 ... nodeN

where:

• $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation

• node1 node2 ... nodeN is a space-separated list of the new node names. 

5 In $APT_ORCHHOME/etc rename the file distribute-component.example to 
distribute-component and make it executable. This will ensure that custom 
operators are copied to each node. 

If you later add nodes to your system, you must run the copy-orchdist utility 
again to copy Orchestrate to the new nodes, as in the following sample:

$ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist newNode1 newNode2 ... 
newNodeN

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate 
installation. In addition, you must either create a new Orchestrate 
configuration file defining the new nodes, or add them to an existing 
configuration file. See Chapter 8, “Configuration”.

Configuring Linux to Run Orchestrate
! To configure a Linux system to run Orchestrate perform the procedures 

described in the following sections:

1 “Make Sure Users Can Run rsh Without a Password” on page 5-6

2 “Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory” on page 5-7

3 “Set the Maximum Number of Processes for Each Orchestrate User” on 
page 5-7

4 “Set the System Swap Space” on page 5-8

5 “Edit /etc/magic” on page 5-9

Make Sure Users Can Run rsh Without a Password
This procedure is only necessary for network clusters.

All Orchestrate users of the UNIX-only environment must be able to run the 
remote shell command, rsh, without a password, on all processing nodes running 
Orchestrate applications. This command should use the fastest available network 
in the system.

You perform this step differently according to the type of system you are running. 
For example, you can either edit /etc/hosts.equiv or create an .rhosts file for 
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each user. In both cases, add the host name of each Orchestrate processing node to 
/etc/hosts.equiv or .rhosts, one host name per line. The host name that is 
included in this file must correspond to the node’s setting of the fastname 
parameter in the Orchestrate configuration file, config.apt. (See Chapter 8, 
“Configuration”, for information about setting up configuration files.)

If you choose to edit /etc/hosts.equiv, the file must be owned by root and must 
grant read/write access to root and no access to any other user (file mode of 600). 

If you choose to create a .rhosts file for each user, it must:

• Be located in all Orchestrate users’ home directories

• Be owned by the user

• Grant read/write access to the user and no access to any other user (file mode 
of 600)

After you have made sure users can rsh without a password, issue the following 
command on each node to test rsh:

$ rsh hostname uptime

where hostname is the name of a processing node that you use with Orchestrate. If 
hostname is accessible, this command prints a message containing its up time.

Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory
This procedure is necessary for network clusters only.

To develop and run C++ applications that invoke Orchestrate, you must ensure 
that your development directory is globally visible to all other nodes in the 
system. This often means that the directory must be globally cross-mounted. 
Typically, you use NFS to make the directory globally visible.

Set the Maximum Number of Processes for Each 
Orchestrate User

Ascential Software recommends that each Orchestrate user be able to run at least 
100 processes per node and possibly many more on large systems or SMPs. 
Follow the procedure described below to configure the number of processes for 
Orchestrate users:

! To set the maximum number of processes for an Orchestrate user:

1 Determine the current setting of the maximum number of processes by 
issuing the following command:

$ ulimit -u
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The command displays the current setting of the maximum number of 
processes.

2 Add the following line to /etc/pam.d/login: 
session required /lib/security/pam_limits.so 

3 Add the following two lines to /etc/security/limits.conf:
* soft nproc value
* hard nproc value

where value is the limit of processes. 

A reboot is required for this to take effect. 

Set the System Swap Space
This procedure is optional; however, for applications that process large amounts 
of data Ascential Software recommends that your system have at least the 
following settings for the swap space:

• 500 MB per processor for systems with fewer than 20 processing nodes

• 1 GB per processor for systems with 20 or more processing nodes

Although any user can determine how much swap space there is, only root can 
change it.

! To set the swap size:

1 Determine the current swap size for a node by issuing the command:
$ /sbin/swapon -s

You must run this command on each node of your system.

Example output from the swapon command:

2 If you are not already root, become root.

3 Change the swap space as necessary for each node, using the commands: 
# dd if=/dev/zero of=swapfile bs=1024 count=8192

# mkswap swapfile 8192

# sync

#swapon swapfile

swapfile type size used priority

/dev/sda7 partition 2096440 692 -1

Important Changing swap space requires root privileges.
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Edit /etc/magic
This procedure is optional. The UNIX file command examines a file to classify it. 
The command reads the file /etc/magic to identify files that have a magic number, 
that is, a constant indicating the file type. 

Orchestrate supplies the file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/magic containing Orchestrate-
specific additions to /etc/magic, where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of 
your Orchestrate installation. Edit your system’s /etc/magic by appending the 
Orchestrate-specific additions to it.

Shown below is a sample file command and system output after the edits shown 
above have been made:

$ file t1.ds

t1.ds: Ascential Software ORCHESTRATE dataset descriptor

Setting up Orchestrate Users
Perform the steps listed below for each Orchestrate user who will develop or run 
Orchestrate applications from the Orchestrate shell (osh) or any UNIX shell. The 
last category consists of users who develop and run applications written in C++.

The steps require user access privileges and may be performed by either a system 
administrator or an Orchestrate user.

! To set up Orchestrate users perform the procedures described in the following 
sections:

1 “Configure an Orchestrate User” on page 5-9

2 “Configure the Orchestrate Environment” on page 5-11

3 “Grant User Privileges to Run Orchestrate Applications” on page 5-11

Configure an Orchestrate User
! To configure an Orchestrate user:

1 In your .kshrc, .profile, or .cshrc, set the APT_ORCHHOME environment 
variable to the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation, either the 

Caution Only a system administrator should reset the system swap space. The 
procedure is potentially destructive.

Important You must be logged in as root to edit /etc/magic.
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default /ascential/apt or the directory you have defined as part of the 
installation procedure.

2 Add $APT_ORCHHOME/bin to your PATH environment variable. This is required 
for access to all scripts, executable files, and maintenance commands.

3 Add $APT_ORCHHOME/osh_wrappers and $APT_ORCHHOME/user_osh_wrappers to 
your PATH environment variable. This is required for access to the osh 
operators.

4 If LD_LIBRARY_PATH has not been set, set it to /usr/lib. Then add 
$APT_ORCHHOME/lib, $APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib, and any additional libraries to 
this environment variable. 

If LD_LIBRARY_PATH has been set, add $APT_ORCHHOME/lib, 
$APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib, /usr/lib, and any additional libraries to this 
environment variable.

5 Make sure you have write access to the directories $APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib 
and $APT_ORCHHOME/user_osh_wrappers on all processing nodes. 

6 Optionally, add the path to the gcc/g++ 2.96 compiler (typically /usr/bin) to 
your PATH environment variable. Orchestrate requires that the compiler be 
included in PATH if you will use the buildop utility or the transform operator, 
or develop and run programs using the Orchestrate C++ interface.

7 Add the path to the dbx debugger to your PATH variable to facilitate error 
reporting. If an internal execution error occurs, Orchestrate attempts to invoke 
a debugger in order to obtain a stack traceback to include in the error report; if 
no debugger is available, no traceback will be generated.

8 By default, Orchestrate uses the directory /tmp for some temporary file 
storage. If you do not want to use this directory, assign the path name of a 
different directory to the environment variable TMPDIR. 

You can additionally assign this location through the Orchestrate 
environment variable APT_PM_SCOREDIR.

9 If your system connects multiple processing nodes by means of a network, set 
APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING. This environment variable sets the amount of 
memory, in bytes, reserved for Orchestrate on every node for TCP 
communications. The default value is 2 MB.

If TCP throughput at that setting is so low that there is idle CPU time, 
increment it (by doubling) until performance improves. If the system is 
paging, however, or if your job fails with messages about broken pipes or 
broken TCP connections, the setting is probably too high.

10 Log out and in again to make these changes take effect.
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Configure the Orchestrate Environment
For you to develop and run Orchestrate applications, your development directory 
must be globally visible to all other nodes in the system. This often means the 
directory must be globally cross-mounted.

! To configure the Orchestrate environment:

1 Make your development directory visible to all other nodes in the system with 
the same path name. Typically, you use NFS to make the directory globally 
visible. Your system administrator should have performed this operation 
during Orchestrate installation.

2 (Network clusters only.) If you are using Bourne or C shell and your 
development directory is not statically mounted or automounted, set the 
environment variable PWD to the globally-visible path of the directory. The 
directory must be visible with the same path name on all processing nodes on 
which Orchestrate applications are run. Update PWD whenever you change to a 
new directory.

Note that this step is not required if you are using the Korn shell.

For example, if you use C shell and the directory /usr/me/orchestrate/app1 
as your development directory, set PWD as shown here:

$ setenv PWD /usr/me/orchestrate/app1

After you have completed this configuration, you can copy the sample 
applications from the directory $APT_ORCHHOME/examples to your directory and 
run the examples.

Grant User Privileges to Run Orchestrate 
Applications

A user who runs an Orchestrate application must have necessary privileges on all 
nodes used by that application, including:

• Login access

• Read/write access to disk and scratch disk resources

• Execute permissions on local copies of programs and scripts

• Read/write permissions to the temporary directory

• Read access to $APT_ORCHHOME
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Where to Go from Here
! To continue after you have completed the procedures described above:

1 Configure the Orchestrate system. See Chapter 8, “Configuration”. 

2 Register your system’s relational databases. See Chapter 9, “RDBMS 
Configuration”. 
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Hewlett-Packard HP-UX 
Installation
This chapter describes the procedures specific to the installation of Orchestrate on 
the HP-UX operating system. 

Installing Orchestrate on HP-UX 6 1
Run the Orchestrate Installation Script 6 2
Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary 6 4
Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems 6 5

Configuring HP-UX to Run Orchestrate 6 6
Make Sure Users Can Run remsh Without Password 6 6
Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory 6 7
Set the Maximum Number of User Processes 6 7
Increase the Limits on Segment Sizes 6 8
Set the System Swap Space 6 9
Edit /etc/magic 6 9

Setting up Orchestrate Users 6 10
Configure an Orchestrate User 6 10
Configure the Orchestrate Environment 6 12
User Privileges to Run Orchestrate Applications 6 12

Where to Go from Here 6 13

Installing Orchestrate on HP-UX
Before you begin, make sure your system is running a supported version of HP-
UX. For currently supported operating systems and applications refer to the 
release notes for your version of Orchestrate.
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! To determine the version of HP-UX you are using:

1 Log on to a processing node.

2 Issue the following command to determine your HP-UX version:
 $ uname -r

! To install Orchestrate on the HP-UX, perform the procedures described in the 
following sections:

1 “Run the Orchestrate Installation Script” on page 6-2

2 “Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary” on page 6-4

3 “Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems” on page 6-5

Run the Orchestrate Installation Script
! To run the Orchestrate installation script:

1 Ascential Software recommends that you create a UNIX user account for user 
name ascential. While you do not have to create such an account, Ascential 
Software recommends that you do so to keep the installation isolated from 
accidental damage.

For details on configuring this account, see “Setting up Orchestrate Users” on 
page 6-10.

2 Place the CD-ROM in the drive. To mount the CD-ROM, you must be logged 
on as root. Create a mount point, then mount the CD-ROM:

# mkdir /cdrom

# mount -F cdfs -r /dev/dsk/cdrom-device/cdrom

where cdrom-device is the name of that device on your system.

3 Optional. If you are installing Orchestrate over a previous version, the 
installation script performs an upgrade.

The person who installs the first version of Orchestrate specifies the full 
pathname to the installation directory, which is actually a link pointing to the 
sibling directory install_dir.600.1. If you install an update, it is placed in a 
new sibling directory install_dir.600.2 and the link install_dir now points to 
this new directory. In this manual, the top-level directory of your current 
Orchestrate installation is referred to as $APT_ORCHHOME. It is the directory 
pointed to by your APT_ORCHHOME environment variable.

Important The person creating a new user account must have root privileges. However, 
most other steps must be performed by an ordinary user with ordinary user 
privileges. When steps must be performed by either an administrator or root, 
and not by a user, installation instructions state this.
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The old install (install_dir.600.1) is left intact. Subsequent updates are 
similarly placed in directories install_dir.600.3 and so forth.

Certain files from the old install are copied into the new install:

• user_lib (if present)

• user_osh_wrappers (if present)
• *.apt

• etc/*.apt

4 Log on as ascential or another non-root user.

5 Change directory to the CD-ROM directory (/cdrom).

6 Issue the following command to run the installation script:
$ ./install

Orchestrate automatically logs the installation procedure in 
/tmp/orchinstlognnn, where nnn is the process ID of the installation script. 
This directory and file are volatile. To save the file permanently, move it 
elsewhere.

At any prompt you may give one of three special responses:

• Type a question mark (?) followed by a newline for help in replying to the 
prompt.

• Type an exclamation mark (!) followed by a newline to start an interactive 
UNIX shell. To leave the shell, either press Ctrl-D or type exit followed by a 
newline to resume the installation.

• Type quit! to exit the installation procedure.

Most prompts have defaults, which are enclosed in square brackets ([]). Enter 
a newline to accept the default.

7 The installation script prompts you for the name of your installation directory. 
By default, the installation directory is the value of the environment variable 
APT_ORCHHOME, if set. If $APT_ORCHHOME is not set the default is /ascential/apt 
on the node to which you are logged in. If you specify a directory that does 
not exist, you are given a chance to create the directory. You must have write 
permission to the installation directory. If you do not, you are notified of the 
problem and asked again to supply an installation directory.

8 The script prompts you for a locale choice. Your choice determines the 
language in which Orchestrate messages and exceptions are expressed. You 
can choose either English or French. The default is English.

Important You must not be logged on as root to perform Steps 5–11.
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9 You are asked if you want to copy documentation on the CD to the 
installation directory. If you answer no, you will need to have the CD 
mounted whenever you access the documentation.

At this point, the installation program announces that it is installing several 
Orchestrate components.

10 If you are installing Orchestrate support for Oracle, the installation script may 
ask for the location of your Oracle installation or ask you to confirm which 
version of Oracle you have.

11 If you have SAS on your system, you may be asked which version you want to 
use with Orchestrate. You can choose SAS version 6.12, SAS version 8, or no 
SAS adapter. Note that you can change your choice of SAS version after 
installation by issuing the following commands:

$ cd $APT_ORCHHOME/bin
$ rm aptsev2
$ ln -s aptsev2.612 aptsev2 # for sas 6.12
or:
$ ln -s aptsev2.8.2 aptsev2 # for sas 8.2

12 You are prompted to choose two TCP ports for use by the Orchestrate Job 
Monitoring Tool. You must pick ports that are not in use by any other service, 
including any other Orchestrate Job Monitoring Tool running on your system. 
The installation program offers two unused ports as defaults. You should 
register the ports in /etc/services or in any other service registry used by the 
system.

The installation program reminds you to create and test a configuration file. It 
tells you to use copy-orchdist to install Orchestrate on the remaining nodes of 
your system if you are using multiple nodes in a cluster or MPP. It tells you to 
rename $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/distribute-component.example to 
$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/distribute-component if you wish to use custom 
operators.

The installation program is now complete.

13 Log on as root and unmount the CD-ROM by issuing the umount command: 
# cd /
# umount /cdrom

Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary
Orchestrate must be able to run the remote shell command (remsh) without a 
password on all processing nodes running Orchestrate programs. Orchestrate 
searches the following paths on a processing node, in this order, to find the 
remote shell command:

Important Do not perform the unmount operation from the directory /cdrom.
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$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh (if it exists)
/usr/ucb/rsh
/usr/bin/remsh
/bin/remsh
/usr/bin/rsh

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the directory in which Orchestrate is installed, either the 
default, /ascential/apt, or the directory you have defined as part of the 
installation procedure.

If Orchestrate does not find the command, you must specify its location. To do so, 
copy or rename the Orchestrate-supplied file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh.example 
to $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh. This file contains the following shell script:

#!/bin/sh
# Example apt/etc/remsh
exec /usr/bin/remsh "$@"

As written, this shell script invokes /usr/bin/remsh. Edit the last line of this script 
to invoke your specific remote shell command. The script should be executable by 
all users. To ensure that it is, use chmod:

# chmod 755 script-filename

Test this by running remsh on each node Orchestrate will run on:
# remsh nodename uptime

Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems
First, make Orchestrate accessible by all Orchestrate systems using one of the 
following methods:

• Globally cross-mount, typically via NFS, a single directory on a single system 
containing the Orchestrate software. This configuration makes software 
upgrades more convenient than if Orchestrate is installed on all processing 
systems.

• Copy Orchestrate to a directory with the same path name on all processing 
systems that you designate for processing Orchestrate applications. You may 
notice faster startup times with this configuration than if you globally cross-
mount.

Note If the remote shell command is not located in any of the paths shown above, 
please contact Ascential Software technical support after you have modified the 
script. Let us know the location of the command on your system.

Important If you are using NFS to globally mount the directory, you must mount it 
using either the hard or hard,intr options. Do not mount it using the soft 
option.
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! To copy Orchestrate to all processing nodes of a cluster:

1 If you are installing a new system (not upgrading another installation), go to 
step 3.

2 If you are upgrading an existing Orchestrate installation, make sure that no 
Orchestrate-related processes are running.

3 Invoke the Orchestrate copy-orchdist utility to copy the installation to all 
your new nodes. The necessary directories will be created on each node:

$ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist node1 node2 ... nodeN

where:

• $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation.

• node1 node2 ... nodeN is a space-separated list of the new node names.

4 In $APT_ORCHHOME/etc rename the file distribute-component.example to 
distribute-component and make it executable. 

If you later add nodes to your system, you must run the copy-orchdist utility 
again to copy Orchestrate to the new nodes, as in the following sample:

$ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist newNode1 newNode2 ... 
newNodeN

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate 
installation. In addition, you must either create a new Orchestrate 
configuration file defining the new nodes, or add them to an existing 
configuration file. See Chapter 8, “Configuration”.

Configuring HP-UX to Run Orchestrate
! To configure your system, perform the procedures described in the following 

sections:

1 “Make Sure Users Can Run remsh Without Password” on page 6-6

2 “Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory” on page 6-7

3 “Set the Maximum Number of User Processes” on page 6-7

4 “Increase the Limits on Segment Sizes” on page 6-8

5 “Set the System Swap Space” on page 6-9

6 “Edit /etc/magic” on page 6-9

Make Sure Users Can Run remsh Without Password 
This step is necessary for network clusters only.
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All Orchestrate users of the UNIX-only environment must be able to run the 
remote shell command, remsh, without a password, on all processing nodes 
running Orchestrate applications. This command should use the fastest available 
network in the system.

You perform this step differently according to the type of system your are 
running. For example, you can either edit /etc/hosts.equiv or create an .rhosts 
file for each user. In both cases, add the host name of each Orchestrate processing 
node to /etc/hosts.equiv or .rhosts, one host name per line. The host name that 
is included in this file must correspond to the node’s setting of the fastname 
parameter, if any, in the Orchestrate configuration file, config.apt. See Chapter 8, 
“Configuration,”, for information about setting up configuration files.

If you choose to edit /etc/hosts.equiv, the file must be owned by root and must 
grant read/ write access to root and no access to any other user (file mode of 600). 

If you choose to create an .rhosts file for each user, it must:

• Be located in all Orchestrate users’ home directories

• Be owned by the user

• Grant read/write access to the user and no access to any other user (file mode 
of 600)

After you have made sure users can remsh without a password, issue the 
following command on each node to test remsh:

$ remsh hostname uptime

where hostname is the name of a processing node that you use with Orchestrate. If 
hostname is accessible, this command prints a message containing its up time.

Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory 
This procedure applies to network clusters only.

To develop and run C++ applications that invoke Orchestrate, you must ensure 
that your development directory is globally visible to all other nodes in the 
system. This often means that the directory must be globally cross-mounted. 
Typically, you use NFS to make the directory globally visible.

Set the Maximum Number of User Processes
Ascential Software recommends that each Orchestrate user be able to run at least 
100 processes per node and possibly many more on large MPPs or SMPs. You can 
either follow the procedure described below to configure the number of processes 
for Orchestrate users or use sam, the System Administration Manager.
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! To configure the maximum number of processes:

1 Determine the current setting of the maximum number of processes by 
issuing the following command:

$ /usr/sbin/sysdef | grep maxuprc

2 If the maximum number of processes is less than 100, modify the file:
/stand/build/system

Add the following line to the bottom of the file:
# set maxuprc = number_of_processes

where number_of_processes is the maximum number of processes you want to 
allow. 

3 After modifying this value you must rebuild the kernel (use the command 
Process New Kernel in sam) and reboot the system. If you intend to modify 
segment sizes as well, wait to rebuild the kernel until after all such changes 
have been made.

Increase the Limits on Segment Sizes
Other system parameters should be set before you run Orchestrate. They specify 
the maximum size of segments, including data and text segments. Ascential 
Software recommends setting them to the values shown here:

maxdsiz = 2039480320 (1945 MB)
maxssiz = 82837504 (79 MB)
maxtsiz = 1073741824 (1024 MB)

You can examine the current values of these parameters using the command:
$ /usr/sbin/sysdef | grep parameter-name

but note that the values returned by sysdef are numbers of 4-KB pages, not the 
values in bytes. 

These parameters can be set via sam, the System Administration Manager, or by 
modifying the file /stand/build/system. After changing these values you must 
rebuild the kernel (use the command Process New Kernel in sam) and reboot the 
system.

Note You must be root to modify this file. If the file does not exist, create it with 
the following commands:

cd /stand/build
/usr/lbin/sysadmin/system_prep -v -s ./system
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Set the System Swap Space
This procedure is optional; however, for applications that process large amounts 
of data, Ascential Software recommends that your system have at least the 
following settings for the swap space:

• 500 MB per processor for systems with fewer than 20 processing nodes

• 1 GB per processor for systems with 20 or more processing nodes

! To set the system swap size:

1 Log on as root.

2 Determine the current swap size for a node by issuing the command:
# swapinfo

You must run this command on each node of your system.

This command displays information in the form shown in Table 6.

In this example, the total swap space for the two disks is approximately 1 GB.

3 Change the swap space as necessary for each node, using sam (System 
Administration Manager) or with:

/etc/swapon -a.

Edit /etc/magic
This procedure is optional.

Table 6 Output of swapinfo Command

Type KB
Avail

KB
Used

KB
Free

%
Used

Start/
Limit

KB
Reserve

Pri Name

dev 524288 0 524288 0% 0 1 /dev/vg00/lvol2

dev 524288 60808 463480 12% 0 0 /dev/vg01/lvol1

reserve 240012 240012

memory 697588 602088 95500 86%

Caution Changing swap space requires root privileges. In general, only a system 
administrator should reset the system swap space. The procedure is 
potentially destructive.
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The UNIX file command examines a file to classify it. The command reads the 
file /etc/magic to identify files that have a magic number, that is, a constant 
indicating the file type. 

Orchestrate supplies the file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/magic containing Orchestrate-
specific additions to /etc/magic, where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of 
your Orchestrate installation. Edit your system’s /etc/magic by appending the 
Orchestrate-specific additions to it.

You must be logged in as root to edit /etc/magic.

Shown below is a sample file command and system output after the edits shown 
above have been made:

$ file t1.ds

t1.ds: Ascential Software ORCHESTRATE dataset descriptor

Setting up Orchestrate Users
Perform the procedures listed below for each Orchestrate user who will develop 
or run Orchestrate applications from the Orchestrate shell (osh) or any UNIX 
shell. The last category consists of users who develop and run applications 
written in C++.

The procedures require user access privileges and may be performed by either a 
system administrator or an Orchestrate user.

! To set up an Orchestrate user, perform the procedures described in the 
following sections:

1 “Configure an Orchestrate User” on page 6-10

2 “Configure the Orchestrate Environment” on page 6-12

3 “User Privileges to Run Orchestrate Applications” on page 6-12.

Configure an Orchestrate User
! To configure an Orchestrate user:

1 In your .profile, .kshrc, or .cshrc, set the APT_ORCHHOME environment 
variable to the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation, either the 
default, /ascential/apt, or the directory you have defined as part of the 
installation procedure.

2 Add $APT_ORCHHOME/bin to your PATH environment variable. This is required 
for access to all scripts, executable files, and maintenance commands.
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3 Add $APT_ORCHHOME/osh_wrappers and $APT_ORCHHOME/user_osh_wrappers to 
your PATH environment variable. This is required for access to the osh 
operators.

4 If SHLIB_PATH has not been set, set it to /usr/lib. Then add $APT_ORCHHOME/lib, 
$APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib, $APT_ORCHHOME/java/jre/lib/PA_RISC2.0, 
$APT_ORCHHOME/java/jre/lib/PA_RISC2.0/server, and any additional libraries 
to this environment variable. 

If SHLIB_PATH has been set, add $APT_ORCHHOME/lib, $APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib, 
/usr/lib, $APT_ORCHHOME/java/jre/lib/PA_RISC2.0, 
$APT_ORCHHOME/java/jre/lib/PA_RISC2.0/server, and any additional libraries 
to this environment variable.

5 Make sure you have write access to the directories $APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib 
and $APT_ORCHHOME/user_osh_wrappers on all processing nodes. 

6 Optionally, add the path to the HP-UX aCC compiler (typically /opt/aCC/bin) 
to your PATH environment variable. Orchestrate requires that the compiler be 
included in PATH if you will use the buildop utility or develop and run 
programs using the Orchestrate C++ interface.

7 Add the path to the gdb debugger to your PATH variable to facilitate error 
reporting. If an internal execution error occurs, Orchestrate attempts to invoke 
a debugger in order to obtain a stack traceback to include in the error report; if 
no debugger is available, no traceback will be generated.

8 By default, Orchestrate uses either the directory /tmp or the directory /var/tmp 
for most temporary file storage. If you do not want to use this directory, 
assign the path name of a different directory to the environment variable 
TMPDIR. 

You can additionally assign this location through the Orchestrate 
environment variable APT_PM_SCOREDIR.

9 If your system connects multiple processing nodes by means of a network, set 
APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING. This environment variable sets the amount of 
memory, in bytes, reserved for Orchestrate on every node for TCP 
communications. The default value is 2 MB.

If TCP throughput at that setting is so low that there is idle CPU time, 
increment it (by doubling) until performance improves. If the system is 
paging, however, or if your job fails with messages about broken pipes or 
broken TCP connections, the setting is probably too high.

10 Log out and in again to make these changes take effect.

Note If you have $ORACCLE_HOME/lib in your SHLIB_PATH, the two /java paths 
above must be placed before the Oracle library path.
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Configure the Orchestrate Environment
For you to develop and run Orchestrate applications, your development directory 
must be globally visible to all other nodes in the system. This often means the 
directory must be globally cross-mounted.

! To configure your Orchestrate environment:

1 Make your development directory visible to all other nodes in the system with 
the same path name. Typically, you use NFS to make the directory globally 
visible. Your system administrator should have performed this operation 
during Orchestrate installation.

2 (Network clusters only.) If you are using Bourne or C shell and your 
development directory is not statically mounted or automounted, set the 
environment variable PWD to the globally-visible path of the directory. The 
directory must be visible with the same path name on all processing nodes on 
which Orchestrate applications are run. Update PWD whenever you change to a 
new directory.

This step is not required if you are using the Korn shell.

For example, if you use C shell and the directory /usr/me/orchestrate/app1 
as your development directory, set PWD as shown below:

$ setenv PWD /usr/me/orchestrate/app1

3 After you have completed this configuration, you can copy the sample 
applications from the directory $APT_ORCHHOME/examples to your directory and 
run the examples.

User Privileges to Run Orchestrate Applications
A user who runs an Orchestrate application must have necessary privileges on all 
nodes used by that application, including:

• Login access

• Read/write access to disk and scratch disk resources

• Execute permissions on local copies of programs and scripts

• Read/write permissions to the temporary directory

• Read access to $APT_ORCHHOME
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Where to Go from Here
! To continue after you have completed the procedures described above:

1 Configure the Orchestrate system. See Chapter 8, “Configuration”. 

2 Register your system’s relational databases. See Chapter 9, “RDBMS 
Configuration”. 
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Compaq Tru64 Installation
This chapter describes the procedures specific to the installation of Orchestrate on 
the Tru64 operating system.

Installing Orchestrate on Tru64 7 1
Run the Orchestrate Installation Script 7 2
Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary 7 3
Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems 7 4

Configuring Tru64 to Run Orchestrate 7 5
Make Sure Users Can Run rsh Without Password 7 6
Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory 7 6
Set the Per-User Resource Limits 7 7
Set the System Swap Space 7 7
Edit /etc/magic 7 8

Configuring Orchestrate Users 7 9
Configure an Orchestrate User 7 9
Configure the Orchestrate Environment 7 10
Grant User Privileges to Run Orchestrate Applications 7 11

Where to Go from Here 7 11

Installing Orchestrate on Tru64
Before you begin, make sure your system is running a supported version of 
Tru64. For currently supported operating systems and applications refer to the 
release notes for your version of Orchestrate.
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! To determine the version of Tru64 you are running:

1 Log on to a processing node.

2 Issue the following command to determine your Tru64 version:
 $ uname -r

! To install Orchestrate on Tru64 perform the procedures described in the 
following sections:

1 “Run the Orchestrate Installation Script” on page 7-2

2 “Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary” on page 7-3

3 “Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems” on page 7-4

Run the Orchestrate Installation Script
This section describes how to run the Orchestrate installation script. The script 
contains a help utility. To access it, type a question mark (?) at any prompt 
during installation. You can escape to a sub-shell prompt at any time during 
installation by entering an exclamation point (!). To return to the installation 
script, either press Ctrl-D or type exit.

! To run the Orchestrate installation script:

1 Ascential Software recommends that you create a UNIX user account for user 
name ascential. While you do not have to create such an account, Ascential 
Software recommends that you do so to keep the installation isolated from 
accidental damage. 

For details on configuring this account, see “Configuring Orchestrate Users” 
on page 7-9.

2 Place the CD-ROM in the drive. Mount the CD by typing:
# mount -t cdfs -o rrip,noversion /dev/device-name /cdrom

where device-name is the name of your CD-ROM device.

3 Optional. If you are installing Orchestrate over a previous version, the 
installation script performs an upgrade, overwriting the old version including 
the server, if any. It will not overwrite the contents of an existing SOLID server 
database. To retain the old version, either install the new version in a different 
location from that of the old version or move (using mv) the old version’s 
contents to a different location.

Important The person creating a new user account must have root privileges. However, 
most other steps must be performed by an ordinary user with ordinary user 
privileges. When steps must be performed by either an administrator or root, 
and not by a user, installation instructions state this.
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4 Log on as ascential or another non-root user.

5 Change directory to the CD-ROM directory (/cdrom).

6 Issue the following command to run the installation script:
$ ./install.

Orchestrate automatically logs the installation procedure in 
/tmp/orchinstlognnn, where nnn is the process ID of the installation script. 
This directory and file are volatile. To save the file permanently, move it 
elsewhere.

7 The installation script prompts you for the name of your installation directory. 
By default, the installation directory is /ascential/apt on the node to which 
you are logged in. You can change this value. If you intend to cross-mount the 
Orchestrate installation, read “Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems” on 
page 7-4.

8 The script prompts you for a locale choice. Your choice determines the 
language in which Orchestrate messages and exceptions are expressed. You 
can choose either English or French. The default is English.

9 If you are installing Orchestrate support for Oracle, the installation script may 
ask for the location of your Oracle installation, and will ask you to confirm 
which version of Oracle you have.

10 If you have SAS on your system, you may be asked which version you want to 
use with Orchestrate. Note that you can change your choice of SAS version 
after installation by issuing the following commands:
$ cd $APT_ORCHHOME/bin
$ rm aptsev2
$ ln -s aptsev2.612 aptsev2 # for sas 6.12

or:
$ ln -s aptsev2.8.2 aptsev2 # for sas 8.2

11 Unmount the CD-ROM by changing to the root directory and issuing the 
umount command as root:

# cd /
# umount /cdrom

Specify Your System’s Remote Shell If Necessary
Orchestrate must be able to run the remote shell command (rsh) without a 
password on all processing nodes running Orchestrate programs. Orchestrate 

Note You must not be logged on as root to perform Steps 5–11.

Important Do not perform the unmount operation from the directory /cdrom.
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searches the following paths on a processing node, in this order, to find the 
remote shell command:

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh (if it exists)
/usr/ucb/rsh
/usr/bin/remsh
/bin/remsh
/usr/bin/rsh

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the directory in which Orchestrate is installed, either the 
default /ascential/apt or the directory you have defined as part of the 
installation procedure.

If Orchestrate does not find the command, you must specify its location. To do so, 
copy or rename the Orchestrate-supplied file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh.example 
to $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/remsh. This file contains the following shell script:

#!/bin/sh
# Example apt/etc/remsh
exec /usr/bin/rsh "$@"

As written, this shell script invokes /usr/bin/rsh. Edit the last line of this script to 
invoke your specific remote shell command. The script should be executable by 
all users. To ensure that it is, use chmod:

# chmod 755 script-filename

Test this by running rsh for each node Orchestrate will run on:
# rsh nodename uptime

Copy Orchestrate to Additional Systems
This step is only required for network clusters.

First, make Orchestrate accessible by all Orchestrate systems using one of the 
following methods:

• Globally cross-mount, typically via NFS, a single directory on a single system 
containing the Orchestrate software. This configuration makes software 
upgrades more convenient than if Orchestrate is installed on all processing 
systems.

Note If the remote shell command is not located in any of the paths shown above, 
please contact Ascential Software technical support after you have modified the 
script. Let us know the command’s location on your system, so that we can fix 
the script.
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• Copy Orchestrate to a directory with the same path name on all processing 
systems that you designate for processing Orchestrate applications. You may 
notice faster startup times with this configuration than if you globally cross-
mount.

! To copy Orchestrate to all processing nodes of a cluster:

1 If you are installing a new system (not overwriting another installation), go to 
Step 3.

2 If you are upgrading an existing Orchestrate installation, make sure that no 
Orchestrate-related processes are running.

3 Invoke the Orchestrate copy-orchdist utility to copy the installation to all 
your new nodes. The necessary directories will be created on each node:

$ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist node1 node2 ... nodeN

where:

• $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation.

• node1 node2 ... nodeN is a space-separated list of the new node names.

4 In $APT_ORCHHOME/etc rename the file distribute-component.example to 
distribute-component and make it executable. 

If you later add nodes to your system, you must run the copy-orchdist utility 
again to copy Orchestrate to the new nodes, as in the following sample:

$ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist newNode1 newNode2 ... 
newNodeN

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate 
installation. In addition, you must either create a new Orchestrate 
configuration file defining the new nodes, or add them to an existing 
configuration file. See Chapter 8, “Configuration”.

Configuring Tru64 to Run Orchestrate
! To configure Tru64 to run orchestrate, perform the procedures described in the 

following sections:

1 “Make Sure Users Can Run rsh Without Password” on page 7-6

2 “Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory” on page 7-6

Important If you are using NFS to globally mount the directory, you must mount it using 
either the hard or hard,intr options. Do not mount it using the soft option (if 
you do, Orchestrate may fail to start up, or crash, due to NFS time-outs from 
heavy network loads). 
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3 “Set the Per-User Resource Limits” on page 7-7

4 “Set the System Swap Space” on page 7-7

5 “Edit /etc/magic” on page 7-8

Make Sure Users Can Run rsh Without Password
This procedure is necessary for network clusters only.

All Orchestrate users of the UNIX-only environment must be able to run the 
remote shell command, rsh, without a password, on all processing nodes running 
Orchestrate applications. This command should use the fastest available network 
in the system.

You perform this step differently according to the type of system your are 
running. For example, you can either edit /etc/hosts.equiv or create an .rhosts 
file for each user. In both cases, add the host name of each Orchestrate processing 
node to /etc/hosts.equiv or .rhosts, one host name per line. The host name that 
is included in this file must correspond to the node’s setting of the fastname 
parameter in the Orchestrate configuration file, config.apt. See Chapter 8, 
“Configuration”, for information about setting up configuration files.

If you choose to edit /etc/hosts.equiv, the file must be owned by root and must 
grant read/write access to root and no access to any other user (file mode of 600). 

If you choose to create an .rhosts file for each user, it must:

• Be located in all Orchestrate users’ home directories (UNIX-only 
environment)

• Be owned by the user

• Grant read/write access to the user and no access to any other user (file mode 
of 600). 

After you have made sure users can rsh without a password, issue the following 
command for each node to test rsh:

$ rsh hostname uptime

where hostname is the name of a processing node that you use with Orchestrate. If 
hostname is accessible, this command prints a message containing its up time.

Globally Mount the C++ Development Directory
This procedure is necessary for network clusters only.

To develop and run C++ applications that invoke Orchestrate, you must ensure 
that your development directory is globally visible to all other nodes in the 
system. This often means that the directory must be globally cross-mounted. 
Typically, you use NFS to make the directory globally visible.
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Set the Per-User Resource Limits
Ascential Software recommends setting per-user resource limits to control virtual 
address space, maximum user processes, and per-process data size.

The command:
$ /sbin/sysconfig -q proc max_proc_per_user 

controls how many processes an individual user can run. Ascential Software 
recommends a value of 1000 for larger Orchestrate flows.

These two commands:
$ /sbin/sysconfig -q proc per_proc_data_size

$ /sbin/sysconfig -q proc max_per_proc_data_size

control the per-process allocatable memory. They should be set to 1 G or more 
depending on the memory patterns of your operators.

Use sysconfigdb(8) to edit the persistent parameters table (/etc/sysconfigtab). 
One way to do this is to create an input file, use it to add the items to the database, 
then re-synchronize the running kernel to it to make the changes active. To do 
this, create a new file called, for example, sysconfig.new, containing these lines:

proc:
max_proc_per_user = 1000
max_per_proc_address_space = 1073741824
per_proc_address_space = 6442450944

Then run the following commands as root:
# cd /etc

# /sbin/sysconfigdb -a -f sysconfig.new

# /sbin/sysconfig -r proc

# /sbin/sysconfig -r vm

After making these changes, log out and log in again. The results of running the 
following command should reflect the new settings:

$ ulimit -a

Set the System Swap Space
This procedure is optional; however for applications that process large amounts 
of data, Ascential Software recommends that your system have at least the 
following settings for the swap space:

• 500 MB per processor for systems with fewer than 20 processing nodes

• 1 GB per processor for systems with 20 or more processing nodes
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! To set the swap size:

1 Determine the current swap size for a node by running the command:
$ /sbin/swapon -s

on each node of your system. The command displays information in the 
following format:

Swap partition /dev/rz0b (default swap):
Allocated space:       786432 pages (6144MB)
In-use space:               1 pages (  0%)
Free space: 786431 pages ( 99%)

Total swap allocation:
Allocated space:       786432 pages (6144MB)
Reserved space:         12110 pages (  1%)
In-use space:               1 pages (  0%)
Available space:       774322 pages ( 98%)

In this example, the total swap space is slightly less than 6 GB.

2 As root, add swap space as necessary for each node, using the command:
# swapon -a

Edit /etc/magic
This procedure is optional.

The UNIX file command examines a file to classify it. The command reads the 
file /etc/magic to identify files that have a magic number, that is, a constant 
indicating the file type.

Orchestrate supplies the file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/magic containing Orchestrate-
specific additions to /etc/magic, where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of 
your Orchestrate installation. Edit your system’s /etc/magic by appending the 
Orchestrate-specific additions.

Shown below is a sample file command and system output after the edits shown 
above have been made:

$ file t1.ds

t1.ds: Ascential Software ORCHESTRATE dataset descriptor

Caution Changing swap space requires root privileges. Only a system administrator 
should reset the system swap space. The procedure is potentially destructive.

Important You must be logged in as root to edit /etc/magic.
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Configuring Orchestrate Users
Perform the steps listed below for each Orchestrate user who will develop or run 
Orchestrate applications from the Orchestrate shell (osh), or any UNIX shell. 

The steps require user access privileges and may be performed by either a system 
administrator or an Orchestrate user.

! To configure Orchestrate users, perform the procedures described in the 
following sections:

1 “Configure an Orchestrate User” on page 7-9

2 “Configure the Orchestrate Environment” on page 7-10

3 “Grant User Privileges to Run Orchestrate Applications” on page 7-11

Configure an Orchestrate User
! To configure an Orchestrate user:

1 In your .kshrc, .profile, or .cshrc, set the APT_ORCHHOME environment 
variable to the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation, either the 
default /ascential/apt or the directory you have defined as part of the 
installation procedure.

2 Add $APT_ORCHHOME/bin to your PATH environment variable. This is required 
for access to all scripts, executable files, and maintenance commands.

3 Add $APT_ORCHHOME/osh_wrappers and $APT_ORCHHOME/user_osh_wrappers to 
your PATH environment variable. This is required for access to the osh 
operators.

4 If LD_LIBRARY_PATH has not been set, set it to /usr/lib. Then add 
$APT_ORCHHOME/lib, $APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib, and any additional libraries to 
this environment variable.

If LD_LIBRARY_PATH has been set, add $APT_ORCHHOME/lib, 
$APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib, /usr/lib, and any additional libraries to this 
environment variable.

5 Make sure you have write access to the directories $APT_ORCHHOME/user_lib 
and $APT_ORCHHOME/user_osh_wrappers on all processing nodes. 

6 Verify that the location of the Compaq C++ V6.2 compiler (typically /usr/bin) 
is in your PATH environment variable. Orchestrate requires that the compiler 
be included in PATH in order to build custom operators.

7 Add the path to the ladebug debugger to your PATH variable to facilitate error 
reporting. If an internal execution error occurs, Orchestrate attempts to invoke 
a debugger in order to obtain a stack traceback to include in the error report; if 
no debugger is available, no traceback will be generated. You must have 
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Version 4.0-59 or later of ladebug. Information regarding updates is available 
at:

http://www.unix.digital.com/ladebug

8 By default, Orchestrate uses the directory /tmp for some temporary file 
storage. If you do not want to use this directory, assign the path name of a 
different directory to the environment variable TMPDIR. 

You can additionally assign this location through the Orchestrate 
environment variable APT_PM_SCOREDIR.

9 If your system connects multiple processing nodes by means of a network, set 
APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING. This environment variable sets the amount of 
memory, in bytes, reserved for Orchestrate on every node for TCP 
communications. The default value is 2 MB.

If TCP throughput at that setting is so low that there is idle CPU time, 
increment it (by doubling) until performance improves. If the system is 
paging, however, or if your job fails with messages about broken pipes or 
broken TCP connections, the setting is probably too high.

10 Log out and in again to make these changes take effect.

Configure the Orchestrate Environment
For you to develop and run Orchestrate applications, your development directory 
must be globally visible to all other nodes in the system. This often means the 
directory must be globally cross-mounted.

! To configure the Orchestrate environment:

1 Make your development directory visible to all other nodes in the system with 
the same path name. Typically, you use NFS to make the directory globally 
visible. Your system administrator should have performed this operation 
during Orchestrate installation.

2 (Network clusters only.) If you are using Bourne or C shell and your 
development directory is not statically mounted or automounted, set the 
environment variable PWD to the globally-visible path of the directory. The 
directory must be visible with the same path name on all processing nodes on 
which Orchestrate applications are run. Update PWD whenever you change to a 
new directory.

Note that this step is not required if you are using the Korn shell.

For example, if you use C shell and the directory /usr/me/orchestrate/app1 
as your development directory, set PWD as shown here:

$ setenv PWD /usr/me/orchestrate/app1
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After you have completed this configuration, you can copy the sample 
applications from the directory $APT_ORCHHOME/examples to your directory and 
run the examples.

Grant User Privileges to Run Orchestrate 
Applications

A user who runs an Orchestrate application must have necessary privileges on all 
nodes used by that application, including:

• Login access

• Read/write access to disk and scratch disk resources

• Execute permissions on local copies of programs and scripts

• Read/write permissions to the temporary directory

• Read access to $APT_ORCHHOME

Where to Go from Here
! To continue after you have completed the procedures described above:

1 Configure the Orchestrate system. See Chapter 8, “Configuration”. 

2 Register your system’s relational databases. See Chapter 9, “RDBMS 
Configuration”.
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Configuration
This chapter describes how to configure Orchestrate to allow applications to use 
the processing, storage, and sorting facilities of your system.
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Example Configuration File 8 28
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Verify That rsh Works for All Nodes in Configuration File 8 32

Selective Configuration With Startup Scripts 8 32
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System Resource Considerations 8 34
Application Considerations 8 34
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After you have installed Orchestrate and before you run applications, you must 
configure it to use the processing, storage, and sorting facilities that belong to 
your system. You do so by describing these in an Orchestrate configuration file. 
There are additional steps to take if you use SAS with Orchestrate. You then 
verify the file and read it into Orchestrate. You can also configure Orchestrate 
selectively, that is, on a per-node basis. 

System Configurations
Orchestrate’s view of your system is determined by the contents of your 
Orchestrate configuration file. This file defines the processing nodes and disk 
space connected to each node allocated for use by Orchestrate. When invoking an 
application, Orchestrate first reads the configuration file to determine what 
system resources are allocated to it, then distributes the application to those 
resources. 

When you modify the system, by adding or removing nodes or disks, you must 
modify the Orchestrate configuration file correspondingly. Since Orchestrate 
reads the configuration file every time it runs an application, it automatically 
scales the application to fit the system without your having to alter the 
application code.
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Your ability to modify the Orchestrate configuration means that you can control 
the parallelization of an application during its development cycle. For example, 
you can first run an application on one node, then on two, then on four, and so on. 
You can thus measure system performance and scalability without altering 
application code.

Configuration File Character Set
Your configuration file character encoding is determined by the input character 
set which also controls osh scripts and commands and also schema files. The 
default character set is UTF-8. You use the -input_charset top-level option or the 
APT_INPUT_CHARSET environment variable to specify the input character set.

Logical Processing Nodes
An Orchestrate configuration file defines one or more Orchestrate processing 
nodes. These are your system nodes on which Orchestrate runs applications. 
Orchestrate processing nodes are a logical rather than a physical construct. The 
number of processing nodes does not necessarily correspond to the number of 
CPUs in your system. Your configuration file can define one Orchestrate 
processing node for multiple physical nodes in your system, or multiple 
Orchestrate processing nodes for each physical node.

Optimizing Parallelism
The degree of parallelism of an Orchestrate application is determined by the 
number of nodes you define when you configure Orchestrate. Parallelism should 
be optimized rather than simply maximized. Increasing parallelism may better 
distribute your work load but it also adds to your overhead because the number 
of processes increases. Therefore you must weigh the gains of added parallelism 
against the potential losses in processing efficiency.

Obviously, the hardware that makes up your system influences the degree of 
parallelism you can establish. SMP systems allow you to scale up the number of 
CPUs and to run your parallel application against more memory. Some SMP 
systems allow scalability of disk I/O. “Configuration Options for an SMP” on 
page 8-4 discusses these considerations. In a cluster or MPP environment, you can 
use the multiple CPUs and their associated memory and disk resources in concert 
to tackle a single computing problem. “Configuration Options for an MPP 
System” on page 8-8 discusses these considerations.

The hardware that makes up your system partially determines configuration. For 
example, applications with large memory requirements, such as sort operations, 
are best assigned to machines with a lot of memory. Applications that will access 
an RDBMS must run on its server nodes; operators using other proprietary 
software, such as SAS, must run on nodes with licenses for that software.
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Here are some additional factors that affect the optimal degree of parallelism:

• CPU-intensive applications, which typically perform multiple CPU-
demanding operations on each record, benefit from the greatest possible 
parallelism. 

• Operators with large memory requirements can benefit from parallelism if 
they act on data that has been partitioned and if the required memory is also 
divided among partitions.

• Applications that are disk- or I/O-intensive, such as those that extract data 
from and load data into RDBMSs, benefit from configurations in which the 
number of logical nodes equals the number of disk spindles being accessed. 
For example, if a table is fragmented 16 ways inside a database or if a data set 
is spread across 16 disk drives, set up a node pool consisting of 16 processing 
nodes. 

• For some applications, especially those that are disk-intensive, you must 
sometimes configure your system to prevent the RDBMS from having either 
to redistribute the data if a load operation is performed or to re-partition the 
data if an extract operation is performed. See the documentation on the 
relevant RDBMS operator.

• The speed of communication among operators should be optimized by your 
configuration. For example, applications whose operators exchange large 
amounts of data should be assigned to nodes where operators communicate 
by either shared memory or a high-speed link. The relative placement of 
applications whose operators share small amounts of data is less important.

• For SMPs, you may want to leave some processors for the operating system, 
especially if your applications have many operators per step. See 
“Configuration Options for an SMP” below.

• In an MPP environment, parallelization can be expected to improve the 
performance of CPU-limited, memory-limited, or disk I/O-limited 
applications. See “Configuration Options for an MPP System” on page 8-8.

Keep in mind as well that the most nearly equal partitioning of data contributes to 
the best overall performance of an application run in parallel. For example, when 
hash partitioning, try to ensure that the resulting partitions are evenly populated 
(this is referred to as minimizing skew).

To obtain optimal performance, an experimental approach is usually necessary. 
Start with smaller data sets and try different parallelizations while scaling up the 
data set sizes to collect performance statistics.

Configuration Options for an SMP
An SMP contains multiple CPUs where all CPUs share operating system, disk, 
and I/O resources. Data is transported by means of shared memory. For further 
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information, see “Orchestrate Job Execution, Startup, and Failure Recovery” on 
page 10-1.

A number of factors contribute to the I/O scalability of your SMP. These include 
the number of disk spindles, the presence or absence of RAID, the number of I/O 
controllers, and the speed of the bus connecting the I/O system to memory.

SMP systems allow you to scale up the number of CPUs. Increasing the number of 
processors you use may or may not improve application performance, however, 
depending on whether your application is CPU-, memory-, or I/O-limited. If, for 
example, an application is CPU-limited, that is, the memory, memory bus, and 
disk I/O of your hardware spend a disproportionate amount of time waiting for 
the CPU to finish its work, it will benefit from being executed in parallel. Running 
your application on more processing units will shorten the waiting time of other 
resources and thereby speed up the overall application.

All SMP systems allow you to increase the memory access bandwidth of your 
parallel application. However, none allow you to increase the memory bus 
capacity beyond that of the hardware configuration. Therefore, memory-intensive 
applications will also benefit from increased parallelism, provided they do not 
saturate the memory bus capacity of your system. If your application is already 
approaching or at the memory bus limit, increased parallelism will not provide 
performance improvement. 

Some SMP systems allow scalability of disk I/O. In those systems, increasing 
parallelism can increase the overall throughput rate of applications that are disk 
I/O-limited.

For example, the following figure shows an Orchestrate step containing three 
parallel operators: 

Operator 1

 step

Operator 2

Operator 3
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For each operator in this step, Orchestrate creates a single UNIX process on each 
Orchestrate logical processing node (provided that operator combining is not in 
effect; see “Orchestrate Job Execution, Startup, and Failure Recovery” on page 10-
1). On an SMP defined as a single logical node, each operator runs sequentially (as 
a single process) and Orchestrate executes three processes in total for this job. If 
the SMP has three or more CPUs, the three processes in the step can be executed 
simultaneously by different CPUs. If the SMP has fewer than three CPUs, the 
processes must be scheduled by the operating system for execution, and some or 
all of the processors must execute multiple processes, preventing true 
simultaneous execution.

In order for an SMP to run Orchestrate applications, you configure Orchestrate to 
recognize the SMP as a single or as multiple logical Orchestrate processing 
node(s), that is:

1 <= M <= N

where N is the number of CPUs on the SMP and M is the number of Orchestrate 
processing nodes. (Although M can be greater than N when there are more disk 
spindles than there are CPUs.)

Depending on the type of processing performed in your applications (sorting, 
statistical analysis, database I/O), different Orchestrate configurations may be 
preferable. 

For example, on an SMP viewed as a single logical processing node, Orchestrate 
creates a single UNIX process on the processing node for each operator in a step. 
The operating system on the SMP schedules the processes to assign each process 
to an individual CPU. 

If the number of processes is less than the number of CPUs, some CPUs may be 
idle. For steps containing many operators, the number of processes may exceed 
the number of CPUs. If so, the processes will be scheduled by the operating 
system. 

Suppose you want to configure Orchestrate to recognize an eight-CPU SMP, for 
example, as two or more processing nodes. When you configure the SMP as two 
separate processing nodes, Orchestrate creates two processes per operator on the 
SMP. For the three-operator step shown above, configuring an SMP as three or 

Note As a rule of thumb, Ascential Software recommends that you create one 
Orchestrate processing node for every two CPUs in an SMP. You can modify 
this configuration to determine the optimal configuration for your system and 
application during application testing and evaluation. In fact, in most cases the 
scheduling performed by the operating system allows for significantly more 
than one process per processor to be managed before performance degradation 
is seen. The exact number depends on the nature of the processes, bus 
bandwidth, caching effects, and other factors.
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more Orchestrate processing nodes creates at least nine UNIX processes, although 
only eight CPUs are available. Process execution must be scheduled by the 
operating system. 

For that reason, configuring the SMP as three or more Orchestrate processing 
nodes can conceivably degrade performance because each CPU in the SMP shares 
memory, I/O, and network resources with the others. However, this is not 
necessarily true if some operators read from and write to disk or the network; in 
that case, other processes can use the CPU while the I/O-bound processes are 
blocked waiting for operations to finish.

Example: Creating a Configuration File for an SMP
This section contains a sample Orchestrate configuration file for the four-CPU 
SMP shown below: 

See Table 7, below, for a list of the Orchestrate processing node names and the file 
systems used by each Orchestrate processing node for both permanent and 
temporary storage in the example system.

The table above also contains a column for node pool definitions. Node pools 
allow you to execute Orchestrate or selected operators on only the nodes in the 
pool. See “Node Pools and the Default Node Pool” on page 8-21 for more details.

In this example, the Orchestrate processing nodes share two file systems for 
permanent storage. The nodes also share a local file system (/scratch) for 
temporary storage. 

CPU CPU

CPUCPU

SMP 

Table 7 Orchestrate Processing Nodes

Node name Node name on 
fast network

Node pools File systems for
permanent storage

File system for
temp storage

node0 node0_byn "", node0, 
node0_fddi

/orch/s0
/orch/s1

/scratch

node1 node0_byn "", node1, 
node1_fddi

/orch/s0
/orch/s1

/scratch
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Here is the configuration file corresponding to this system. “Configuration Files” 
on page 8-15 discusses the keywords and syntax of Orchestrate configuration 
files.

{
node "node0" {

fastname "node0_byn" /* node name on a fast network */
pools "" "node0" "node0_fddi"  /* node pools */ 
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}   
resource disk "/orch/s1" {}  
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}  

}
node "node1" {

fastname "node0_byn"
pools "" "node1" "node1_fddi"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
}

Configuration Options for an MPP System 
An MPP consists of multiple hosts, where each host runs its own image of the 
operating system and contains its own processors, disk, I/O resources, and 
memory. This is called a shared-nothing environment. Each host in the system is 
connected to all others by a high-speed network. The host is also referred to as a 
physical node. 

In an MPP environment, you can use the multiple CPUs and their associated 
memory and disk resources in concert. In this environment, each CPU has its own 
dedicated memory, memory bus, disk, and disk access.

When configuring an MPP, you specify the physical nodes in your system on 
which Orchestrate will run your applications. You do not have to specify all 
nodes. The following figure shows a system with six physical nodes, where only 
four nodes are allocated for use by Orchestrate:

high-speed network (switch)

CPUCPU CPU CPU
CPU

CPU

Orchestrate processing nodes

CPU
CPU CPU

CPU
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Example: Configuring a Four-Node MPP System
The following figure shows a sample MPP system containing four physical nodes. 

This figure shows a disk-everywhere configuration. Each node is connected to both 
a high-speed switch and an Ethernet. Note that the configuration information 
below for this MPP would be similar for a cluster of four SMPs connected by a 
network.

The following table shows the storage local to each node:

Note that because this is an MPP system, each node in this configuration has its 
own /orch/s0, /orch/s1, and /scratch. If this were an SMP, the logical nodes 
would be sharing these disks.

high-speed switch

node0_css

node0

node1_css

node1

node2_css

node2

node3_css

node3

Ethernet

CPU CPU CPU CPU

Node name Node name on 
fast network

Node pools File systems for
permanent storage

File system for
temp storage

node0 node0_css "", node0, 
node0_css

/orch/s0
/orch/s1

/scratch

node1 node1_css "", node1, 
node1_css

/orch/s0
/orch/s1

/scratch

node2 node2_css "", node2, 
node2_css

/orch/s0
/orch/s1

/scratch

node3 node3_css "", node3, 
node3_css

/orch/s0
/orch/s1

/scratch
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Here is the configuration file for this sample system. “Configuration Files” on 
page 8-15 discusses the keywords and syntax of Orchestrate configuration files.

{
node "node0" {

fastname "node0_css" /* node name on a fast network */
pools "" "node0" "node0_css"  /* node pools */ 
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}   
resource disk "/orch/s1" {}  
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}  

}
node "node1" {

fastname "node1_css"
pools "" "node1" "node1_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
node "node2" {

fastname "node2_css"
pools "" "node2" "node2_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
node "node3" {

fastname "node3_css"
pools "" "node3" "node3_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
}
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Configuration Options for an SMP Cluster
An SMP cluster consists of one or more SMPs and, optionally, single-CPU nodes 
connected by a high-speed network. In this case, each SMP in the cluster is 
referred to as a physical node. When you configure your system, you can divide a 
physical node into logical nodes. The following figure shows a cluster containing 
four physical nodes, one of which (node1) is an SMP containing two CPUs.

Example: Configuring an SMP Cluster
The following configuration file divides physical node1 into logical nodes node1 
and node1a. Both are connected to the high-speed switch by the same fastname; 
in the configuration file, the same fastname is specified for both nodes.

{
node "node0" {

fastname "node0_css"  /* node name on a fast network 
pools "" "node0" "node0_css" /* node pools */ 
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}   
resource disk "/orch/s1" {}  
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}  

}
node "node1" {

fastname "node1_css"
pools "" "node1" "node1_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}

node "node1a" {
fastname "node1_css"
pools "" "node1" "node1_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}

high-speed switch

node0_css

node0

node1_css

node1

node2_css

node2

node3_css

node3

Ethernet

CPU CPU CPU CPU CPU
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node "node2" {
fastname "node2_css"
pools "" "node2" "node2_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
node "node3" {

fastname "node3_css"
pools "" "node3" "node3_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
}

In this example, consider the disk definitions for /orch/s0. Since node1 and 
node1a are logical nodes of the same physical node, they share access to that disk. 
Each of the remaining nodes, node0, node2, and node3, has its own /orch/s0 that 
is not shared. That is, there are four distinct disks called /orch/s0. Similarly, 
/orch/s1 and /scratch are shared between node1 and node1a but not the other 
nodes.

Options for a Cluster with the Conductor 
Unconnected to the High-Speed Switch

In Orchestrate, the Conductor node is the node from which you start your parallel 
application. For more information about how Orchestrate uses nodes, see 
“Orchestrate Job Execution, Startup, and Failure Recovery” on page 10-1.
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A cluster may have a node that is not connected to the others by a high-speed 
switch, as in the following figure:

In this example, node4 is the Conductor (the node from which you need to start 
your application). By default, Orchestrate communicates between nodes using the 
fastname, which in this example refers to the high-speed switch. But because the 
Conductor is not on that switch, it cannot use the fastname to reach the other 
nodes. 

Therefore, to enable the Conductor node to communicate with the other nodes, 
you need to identify each node on the high-speed switch by its 
canonicalhostname and give its Ethernet name as its quoted attribute, as in the 
following configuration file. “Configuration Files” on page 8-15 discusses the 
keywords and syntax of Orchestrate configuration files.

{
node "node0" {

fastname "node0_css"  
resource canonicalhostname "node1-eth-1"
pools "" "node0" "node0_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}   
resource disk "/orch/s1" {}  
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}  

}
node "node1" {

fastname "node1_css" 
resource canonicalhostname "node1-eth-1"
pools "" "node1" "node1_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 

CPU

high-speed switch

node0_css

node0

node1_css

node1

node2_css

node2

node3_css

node3

Ethernet

CPU CPU CPU CPU

node4
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resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}
}
node "node2" {

fastname "node2_css" 
resource canonicalhostname "node1-eth-1"
pools "" "node2" "node2_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
node "node3" {

fastname "node3_css" 
resource canonicalhostname "node1-eth-1"
pools "" "node3" "node3_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
node "node4" { 

pools "conductor" "node4" "node4_css"  
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
}

Since node4 is not on the high-speed switch, it is used only as the Conductor 
node, and is left it out of the default node pool (see “Node Pools and the Default 
Node Pool” on page 8-21). This causes Orchestrate to avoid placing operators on 
node4.
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Configuration Files
This section describes Orchestrate configuration files in detail and discusses their 
uses. Orchestrate reads a configuration file to ascertain what processing and 
storage resources belong to your system. Processing resources include nodes, and 
storage resources include both disks for the permanent storage of data and disks 
for the temporary storage of data (scratch disks). Orchestrate uses this 
information to determine, among other things, how to arrange resources for 
parallel execution.

You must define each processing node on which Orchestrate runs applications 
and qualify its characteristics; you must do the same for each disk that will store 
data. You can specify additional information about nodes and disks on which 
facilities such as sorting or SAS operations will be run, and about nodes on which 
to run operators that access these relational data base management systems: DB2, 
INFORMIX, and Oracle. 

You can maintain multiple configuration files and read them into the Orchestrate 
system according to your needs.

Orchestrate provides a sample configuration file, $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/config.apt, 
where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation.

This section contains the following subsections:

• “Default Path Name and APT_CONFIG_FILE” on page 8-15

• “Syntax” on page 8-16

• “Node Names” on page 8-17

• “Node Options” on page 8-17

• “Node Pools and the Default Node Pool” on page 8-21

• “Disk and Scratch Disk Pools and Their Defaults” on page 8-22

• “Buffer Scratch Disk Pools” on page 8-24

Default Path Name and APT_CONFIG_FILE
The default name of the configuration file is config.apt. When you run an 
application using osh, Orchestrate searches for config.apt as follows:

• In the current working directory 

• If it is not in the current directory, in $APT_ORCHHOME/etc, where $APT_ORCHHOME 
is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate installation

You can give the configuration file a different name and location from the 
defaults. If you do, assign the new path and file name to the environment variable 
APT_CONFIG_FILE. If APT_CONFIG_FILE is defined, Orchestrate uses that 
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configuration file rather than searching in the default locations. In a production 
environment, you can define multiple configurations and set APT_CONFIG_FILE to 
different path names depending on which configuration you want to use.

Syntax
Configuration files are text files containing string data that is passed to 
Orchestrate. The general form of a configuration file is as follows:

/* comments */

{

node "node name" {

 node information
.
.
.

 }
.
.
.
}

These are the syntactic characteristics of configuration files:

• Braces { } begin and end the configuration.

• The word node begins every node definition. 

• The word node is followed by the name of the node enclosed in quotation 
marks. For a detailed discussion of node names, see “Node Names” below.

• Braces { } follow the node name. They enclose the information about the node 
(its options), including an enumeration of each disk and scratch disk resource. 
Options may be:
– fastname

– pools

– resource

• Blanks (spaces) separate items.

• Quotation marks (") surround the attributes you assign to options, that is, the 
names of nodes, disks, scratch disks, and pools.

• Comments are delimited by /* . . . */, in the style of the C programming 
language.

Important Although Orchestrate may have been copied to all processing nodes, you need 
to copy the configuration file only to the nodes from which you start Orchestrate 
applications. 
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Node Names
Each node you define is followed by its name enclosed in quotation marks, for 
example:

node "orch0"

For a single CPU node or workstation, the node’s name is typically the network 
name of a processing node on a connection such as a high-speed switch or 
Ethernet. Issue the following UNIX command to learn a node’s network name:

$ uname -n

On an SMP, if you are defining multiple logical nodes corresponding to the same 
physical node, you replace the network name with a logical node name. In this 
case, you need a fast name for each logical node. 

If you run an application from a node that is undefined in the corresponding 
configuration file, you must identify your local system by having each user set the 
environment variable APT_PM_CONDUCTOR_NODENAME to the fast name of the node 
invoking the Orchestrate application. 

Node Options
Each node takes options that define the groups to which it belongs and the 
storage resources it employs. Options are:

• “fastname”

• “pools”

• “resource”

fastname
Syntax: fastname "name"

The fastname option takes as its quoted attribute the name of the node as it is 
referred to on the fastest network in the system, such as an IBM switch, FDDI, or 
BYNET. The fastname is the physical node name that operators use to open 
connections for high volume data transfers. The attribute of this option is often 
the network name. For an SMP, all CPUs share a single connection to the network, 
and this setting is the same for all Orchestrate processing nodes defined for an 
SMP. Typically, this is the principal node name, as returned by the UNIX 
command uname -n.

pools
Syntax: pools "node_pool_name" ...

The pools option indicates the names of the pools to which this node is assigned. 
The option’s attribute is the pool name or a space-separated list of names, each 
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enclosed in quotation marks. For a detailed discussion of node pools, see “Node 
Pools and the Default Node Pool” on page 8-21.

Note that the resource disk and resource scratchdisk options can also take pools 
as an option, where it indicates disk or scratch disk pools. For a detailed 
discussion of disk and scratch disk pools, see “Disk and Scratch Disk Pools and 
Their Defaults” on page 8-22.

Node pool names can be dedicated.

Disk pool names can be dedicated.

resource
Syntax: resource resource_type "location" [{pools "disk_pool_name"}]

Table 8 Reserved Node Pool Names

Name Description

DB2 See DB2 in Table 10 below and “The resource DB2 
Option” on page 8-24.

INFORMIX See INFORMIX in Table 10 below and “The resource 
INFORMIX Option” on page 8-26.

ORACLE See Oracle in Table 10 below and “The resource 
ORACLE Option” on page 8-27.

sas See “The SAS Resources” on page 8-28.

sort See “tsort Configuration” on page 8-30.

Table 9 Reserved Disk Pool Names

Name Description

buffer See “Buffer Scratch Disk Pools” on page 8-24.

export For use by the export operator. See the chapters on the 
import/export operators in the Orchestrate 7.0 User 
Guide.

lookup For use by the lookup operator. See the chapter on 
lookup in the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide.

sasdataset See “The SAS Resources” on page 8-28.

sort See “tsort Configuration” on page 8-30.
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Alternate Syntax: resource resource_type "value"

The resource_type can be one of the following:

Table 10 Resource Types

Type Syntax and Description

canonicalhostname canonicalhostname "ethernet name"

The canonicalhostname resource takes as its quoted attribute the Ethernet 
name of a node in a cluster that is unconnected to the Conductor node by 
the high-speed network. If the Conductor node cannot reach the 
unconnected node by a fastname, you must define the unconnected node’s 
canonicalhostname to enable communication.

DB2 resource DB2 "node_number" [{pools "instance_owner" ...}]

This option allows you to specify logical names as the names of DB2 nodes. 
For a detailed discussion of configuring DB2, see “The resource DB2 
Option” on page 8-24.

disk resource disk "directory_path" [{pools "poolname"...}]

Assign to this option the quoted absolute path name of a directory 
belonging to a file system connected to the node. The node reads persistent 
data from and writes persistent data to this directory. One node can have 
multiple disks. Relative path names are not supported.

Typically, the quoted name is the root directory of a file system, but it 
does not have to be. For example, the quoted name you assign to disk can 
be a subdirectory of the file system.

You can group disks in pools. Indicate the pools to which a disk belongs by 
following its quoted name with a pools definition enclosed in braces. For a 
detailed discussion of disk pools, see “Disk and Scratch Disk Pools and 
Their Defaults” on page 8-22.

INFORMIX resource INFORMIX "coserver_basename"
[{pools "db_server_name" ... }]

This option allows you to specify logical names as the names of 
INFORMIX nodes. For a detailed discussion of configuring INFORMIX, 
see “The resource INFORMIX Option” on page 8-26.

Oracle resource ORACLE "nodename" [{pools "db_server_name" ...}]

This option allows you to define the nodes on which Oracle runs. For a 
detailed discussion of configuring Oracle, see “The resource ORACLE 
Option” on page 8-27.
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Scratch Disk Usage Guidelines
Ascential Software recommends that:

• Every logical node in the configuration file that runs sorting operations have 
its own sort disk, where a sort disk is defined as a scratch disk available for 
sorting that resides in either the sort or default disk pool.

• Each logical node’s sorting disk be a distinct disk drive. Alternatively, if it is 
shared among multiple sorting nodes, it should be striped to ensure better 
performance.

• For large sorting operations, each node that performs sorting have multiple 
distinct sort disks on distinct drives, or striped.

You can group scratch disks in pools. Indicate the pools to which a scratch disk 
belongs by following its quoted name with a pools definition enclosed in braces. 
For more on disk pools, see “Disk and Scratch Disk Pools and Their Defaults” on 
page 8-22.

sasworkdisk resource sasworkdisk "directory_path" [{pools "poolname"...}]

This option is used to specify the path to your SAS work directory. See 
“The SAS Resources” on page 8-28.

scratchdisk resource scratchdisk "directory_path" [{pools "poolname"...}]

Assign to this option the quoted absolute path name of a directory on a file 
system where intermediate data will be temporarily stored. All Orchestrate 
users using this configuration must be able to read from and write to this 
directory. Relative path names are unsupported.

The directory should be local to the processing node and reside on a 
different spindle from that of any other disk space. One node can have 
multiple scratch disks.

Assign at least 500 MB of scratch disk space to each defined node. Nodes 
should have roughly equal scratch space. If you perform sorting 
operations, your scratch disk space requirements can be considerably 
greater, depending upon anticipated use. 

Table 10 Resource Types (continued)

Type Syntax and Description
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The following sample SMP configuration file defines four logical nodes.
{

node "borodin0" {
fastname "borodin"
pools "compute_1" ""
resource disk "/sfiles/node0" {pools ""}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch0" {pools "" "sort"} 

}

node "borodin1" {
fastname "borodin"
pools "compute_1" ""
resource disk "/sfiles/node1" {pools ""}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch1" {pools "" "sort"}

}
node "borodin2" {

fastname "borodin"
pools "compute_1" ""
resource disk "/sfiles/node2" {pools ""}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch2" {pools "" "sort"}

}
node "borodin3" {

fastname "borodin"
pools "compute_1" ""
resource disk "/sfiles/node3" {pools ""}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch3" {pools "" "sort"}

}
}

In the example shown above:

• All nodes are elements of pool compute_1 and the default node pool 
(indicated by ""). 

• The resource disk of node borodin0 is the directory /sfiles/node0.

• The resource disks of nodes borodin1 to borodin3 are the directories 
/sfiles/node1, /sfiles/node2, and /sfiles/node3.

• All resource disks are elements of the default disk pool (indicated by "").

• For sorting, each logical node has its own scratch disk.

• All scratch disks are elements of the sort scratch disk pool and the default 
scratch disk pool (indicated by "").

Node Pools and the Default Node Pool
Node pools allow association of processing nodes based on their characteristics. 
For example, certain nodes can have large amounts of physical memory, and you 
can designate them as compute nodes. Others can connect directly to a mainframe 
or some form of high-speed I/O. These nodes can be grouped into an I/O node 
pool. 
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The option pools is followed by the quoted names of the node pools to which the 
node belongs. A node can be assigned to multiple pools, as in the following 
example, where node1 is assigned to the default pool ("") as well as the pools 
node1, node1_css, and pool4.

node "node1" {
fastname "node1_css"
pools "" "node1" "node1_css" "pool4" 
resource disk "/orch/s0" {} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}

The default node pool is made up of each node defined in the configuration file, 
unless you qualify them as belonging to specific pools.

Once you have defined a node pool, you can constrain an Orchestrate operator or 
Orchestrate step to run only on that pool, that is, only on the processing nodes 
belonging to it. If you constrain both an operator and a step, the operator runs 
only on the nodes that appear in both pools. 

Nodes or resources that name a pool declare their membership in that pool.

Ascential Software suggests that when you initially configure your system you 
place all nodes in pools that are named after the node’s name and fast name. 
Additionally include the default node pool in this pool, as in the following 
example:

node "n1" {
fastname "nfast"
pools "" "n1" "nfast"

}

By default, Orchestrate executes a parallel operator on all nodes defined in the 
default node pool. You can constrain the processing nodes used by Orchestrate 
either by removing node descriptions from the configuration file or by 
constraining a step or operator to a particular node pool. For information on 
establishing and choosing node pools, see the chapter “Using Constraints” in the 
Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide. 

Disk and Scratch Disk Pools and Their Defaults
When you define a processing node, you can specify the options resource disk 
and resource scratchdisk. They indicate the directories of file systems available to 
the node. You can also group disks and scratch disks in pools. Pools reserve 
storage for a particular use, such as holding very large data sets. The syntax for 
setting up disk and scratch disk pools is as follows:
resource disk "disk_name" {pools "disk_pool0" ... "disk_poolN"}
resource scratchdisk "s_disk_name" {pools "s_pool0" ... "s_poolN"}
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where: 

• disk_name and s_disk_name are the names of directories

• disk_pool... and s_pool... are the names of disk and scratch disk pools, 
respectively

Pools defined by disk and scratchdisk are not combined; therefore, two pools that 
have the same name and belong to both resource disk and resource scratchdisk 
define two separate pools. 

A disk that does not specify a pool is assigned to the default pool. The default 
pool may also be identified by "" or { }. For example, the following code configures 
the disks for node1:

node "node1" {
fastname "node1_css"
resource disk "/orch/s0" {pools "" "pool1"} 
resource disk "/orch/s1" {pools "" "pool1"} 
resource disk "/orch/s2" { } 
resource disk "/orch/s3" {pools "pool2"} 
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {pools "" "scratch_pool1"}

}

In this example:

• The first two disks are assigned to the default pool. 

• The first two disks are assigned to pool1. 

• The third disk is also assigned to the default pool, indicated by { }.

• The fourth disk is assigned to pool2 and not to the default pool.

• The scratch disk is assigned to the default scratch disk pool and to 
scratch_pool1.

Each node on which an operator runs must have at least one disk in the default 
disk pool. For the example above, an operator executing on node1 that is writing 
a data set will use disks s0, s1, and s2, because they are in the default pool. Since 
s3 is not in the default pool, it will not be used in this case. 

In addition to the default disk pools you designate in the configuration file, you 
can also specify non-default disk pools, by naming them in an osh command line 
with the data set framework option diskpool. 

The following osh command line creates a data set and assigns it to the disk pool 
pool2: 

$ osh " op ... > [diskpool (pool2)] /data/mydata.ds"

If the configuration is as defined in the previous example, the partition of op 
running on node1 stores output data on /orch/s3 because this disk is in the disk 
pool named pool2.
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You make use of pools based on your knowledge of both your system and your 
application. See the chapter “Using Constraints” in the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide 
for more information.

Buffer Scratch Disk Pools 
Under certain circumstances, Orchestrate uses both memory and disk storage to 
buffer virtual data set records.The amount of memory defaults to 3 MB per buffer 
per processing node. The amount of disk space for each processing node defaults 
to the amount of available disk space specified in the default scratchdisk setting 
for the node. 

Orchestrate uses the default scratch disk for temporary storage other than 
buffering. If you define a buffer scratch disk pool for a node in the configuration 
file, Orchestrate uses that scratch disk pool rather than the default scratch disk for 
buffering, and all other scratch disk pools defined are used for temporary storage 
other than buffering.

Here is an example configuration file that defines a buffer scratch disk pool:
{

node node1 {
fastname "node1_css"  
pools "" "node1" "node1_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch0" {pools "buffer"}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch1" {}

}
node node2 {

fastname "node2_css"  
pools "" "node2" "node2_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch0" {pools "buffer"}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch1" {}

}
}

In this example, each processing node has a single scratch disk resource in the 
buffer pool, so buffering will use /scratch0 but not /scratch1. However, if 
/scratch0 were not in the buffer pool, both /scratch0 and /scratch1 would be 
used (since both would then be in the default pool). For more information on the 
use of buffering in Orchestrate, see the appendix on data set buffering in the 
Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide.

The resource DB2 Option
The DB2 file db2nodes.cfg contains information for translating DB2 node 
numbers to node names. You must define the node names specified in db2nodes.
cfg in your Orchestrate configuration file, if you want Orchestrate to 
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communicate with DB2. You can designate each node specified in db2nodes.cfg 
in one of the following ways:

• By assigning to node its quoted network name, as returned by the UNIX 
operating system command uname -n; for example node "node4".

• By assigning to node a logical name, for example "DB2Node3". If you do so, 
you must specify the option resource DB2 followed by the node number 
assigned to the node in db2nodes.cfg. 

The resource DB2 option can also take the pools option; you assign to it the user 
name of the owner of each DB2 instance configured to run on each node. DB2 uses 
the instance to determine the location of db2nodes.cfg.

Here is a sample DB2 configuration:
{

node "Db2Node0" {
/* other configuration parameters for node0 */
resource DB2 "0" {pools "Mary" "Tom"}

}
node "Db2Node1" {

/* other configuration parameters for node1 */
resource DB2 "1" {pools "Mary" "Tom"}

}
node "Db2Node2" {

/* other configuration parameters for node2 */
resource DB2 "2" {pools "Mary" "Tom" "Bill"}

}
node "Db2Node3" {
/* other configuration parameters for node3 */
resource DB2 "3" {pools "Mary" "Bill"}

}

/* other nodes used by Orchestrate */

}

In the example above:

• The resource DB2 option takes the DB2 node number corresponding to the 
processing node. 

• All nodes are used with the DB2 instance Mary.

• Nodes 0, 1, and 2 are used with the DB2 instance Tom.

• Nodes 2 and 3 are used with the DB2 instance Bill.

If you now specify a DB2 instance of Mary in your Orchestrate application, the 
location of db2nodes.cfg is ~Mary/sqllib/db2nodes.cfg.

For information on configuring Orchestrate to access a DB2 database, see 
“Configuring DB2 Access” on page 9-2.
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The resource INFORMIX Option
To communicate with INFORMIX, Orchestrate must be configured to run on all 
processing nodes functioning as INFORMIX coservers. This means that the 
Orchestrate configuration must include a node definition for the coserver nodes. 
The list of INFORMIX coservers is contained in the file pointed to by the 
environment variable $INFORMIXSQLHOSTS or in the file 
$INFORMIXDIR/etc/sqlhosts. 

Orchestrate provides two methods for specifying the INFORMIX coserver names 
in the Orchestrate configuration file. 

• Your Orchestrate configuration file can contain a description of each node, 
supplying the node name (not a synonym) as the quoted name of the node. 
Typically, the node name is the network name of a processing node as 
returned by the UNIX command uname -n.

Here is a sample configuration file for a system containing INFORMIX 
coserver nodes node0, node1, node2, and node3:

{
node "node0" {

/* configuration parameters for node0 */
}
node "node1" {

/* configuration parameters for node1 */
}
node "node2" {

/* configuration parameters for node2 */
}
node "node3" {

/* configuration parameters for node3 */
}
/* other nodes used by Orchestrate */

}

• You can supply a logical rather than a real network name as the quoted name 
of node. If you do so, you must specify the resource INFORMIX option 
followed by the name of the corresponding INFORMIX coserver.

Here is a sample INFORMIX configuration: 
{

node "IFXNode0" {
/* other configuration parameters for node0 */
resource INFORMIX "node0" {pools "server"}

}
node "IFXNode1" {

/* other configuration parameters for node1 */
resource INFORMIX "node1" {pools "server"}

}
node "IFXNode2" {

/* other configuration parameters for node2 */
resource INFORMIX "node2" {pools "server"}
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}
node "IFXNode3" {

/* other configuration parameters for node3 */
resource INFORMIX "node3" {pools "server"}

}

/* other nodes used by Orchestrate */

}

When you specify resource INFORMIX, you must also specify the pools 
parameter. It indicates the base name of the coserver groups for each INFORMIX 
server. These names must correspond to the coserver group base name using the 
shared-memory protocol. They also typically correspond to the DBSERVERNAME 
setting in the ONCONFIG file. For example, coservers in the group server are 
typically named server.1, server.2, and so on.

For information on configuring Orchestrate to access an INFORMIX database, see 
“Configuring INFORMIX Access” on page 9-4.

The resource ORACLE Option
By default, Orchestrate executes the Oracle operators on all processing nodes 
belonging to the default node pool, which typically corresponds to all defined 
nodes.

You can optionally specify the resource ORACLE option to define the nodes on 
which you want to run the Oracle operators. If you do, Orchestrate runs the 
Oracle operators only on the processing nodes for which resource ORACLE is 
defined. You can additionally specify the pools parameter of resource ORACLE 
to define resource pools, which are groupings of Oracle nodes. 

Here is a sample Oracle configuration: 
{

node "node0" {
/* other configuration parameters for node0 */
resource ORACLE "node0" {pools "group1" "group2" "group3"}

}
node "node1" {

/* other configuration parameters for node1 */
resource ORACLE "node1" {pools "group1" "group2"}

}
node "node2" {

/* other configuration parameters for node2 */
resource ORACLE "node2" {pools "group1" "group3"}

}
node "node3" {

/* other configuration parameters for node3 */
resource ORACLE "node3" {pools "group1" "group2" "group3"}

}
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/* any other nodes used by Orchestrate */
}

In the example above, Oracle runs on node0 to node3. 

• node0–node3 are used with node pool group1;

• node0, node1, and node3 are used with node pool group2;

• node0, node2, and node3 are used with node pool group3.

For information on configuring Orchestrate to access an Oracle database, see 
“Configuring Oracle Access” on page 9-5.

The SAS Resources
To configure your system to use the Orchestrate sas operator, you need to specify 
the following information in your configuration file: 

• The location of the SAS executable, if it is not in your PATH;

• A SAS work disk directory, one for each Orchestrate node;

• Optionally, a disk pool specifically for parallel SAS data sets, called 
sasdataset.

The resource names sas and sasworkdisk and the disk pool name sasdataset are 
all reserved words. Here is an example of each of these declarations:

resource sas "/usr/sas612/" { } 

resource sasworkdisk "/usr/sas/work/" { }

resource disk "/data/sas/" {pools "" "sasdataset"}

While the disks designated as sasworkdisk need not be a RAID configuration, 
best performance will result if each Orchestrate logical node has its own reserved 
disk that is not shared with other Orchestrate nodes during sorting and merging. 
The total size of this space for all nodes should optimally be equal to the total 
work space you use when running SAS sequentially (or a bit more, to allow for 
uneven distribution of data across partitions).

The number of disks in the sasdataset disk pool is the degree of parallelism of 
parallel SAS data sets. Thus if you have 24 processing nodes, each with its 
associated disk in the sasdataset disk pool, parallel SAS data sets will be 
partitioned among all 24 disks, even if the operation preceding the disk write is, 
for example, only four-way parallel.

Example Configuration File
Here a single node, grappelli0, is defined, along with its fastname. Also defined 
are the path to a SAS executable, a SAS work disk (corresponding to the SAS work 
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directory), and two disk resources, one for parallel SAS data sets and one for 
non-SAS file sets. 

node "grappelli0" {
fastname "grappelli"
pools "" "a"
resource sas "/usr/sas612" { }
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" { }
resource sasworkdisk "/scratch" { }
disk "/data/pds_files/node0" { pools "" "export" }
disk "/data/pds_files/sas" { pools "" "sasdataset" }

}

Character Sets
The Orchestrate ustring data type is used for processing double-byte Unicode 
character strings. When the Orchestrate data includes ustring values, the 
application developer can specify what character set Orchestrate uses to map 
between the ustring values and the char data stored in SAS files. The -sas_cs 
option of the SAS-interface operators is used to indicate a character-set choice. 

The -sas_cs option accepts either an International Components for Unicode (ICU) 
character setting or a DBCSLANG character setting. In the installation directory 
$APT_ORCHHOME/apt/etc/platform/, there are platform-specific sascs.txt files 
that show the default ICU character set for each DBCSLANG setting. The platform 
directory names are: sun, aix, osf1 (Tru64), hpux , lunix, and uss. For example:

$APT_ORCHHOME/apt/etc/aix/sascs.txt

The ICU equivalents can be changed. The default values are:

Setting the -sas_cs option also causes SAS to be invoked in international mode. In 
this mode, the SAS DBCS, DBCSLANG, and DBCSTYPE environment variables are set, 

Important When a character setting is specified, the sascs.txt file must be located in the 
platform-specific directory for an operating system. Orchestrate accesses the 
setting that is equivalent to the -sas_cs specification for that operating system. 
ICU settings can differ between platforms. 

DBCSLANG Setting ICU Character Set
JAPANESE icu_character_set
KATAKANA icu_character_set
KOREAN icu_character_set
HANGLE icu_character_set
CHINESE icu_character_set
TAIWANESE icu_character_set
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and SAS processes the ustring data and step source code using double-byte 
characters in the chosen character set. If the -sas_cs option is not specified, SAS is 
invoked in standard mode. In standard mode, SAS processes the string fields and 
step source code using single-byte LATIN1 characters. SAS standard mode is also 
called "the basic US SAS product". 

The SAS-interface operators are documented in Chapter 32: The SAS Interface 
Operators. For information on national language support, see Chapter 7: National 
Language Support in the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide; and reference this IBM ICU site: 

http://oss.software.ibm.com/icu/charset

tsort Configuration
You can define a sort scratch disk pool to assign scratch disk space explicitly for 
the storage of temporary files created by the tsort operator. In addition, if only a 
subset of the nodes in your configuration have sort scratch disks defined, you 
should define a sort node pool, to specify the nodes on which the tsort operator 
should run. Nodes assigned to the sort node pool should be those that have 
scratch disk space assigned to the sort scratch disk pool. 

Orchestrate then runs tsort only on the nodes in the sort node pool, if it is defined, 
and otherwise uses the default node pool. The tsort operator stores temporary 
files only on the scratch disks included in the sort scratch disk pool, if any are 
defined, and otherwise uses the default scratch disk pool.

When Orchestrate runs, it determines the locations of temporary files by:

1 Searching the Orchestrate configuration for any scratch disk resources in the 
sort resource pool on the nodes tsort will run on. If found, the scratch disks 
are used as a location for temporary storage by tsort.

2 If no scratch disk resources are found that belong to the disk pool sort, the 
system determines whether any scratch disk resources belong to the default 
scratch disk pool on the nodes tsort will run on. If so, the scratch disks 
belonging to the default pool are used by tsort for temporary storage. 

3 If no scratch disk resources are found that belong to either sort or the default 
scratch disk pool, Orchestrate issues a warning message and runs tsort using 

Note If Orchestrate encounters a ustring value but the -sas_cs option is not specified, 
SAS remains in standard mode and Orchestrate then determines what character 
setting to use when it converts the ustring values to Latin1 characters. 

Orchestrate first references the APT_SAS_CHARSET environment variable. If 
it is not set and the APT_SAS_CHARSET_ABORT environment variable is also 
not set, it uses the value of the -impexp_charset option or the value of the 
APT_IMPEXP_CHARSET environment variable.
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the directory indicated by the TMPDIR environment variable or /tmp for 
temporary storage.

Allocation of Resources
The allocation of resources for a given operator, particularly node and disk 
allocation, is done in a multi-phase process. First, if there is a node map specified 
for a particular operator, all and only the specified nodes are used to run the 
operator, in the order given. See the chapter “Using Constraints” in the 
Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide for more on node maps.

If no node map is defined, constraints on which nodes and disk resources are 
used are taken from framework arguments, if any, and matched against any pools 
defined in the configuration file. See “Disk and Scratch Disk Pools and Their 
Defaults” on page 8-22 for an example.

Additional constraints may be imposed by, for example, an explicit requirement 
for the same degree of parallelism as the previous operator’s. After all relevant 
constraints have been applied, the operator allocates resources, including 
instantiation of Player processes on the nodes that are still available and 
allocation of disks to be used for temporary and permanent storage of data. 

Reading the Configuration into Orchestrate
After your have created a configuration file, perform the procedures listed below:

1 “Set APT_CONFIG_FILE and Verify the Configuration” on page 8-31

2 “Verify That rsh Works for All Nodes in Configuration File” on page 8-32

Set APT_CONFIG_FILE and Verify the Configuration
Set the APT_CONFIG_FILE environment variable to the location of the configuration 
file you have created. The configuration file can reside anywhere on the 
Orchestrate system. Here is an example of how to set the variable in C shell:

setenv APT_CONFIG_FILE $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/config2.apt

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level Orchestrate installation directory and 
config2.apt is the name of the file you have just created.

After you have created your configuration file and before you copy it to the server 
in a client-server environment, invoke orchadmin, the Orchestrate data set 
administration utility, to verify that your configuration is correct. Issue the 
following command:

$ orchadmin check
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This command verifies $APT_CONFIG_FILE. If that environment variable is not set, 
the command first searches $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/config.apt and then ./config.
apt.

Errors and warnings detected by orchadmin are written to standard error. For 
more information on orchadmin, see “The orchadmin Utility” on page 12-2.

Run a sample program to test your installation. The directory 
$APT_ORCHHOME/examples/Setup contains a shell script that tests your installation 
and a README file describing the script. To run it:

1 Copy all files from the directory $APT_ORCHHOME/examples/setup to your 
development directory.

2 Do one of the following:

• From the Bourne or Korn shell, issue the command: 
$ . checkosh.sh

• From the C shell, issue the command: 
$ source checkosh.csh

Verify That rsh Works for All Nodes in Configuration 
File

Make sure you can issue commands remotely (via rsh) without a password to all 
Orchestrate processing nodes specified in the configuration file using both the 
node’s name and its fast name. Test this by issuing the following command:

$ rsh hostname uptime

where hostname is the name of a system on which you run Orchestrate. If 
hostname is accessible, this command returns its up time.

Selective Configuration With Startup Scripts
As part of running an application, Orchestrate creates a remote shell on all 
Orchestrate processing nodes on which the application will be executed. After 
Orchestrate creates the remote shell, it copies the environment from the system on 
which the application was invoked to each remote shell. This means that all 
remote shells have the same configuration by default.

However, you can override the default and set configuration parameters for 
individual processing nodes by creating an Orchestrate startup script. If a startup 
script exists, Orchestrate runs it on all remote shells before it runs your 
application.

When you invoke an application, Orchestrate looks for the name and location of a 
startup script as follows:
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1 If defined, it uses the APT_STARTUP_SCRIPT environment variable which 
specifies the script to be run. 

2 It searches the current working directory for a file named startup.apt.

3 It searches for the file $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/startup.apt on the system that 
invoked the Orchestrate application, where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level 
directory of the Orchestrate installation.

4 If the script is not found, does not execute a startup script.

Here is a template you can use with Korn shell to write your own startup script.
#!/bin/ksh  # specify Korn shell 

# your shell commands go here

shift 2 # required for all shells
exec $* # required for all shells

You must include the last two lines of the shell script. This prevents your 
application from running if your shell script detects an error.

The following startup script for the Bourne shell prints the node name, time, and 
date for all processing nodes before your application is run:

#!/bin/sh # specify Bourne shell 

echo ‘hostname‘ ‘date‘
shift 2
exec $*

A single script can perform node-specific initialization by means of a case 
statement. In the following example, the system has two nodes named node1 and 
node2. This script performs initialization based on which node it is running on. 

#!/bin/sh # use Bourne shell

# Example APT startup script.

case `hostname` in
node1)

# perform node1 init

node-specific directives
;;

node2)
# perform node2 init

node-specific directives
;;

esac

shift 2
exec $*

To prevent Orchestrate from running the startup script, Orchestrate provides the 
APT_NO_STARTUP_SCRIPT environment variable which tells Orchestrate to ignore 
the startup script. This variable can be useful for debugging a startup script.
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Configuration Guidelines
This section contains a high-level discussion of guidelines for optimizing the 
performance of Orchestrate applications. It is offered as a starting point. Optimal 
configuration depends on many factors, and each system and application is 
different, so it is impossible to give hard and fast rules. This section contains some 
of the latest suggestions from Ascential Software field engineers.

Performance of your Orchestrate application depends on three basic factors: the 
system resources, the application, and the way you configure Orchestrate. We 
treat each of these in the following sections.

System Resource Considerations
The scalability of an Orchestrate application depends on the available computing 
resources. As a first step in configuring Orchestrate for optimal performance, you 
need to get detailed information on these resources. Knowing aggregate resources 
is not enough; you must know the resources for each node. The information you 
need to collect for each node includes:

• The number of processors

• The amount of memory available to your application

• Information about your disk system including:

– The number of disks

– The number of controllers

– How the file system is formatted across disks. This includes the type of 
RAID if any, striping, concatenation, the configuration of individual 
spindles, shared/dedicated disks, and I/O usage by other applications.

• System-tunable resources such as ulimit and stack size.

• For MPP or cluster SMP systems, network characteristics such as speed, 
latency, and capacity issues.

Application Considerations
To be scalable, your Orchestrate application must take advantage of parallelism. 
There are a number of factors to consider in designing your application.

• The degree of partition parallelism

The more you can use partition parallelism the better.

• The number of components

More components increase the amount of pipeline parallelism. 
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• Resource use questions

– How much CPU does the application require?

– What disk capacity is required?

– Are data targets and sources parallel or sequential?

– Would faster disks or faster arrays speed the application?

• Avoiding potential bottlenecks

– Replace sequential database reads by parallel reads.

– If importing from a flat file, increase the number of readers specified by 
the import operator.

– If possible, pre-partition the input data file into multiple files and have the 
application use multiple import operators which can be followed by a 
sortmerge.

• The number of logical nodes in your configuration file

– If running one logical node on a box consumes only a fraction of system 
resources, run more logical nodes on the box. For example, if you are only 
consuming 25% of memory and CPU use is not an issue, you can make full 
use of your resources on that node by configuring four logical nodes on 
the physical node.

– If I/O is an issue, consider adding disk resources to handle it.

• Sorting considerations

– If the size of the data your application needs to sort exceeds available 
memory capacity, paging will slow performance considerably.

– You can specify the scratchdisk resource for tsort to sort data in smaller 
chunks and then use sortmerge.

– The more space available on the scratchdisk the better, to avoid I/O 
contention.

• System monitoring tools

– Look at I/O wait, system time versus user time, and other performance 
indices.

– During early development you can get useful information by running the 
application on one node (sequentially) and monitoring performance. 
Based on the information you can decide a likely way to configure 
multiple nodes, and then test the new configuration. Iterate the process to 
get optimal performance.
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• Available memory

It is important to avoid paging if at all possible, as in sorting or using a lookup 
table. If a lookup table exceeds the size of available memory, you will get 
paging. Use the sort and join operators to avoid this.

• Network issues for MPP and cluster SMP systems

– You want latency to be as low as possible.

– Use the fastest network connection possible.

– By default, Orchestrate partitions over the network. You should set up 
your configuration so that this does not happen, as you run the risk of 
creating a network bottleneck. For example, on a clustered SMP system 
where inter-node bandwidth may be substantially lower than intra-node 
bandwidth, you need to keep the network traffic to a minimum by 
appropriately defining and using node pools and disk pools.

Multiple Configuration Files
You can use multiple configuration files to help tune your system. By changing 
the configuration files and using intelligent trial-and-error you can eliminate 
bottlenecks and improve performance.

• Create configurations with different mappings of logical to physical nodes, for 
example:

– one logical node per physical node

– one logical node per two physical nodes

– two logical nodes per physical nodes

• For MPP or Cluster SMP systems, strive for co-location of resources

• Use nodepools and diskpools to control where things happen. But be aware 
that simply creating a nodepool does not imply that additional partitioning 
will take place.

• Test iteratively. If n is the number of physical nodes, you could try testing 
with 1, n/4, n/2, n, and 2n logical nodes. Analyze results after each test.

• Use as many system resources as are available to the application.

– Identify bottlenecks in CPU usage, memory usage, and I/O wait.

– One larger job with more parallelism will run faster than if it is broken up 
into a number of smaller, less-parallel jobs.
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RDBMS Configuration 
This chapter tells you how to configure Orchestrate to access a Relational Data 
Base Management System (RDBMS).

Configuring DB2 Access 9 2
Calling the DB2 Setup Script 9 2
Granting User Privileges 9 2
Establishing a Remote Connection to a DB2 Server 9 2
Performing System Configuration of DB2 9 3
Performing User Configuration of DB2 9 3

Configuring INFORMIX Access 9 4
Granting Privileges to INFORMIX Users 9 4
Performing User Configuration of INFORMIX 9 5

Configuring Oracle Access 9 5
Accessing the Oracle Parallel Server 9 5
Performing Oracle System Administration 9 5

Configuring Teradata Access 9 6
Installing the Teradata Utilities Foundation 9 6
Creating Teradata Users 9 7
Creating a Database Server 9 7

Orchestrate can share data with the following RDBMS (relational database 
management systems): DB2, INFORMIX, Oracle, and Teradata. The currently 
supported versions are listed in the release notes for your version of Orchestrate.
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Configuring DB2 Access
Orchestrate must be configured to run on all processing nodes functioning as DB2 
servers. You do this by including node definitions for your DB2 server nodes in 
your Orchestrate configuration file. “Configuration Files” on page 8-15 discusses 
the syntax and contents of Orchestrate configuration files. For the settings specific 
to DB2, see the section, “The resource DB2 Option” on page 8-24.

Calling the DB2 Setup Script
The Orchestrate server administrator must call $APT_ORCHHOME/bin/db2setup.sh 
from the UNIX command line to configure Orchestrate to access the DB2 
database. The file must be called once for each DB2 database to be accessed by 
Orchestrate users. Pass the database name as an argument.

For example, the following command calls db2setup.sh to configure Orchestrate 
to access the database db2_8:

$ db2setup.sh db2_8

Granting User Privileges
The Orchestrate server administrator or another person having DBADM privilege 
must grant privileges to each user who will invoke the DB2 operators.

To grant privileges, run the $APT_ORCHHOME/bin/db2grant.sh script once for each 
user. The syntax of the command is:

$ db2grant.sh database_name user_name

Establishing a Remote Connection to a DB2 Server
In order to remotely connect from Orchestrate to a remote DB2 server, Orchestrate 
and DB2 need to be configured for remote-connection communication. Follow these steps:

5 In your configuration file, include the node of the remote computer where 
DB2 is installed.

6 Set the client instance name. 

7 Optionally set the server. If server is not set, you must set the DB2 
DB2INSTANCE environment variable to the DB2 instance name.

8 Set the remote server database name. If this is not set, either the 
APT_DBNAME or APT_DB2DBDFT environment variable must be set.

9 Set the user name and password for connecting to DB2.
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Performing System Configuration of DB2

DB2 can be configured in many ways on your system. The DB2 administrator 
typically follows this procedure to configure DB2 and Orchestrate to 
communicate with one another:

1 Install DB2 and make sure it is working properly.

2 Grant the Orchestrate user SELECT privileges on the system tables syscat.
nodegroupdef, syscat.tablespaces, and syscat.tables. 

3 Make the file db2nodes.cfg readable by the Orchestrate server administrator.

4 Orchestrate runs many processes for each step in an Orchestrate application. 
This can require the system administrator to modify DB2 resources, 
configuration parameters, and manager configuration parameters of your 
system. See the DB2 administration manuals for more information.

5 The Orchestrate db2load operator requires that users invoking it have 
DBADM privilege on the DB2 database written to by the operator. Among the 
ways to grant this privilege is to start DB2, connect to a database, and grant 
privileges as follows: 

db2> CONNECT TO database_name
db2> GRANT DBADM ON DATABASE TO USER user_name

Performing User Configuration of DB2
To access DB2, Orchestrate connects to DB2 using an AIX user name. Therefore, 
Orchestrate users who invoke DB2 read operators must have SELECT privilege 
on the table they access, and users who invoke DB2 write operators must have 
INSERT privileges on the tables they access.

The following procedure configures an Orchestrate user to access DB2. This 
procedure can be performed by either a system administrator or an Orchestrate 
user:

1 Set the environment variable DB2INSTANCE to the user name of the owner of the 
DB2 instance. DB2INSTANCE determines the location of db2nodes.cfg, as 
follows:

~owner_user_name/sqllib/db2nodes.cfg

For example, if you set DB2INSTANCE to Jan, the location of db2nodes.cfg is
~Jan/sqllib/db2nodes.cfg. 

The file db2nodes.cfg contains information used to translate DB2 node 
numbers to host names. The information in this file must agree with the host 
names specified in the Orchestrate configuration file. 

Important The DB2 database administrator must perform this procedure. 
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2 Optionally, set the environment variable DB2DBDFT to the name of the DB2 
database that you want to use. 

3 You must source the file db2profile and update your LIBPATH environment 
variable to include the location of the DB2 library containing your instance of 
DB2. 

In the following example, the owner of the DB2 instance is the user Mary, the 
location of db2profile is ~Mary/sqllib/db2profile, and the location of the 
DB2 library is ~Mary/sqllib/lib. 

For Korn and Bourne shells, include the following statements in your .
profile or .kshrc:

. ~Mary/sqllib/db2profile
export LIBPATH=~Mary/sqllib/lib:${LIBPATH:-/usr/lib} 

For C shell, put these lines in your .cshrc:
source ~Mary/sqllib/db2profile

if (! $?LIBPATH) setenv LIBPATH /usr/lib
setenv LIBPATH ~Mary/sqllib/lib:$LIBPATH

Configuring INFORMIX Access
Orchestrate must be configured to run on INFORMIX coserver 1, unless users 
specify the part option to the xpsread operator. If they do, Orchestrate must be 
configured to run on all processing nodes functioning as INFORMIX servers.

For any version of INFORMIX, the Orchestrate configuration must include a node 
definition of each INFORMIX server node. You establish this definition in your 
Orchestrate configuration file. “Configuration Files” on page 8-15 discusses the 
syntax and contents of Orchestrate configuration files. For the settings specific to 
INFORMIX, also see the section “The resource INFORMIX Option” on page 8-26.

Granting Privileges to INFORMIX Users
INFORMIX must be installed correctly and the proper path and environment 
variables must be set. 

Users who perform read and write operations must have valid accounts and 
appropriate privileges on the databases to which they connect. Orchestrate 
connects to INFORMIX using the system user name. This name must have read 
and write privileges to the INFORMIX tables you access.

Grant RESOURCE privileges to Orchestrate users who will invoke the part option 
of the xpsread operator.

Important Make sure $APT_ORCHHOME/lib appears in LD_LIBRARY_PATH, SHLIB_PATH, or 
LIBPATH, before $INFORMIXDIR/lib or $INFORMIXDIR/esql/lib.
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Performing User Configuration of INFORMIX 
For each user who will access INFORMIX, perform the following steps, if the user 
has not already done so.

1 Make sure that INFORMIX is running.

2 Make sure the INFORMIXSERVER environment variable is set to coserver 1 in the 
user’s environment. The coserver must be accessible from the node on which 
the user invokes an Orchestrate application.

3 Make sure that INFORMIXDIR points to the installation directory of the 
INFORMIX server.

Configuring Oracle Access
Orchestrate must be configured to run on all processing nodes functioning as 
Oracle servers. You do this by including node definitions for your Oracle server 
nodes in your Orchestrate configuration file. “Configuration Files” on page 8-15 
discusses the syntax and contents of Orchestrate configuration files. For the 
settings specific to Oracle, see the section, “The resource ORACLE Option” on 
page 8-27.

Accessing the Oracle Parallel Server
This is optional and applies to the AIX and Tru64 platforms only. 

To access the Oracle Parallel Server, users must have SELECT access to the
sys.gv_$instance and sys.v_$cache tables. Issue the following SQL statements to 
grant this access:

GRANT select ON sys.gv_$instance TO public;

GRANT select ON sys.v_$cache TO public;

Performing Oracle System Administration
The Oracle system administrator must perform the following steps:

1 Install Oracle including the Oracle Database Utilities and the Oracle network 
software. Ensure that Oracle is working properly.

2 Grant SELECT privilege to the Oracle users on:

• DBA_EXTENTS 

• DBA_DATA_FILES (for using the orawrite operator)

• DBA_OBJECTS 

• DBA_TAB_PARTITONS 
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• ALL_PART_INDEXES 

• ALL_PART_TABLES 

• ALL_INDEXES 

Ascential suggests that you create a role that has the appropriate SELECT 
privileges, as follows:

CREATE ROLE ORCH;
GRANT SELECT on sys.dba_extents to ORCH;
GRANT SELECT on sys.dba_data_files to ORCH;
GRANT SELECT on sys.dba_tab_partitions to ORCH;
GRANT SELECT on sys.dba_objects to ORCH;
GRANT SELECT on sys.all_part_indexes to ORCH;
GRANT SELECT on sys.all_part_tables to ORCH;
GRANT SELECT on sys.all_indexes to ORCH;

Once the role is created, grant it to users who will run Orchestrate jobs, as 
follows:

GRANT ORCH to oracle_userid; 

3 Make sure that the number of sessions is large enough for the Orchestrate 
application. The number is defined by the Oracle SESSIONS parameter in 
init.ora. The number must be at least:

(number_processing_nodes * number_oracle_operators) + 2

number_processing_nodes is the number of Orchestrate processing nodes 
accessing Oracle; and number_oracle_operators is the number of Orchestrate 
operators created to read or write Oracle data. This value is the greatest 
number of operators created to read or write Oracle in any step. For example, 
consider a system that contains 16 nodes and three steps, in which one step 
uses eight operators to read and write Oracle data and the remaining two 
steps use only one operator. Specify at least:

(16 * 8) + 2 = 130 sessions

To run two or more Orchestrate applications concurrently, you must 
determine the total number of sessions required by each application and 
increase the SESSIONS parameter accordingly. 

Configuring Teradata Access

Installing the Teradata Utilities Foundation

You must install the Teradata Utilities Foundation on all nodes that will run 
Orchestrate jobs. Refer to the installation instructions provided by Teradata. 

Important The system administrator must perform this step.
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Creating Teradata Users

If Orchestrate was not previously installed, you must create a Teradata database 
user, by default orchserver. This user must be able to create tables and insert and 
delete data.

You must give the database for which you create this account at least 100 MB of 
PERM space and 10 MB of SPOOL for the orchserver account. However, more space 
may be needed if you run large and complex jobs.

The example below shows how to create the orchserver account. The user 
information is stored in the terasync table. The name of the database in the 
example is userspace. The following four commands for BTEQ set up the account. 

CREATE USER orchserver FROM userspace AS

PASSWORD = orchserver

PERM = 100000000

SPOOL = 10000000;

Once the account is set up, issue the following command:
GRANT select ON dbc TO orchserver;

    -- Only to read dbc tables to detect whether a database exists.

If security is an issue, you should use a username and userpassword different from 
orchserver. In that case, you must set the environment variables 
APT_TERA_SYNC_USER and APT_TERA_SYNC_PASSWORD to username and userpassword 
respectively and change the first two commands for BTEQ to:

CREATE USER username FROM userspace AS
PASSWORD = userpassword

Creating a Database Server
If the database user defined above already exists, you need only install a database 
server and configure it to use a new database. Install the new database server with 
the same PERM and SPOOL values as those shown above. Here is an example of 
creating such a database server. Its name is devserver and it is part of userspace:

CREATE DATABASE devserver FROM userspace AS 

PERM = 100000000 

SPOOL = 10000000;

Important The database administrator must perform this step.

Note If you try to create an already existing user, you will get an error message telling 
you that the database orchserver already exists. In that case, create a database 
server, as described below.
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GRANT create table, insert, delete, select ON devserver TO orchclient;

GRANT create table, insert, delete, select ON devserver TO orchserver;
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Deploying Orchestrate 
Applications
This chapter describes how to set up an Orchestrate application for automated, 
day-to-day use in a production environment.

Orchestrate Job Execution, Startup, and Failure Recovery 10 1

Invoking a Job Using the Orchestrate Shell 10 3

Generating a Shell Script 10 4

After an Orchestrate application is developed, it must be deployed for automated, 
day-to-day use. Deployment often entails placing an application that was created 
in a development environment into a production environment. Orchestrate offers 
two ways to deploy applications: 

• Invoking a job through the Orchestrate Job Manager

• Generating a shell script to run the job

In this context, a job is a running or stopped complete Orchestrate application. The 
application can contain one or more steps.

Orchestrate Job Execution, Startup, and Failure 
Recovery

Orchestrate runs jobs on a per-step basis. A complete Orchestrate application 
consists of one or more steps, where a step is a collection of Orchestrate operators 
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arranged in a data flow. A step takes persistent data as input and creates 
persistent data as output. Persistent data can be data files, RDBMS data, or 
Orchestrate persistent data sets. Another shell script may precede or follow the 
step.

Each Orchestrate step allows you to associate two shell scripts with the step: a pre 
and a post shell script. These shell scripts can perform such operations as opening 
and closing UNIX pipes for use by the import and export operators, calculating 
run-time values passed to Orchestrate operators, and performing any other pre- 
or post-processing actions required by the step. For further information, see the 
chapter on Orchestrate steps in the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide.

Each step runs as a separate unit. Numerous processes can be spawned for each 
step. If part of a step fails, the entire step fails: all processes on all nodes are shut 
down; partially written files are removed; the failure is logged; and the step’s 
return code is set to a non-zero value. Partially written files include data set files, 
export files, and temporary buffer files.

When a step runs as part of a job, the following sequence occurs:

The Conductor, which is the initial Orchestrate process:

• Calculates how many copies of each operator to run

• Starts Section Leader processes (one per node)

• Collects error messages from child processes and outputs them

• Detects the failure of any attached process, records it, initiates orderly 
shutdown, and removes partially written files from disk. 

One Section Leader is created for each processing node on which the step runs. The 
Section Leader performs the following tasks:

• Establishes a TCP link to the Conductor, unless shared memory is used

• Forks required Players on its node

• Collects error messages from its Player children and passes them to the 
Conductor

• Detects the failure of any attached process, records it, initiates orderly 
shutdown, and removes partially written files from disk. 

Players are the actual instances of operators. 

• Each Section Leader creates, by default, one Player per operator per 
processing node.

• Each spawned process consists of one or more Players:

When multiple Players execute as one process, operators are said to be 
combined. Operator combining reduces shared memory use and interprocess 
communication overhead as compared with each operator instance running 
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as a separate process. Operator combining also reduces pipeline parallelism, 
because combined operators share one thread of control, and it can therefore 
be disabled if necessary. You use the APT_DISABLE_COMBINATION to disable 
operator combining.

Note that operator combining may reduce the number of TCP resources used. 

• Players establish connections to other Players for data flow: 

Shared memory provides communication between processes executing on the 
same node of an SMP; TCP provides communication between processes 
executing on different nodes of an MPP.

• Players redirect stdout and stderr to their Section Leader.

• Players clean up upon completion.

Figure 3 is a conceptual diagram of the step execution process described above 
where C is the Conductor, SL is a Section Leader, and P is a Player:

Invoking a Job Using the Orchestrate Shell
You can run Orchestrate from the UNIX operating system command line by 
invoking the Orchestrate command shell (osh). Use osh to create and execute a 
complete parallel application with a single command. 

For example, the input data set of the following application (inDS.ds) contains 
both a month and a customer field. The application distributes the data across 
partitions according to the contents of these fields and sorts it first by month and 
then by customer field. The two fields are then used as the key fields for the 
remove-duplicates operation:

Figure 3 Orchestrate Step Execution Process

conductor node

C

P

SL

PP P

SL

PP

processing node processing node
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$ osh "hash -key month -key customer < inDS.ds | 
tsort -key month -key customer | 
remdup -key month -key customer > outDS.ds"

Refer to the chapter on using the Orchestrate shell in the Orchestrate Shell User’s 
Guide for a detailed discussion of osh usage.

Generating a Shell Script
Shell scripts are used to deploy complex, multi-step applications. These script are 
produced manually and are run from the UNIX command line.

Scripts allow you to pass parameters into an application, branch conditionally 
within it, and detect error conditions. Scripts can contain osh commands, set 
variables that determine the environment and configuration under which an 
application runs, and specify UNIX commands. The chapter on Orchestrate steps 
in the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide discusses shell programming and Orchestrate 
steps. 

Jobs that are run as generated shell scripts send all status messages to stderr and 
stdout.

Run a script file as you would any UNIX command, by specifying:
$ script_name

The script unpacks the application into multiple files, depending on the number 
of steps and of pre- and post- shell scripts. The files are described in Table 11.

The command runs script_name.subjob_1 through script_name.subjob_n.

If these files already exist, an error is generated. To override this behavior use one 
of the options described in Table 12.

Table 11 Unpacked Files

Option Use

script_name.oshjob_n contents of the osh step, where n counts the 
number of files that are unpacked

script_name.subjob_n invocation of an osh step or a pre- or post- shell 
script, where n counts the number of files that 
are unpacked

script_name.subjob_n_exe content of pre- or post- shell script, where n 
counts the number of files that are unpacked
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To unpack the script files but not run them (for example, to edit something), use 
the option -unpack_only which causes the script files to be unpacked, but does 
not run the script.

Table 12 Options for Running Scripts

Option Use

-dont_unpack Suppresses unpacking of the application except for any 
files that are missing from the directory, which are 
unpacked.

-force_unpack Forces the unpacking and execution of the application; 
you must specify this option when a script has already 
been run or unpacked.
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Environment Variables
This chapter describes useful Orchestrate environment variables.

APT_AUTO_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE 11 3
APT_BUFFER_MAXIMUM_MEMORY 11 3
APT_BUFFER_DISK_WRITE_INCREMENT 11 4
APT_BUFFER_FREE_RUN 11 4
APT_BUFFERING_POLICY 11 4
APT_CHECKPOINT_DIR 11 5
APT_CLOBBER_OUTPUT 11 5
APT_COLLATION_SEQUENCE 11 5
APT_CONFIG_FILE 11 5
APT_DB2INSTANCE_HOME 11 6
APT_DB2READ_LOCK_TABLE 11 6
APT_DBNAME 11 6
APT_DEBUG_OPERATOR 11 6
APT_DEBUG_PARTITION 11 6
APT_DEBUG_SIGNALS 11 7
APT_DEBUG_STEP 11 7
APT_DEBUG_SUBPROC 11 8
APT_DISABLE_COMBINATION 11 8
APT_DUMP_SCORE 11 8
APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION 11 8
APT_EXECUTION_MODE 11 10
APT_IMPEXP_CHARSET 11 11
APT_INPUT_CHARSET 11 11
APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING 11 11
APT_IOMGR_CONNECT_ATTEMPTS 11 12
APT_LATENCY_COEFFICIENT 11 12
APT_MAX_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE/

APT_MIN_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE 11 12
APT_MONITOR_SIZE 11 13
APT_MONITOR_TIME 11 13
APT_NO_JOBMON 11 13
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APT_NO_PART_INSERTION 11 13
APT_NO_SORT_INSERTION 11 13
APT_NO_STARTUP_SCRIPT 11 13
APT_ORACLE_PRESERVE_BLANKS 11 13
APT_ORCHHOME 11 14
APT_OS_CHARSET 11 14
APT_OUTPUT_CHARSET 11 14
APT_PARTITION_COUNT 11 14
APT_PARTITION_NUMBER 11 14
APT_PM_CONDUCTOR_HOSTNAME 11 14
APT_PM_DBX 11 15
APT_PM_NO_NAMED_PIPES 11 15
APT_PM_NO_TCPIP 11 15
APT_PM_PLAYER_MEMORY 11 15
APT_PM_PLAYER_TIMING 11 15
APT_PM_XLDB 11 15
APT_PM_XTERM 11 16
APT_RDBMS_COMMIT_ROWS 11 16
APT_RECORD_COUNTS 11 16
APT_SAS_ACCEPT_ERROR 11 16
APT_SAS_CHARSET 11 16
APT_SAS_CHARSET_ABORT 11 17
APT_SAS_COMMAND 11 17
APT_SAS_DEBUG 11 17
APT_SAS_DEBUG_LEVEL 11 17
APT_SASINT_COMMAND 11 17
APT_SAS_S_ARGUMENT 11 17
APT_SAS_SCHEMASOURCE_DUMP 11 17
APT_SAS_TRUNCATION 11 17
APT_SAVE_SCORE 11 18
APT_SHOW_COMPONENT_CALLS 11 18
APT_STACK_TRACE 11 18
APT_STARTUP_SCRIPT 11 18
APT_STRING_CHARSET 11 19
APT_STRING_PADCHAR 11 19
APT_TERA_64K_BUFFERS 11 19
APT_TERA_NO_ERR_CLEANUP 11 19
APT_TERA_NO_SQL_CONVERSION 11 19
APT_TERA_SYNC_DATABASE 11 20
APT_TERA_SYNC_USER 11 20
APT_THIN_SCORE 11 20
APT_WRITE_DS_VERSION 11 20
DB2DBDFT 11 21
OSH_BUILDOP_CODE 11 21
OSH_BUILDOP_HEADER 11 21
OSH_BUILDOP_OBJECT 11 21
OSH_BUILDOP_XLC_BIN 11 21
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OSH_CBUILDOP_XLC_BIN 11 22
OSH_DUMP 11 22
OSH_ECHO 11 22
OSH_EXPLAIN 11 22
OSH_PRELOAD_LIBS 11 22
OSH_PRINT_SCHEMAS 11 23
OSH_STDOUT_MSG 11 23

There are a number of variables that let you control the Orchestrate environment. 
These include standard UNIX environment variables as well as Orchestrate-
specific environment variables. When running Orchestrate applications, you can 
set variables as you would in any UNIX operating system environment. This 
chapter lists and describes useful Orchestrate environment variables. The default 
value applies whenever you do not define an environment variable.

APT_AUTO_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE
When set, Orchestrate calculates the block size for transferring data between 
players according to this algorithm: 

if (recordSize * APT_LATENCY_COEFFICIENT
< APT_MIN_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE)

blockSize = minAllowedBlockSize 

else if (recordSize * APT_LATENCY_COEFFICIENT
> APT_MAX_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE) 

blockSize = maxAllowedBlockSize 

else blockSize = recordSize * APT_LATENCY_COEFFICIENT 

Note: The variables APT_MIN_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE, 
APT_MAX_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE, APT_LATENCY_COEFFICIENT and 
APT_AUTO_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE are used only for fixed-length records. 

APT_BUFFER_MAXIMUM_MEMORY
Sets the default value of maximumMemoryBufferSize. The default value is 
3145728 (3 MBytes). Specifies the maximum amount of virtual memory, in bytes, 
used per buffer. See the “Data Set Buffering” appendix in the Orchestrate 7.0 User 
Guide for more information.
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APT_BUFFER_DISK_WRITE_INCREMENT
Sets the default value of diskWriteIncrement. The default value is 1048576 (1 
MByte.) Specifies the size, in bytes, of blocks of data being moved to/from disk by 
the buffering operator.

Adjusting this value trades amount of disk access against throughput for small 
amounts of data. Increasing the block size reduces disk access, but may decrease 
performance when data is being read/written in smaller units. Decreasing the 
block size increases throughput, but may increase the amount of disk access.

See the “Data Set Buffering” appendix in the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide for more 
information.

APT_BUFFER_FREE_RUN
Sets the default value of bufferFreeRun. The default value is 0.5 (50% of 
maximumMemoryBufferSize or by default 1.5 MBytes). You must set 
bufferFreeRun greater than 0.0. Typical values are between 0.0 and 1.0.

Specifies how much of the available in-memory buffer to consume before the 
buffer offers resistance to any new data being written to it, as a percentage of 
maximumMemoryBufferSize.

You can set bufferFreeRun to a value greater than 1.0. In this case, the buffer 
continues to store data up to the indicated multiple of 
maximumMemoryBufferSize before writing data to disk.

See the “Data Set Buffering” appendix in the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide for more 
information.

APT_BUFFERING_POLICY 
Controls the buffering policy for all virtual data sets in all steps. The variable has 
the following settings:

• AUTOMATIC_BUFFERING (default): Buffer a data set only if necessary to prevent a 
data flow deadlock.

• FORCE_BUFFERING: Unconditionally buffer all virtual data sets. Note that this 
can slow down processing considerably. 

• NO_BUFFERING: Do not buffer data sets. This setting can cause data flow 
deadlock if used inappropriately.

See the “Data Set Buffering” appendix in the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide for more 
information.
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APT_CHECKPOINT_DIR
By default, when executing a restartable step, Orchestrate stores state information 
in the current working directory. Use APT_CHECKPOINT_DIR to specify another 
directory.

Whether or not APT_CHECKPOINT_DIR is set, the directory for saving checkpoint 
data can be specified as an option to osh, for example:

$ osh -checkpointdir /usr/project/scratch " . . . "

This option overrides APT_CHECKPOINT_DIR. 

APT_CLOBBER_OUTPUT
By default, if an output file or data set already exists, Orchestrate issues an error 
and stops before overwriting it, notifying you of the name conflict. Setting this 
variable to any value permits Orchestrate to overwrite existing files or data sets 
without a warning message.

APT_COLLATION_SEQUENCE
Use the APT_COLLATION_SEQUENCE environment variable to specify 
collation at the global level. Your operator-level specification has the most 
precedence, followed by the osh top-level option, and then this environment 
variable.

Use this syntax:
APT_COLLATION_SEQUENCE locale |collation_file_pathname | OFF

You can use the Orchestrate icu_utils command to display the available ICU 
locales. Its syntax is:

icu_utils listlocales

APT_CONFIG_FILE
Sets the path name of the Orchestrate configuration file. This is used only by osh.
By default, Orchestrate first searches the current working directory for the file 
config.apt, then $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/config.apt.

See Chapter 8, “Configuration”, for a discussion of configuration file contents and 
syntax.
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APT_DB2INSTANCE_HOME
Specifies the DB2 installation directory. This variable is set by the Orchestrate 
dispatcher to values obtained from the DB2Server table, representing the 
currently selected DB2 server.

APT_DB2READ_LOCK_TABLE
If this variable is defined and the -open option is not specified for the db2read 
operator, Orchestrate performs the following locking open command:

lock table 'table_name' in share mode

This variable is set by the Orchestrate dispatcher to values obtained from the 
DB2Server table, representing the currently selected DB2 server.

APT_DBNAME
Specifies the name of the database if you choose to leave out the -dbname option 
for DB2 operators. If APT_DBNAME is not defined as well, DB2DBDFT is used to find 
the database name. These variables are set by the Orchestrate dispatcher to values 
obtained from the DB2Server table, representing the currently selected DB2 
server.

APT_DEBUG_OPERATOR
Specifies the operators on which to start debuggers. If not set, no debuggers are 
started. If set to an operator number (as determined from the output of 
APT_DUMP_SCORE), debuggers are started for that single operator. If set to -1, 
debuggers are started for all operators.

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide chapter on 
debugging Orchestrate applications. 

APT_DEBUG_PARTITION 
Specifies the partitions on which to start debuggers. One instance, or partition, of 
an operator is run on each node running the operator. If set to a single number, 
debuggers are started on that partition; if not set or set to -1, debuggers are started 
on all partitions. 

See the description of APT_DEBUG_OPERATOR for more information on using this 
environment variable.

For example, setting APT_DEBUG_STEP to 0, APT_DEBUG_OPERATOR to 1, and 
APT_DEBUG_PARTITION to -1 starts debuggers for every partition of the second 
operator in the first step.
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For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide chapter on 
debugging Orchestrate applications.

APT_DEBUG_SIGNALS 
You can use the APT_DEBUG_SIGNALS environment variable to specify that signals 
such as SIGSEGV, SIGBUS, etc., should cause a debugger to start. If any of these 
signals occurs within an APT_Operator::runLocally() function, a debugger such 
as dbx is invoked.

Note that the UNIX and Orchestrate variables DEBUGGER, DISPLAY, and 
APT_PM_XTERM (see page 11-16), specifying a debugger and how the output should 
be displayed, must be set correctly.

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide chapter on 
debugging Orchestrate applications.

APT_DEBUG_STEP
Specifies the steps on which to start debuggers. If not set or if set to -1, debuggers 
are started on the processes specified by APT_DEBUG_OPERATOR and 
APT_DEBUG_PARTITION in all steps. If set to a step number, debuggers are started for 
processes in the specified step. 

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide chapter on 
debugging Orchestrate applications. 

Table 13 APT_DEBUG_OPERATOR and APT_DEBUG_PARTITION Settings

APT_DEBUG_OPERATOR APT_DEBUG_PARTITION Effect

not set any value no debugging

-1 not set or -1 debug all partitions 
of all operators

-1 >= 0 debug a specific 
partition of all 
operators

>= 0 -1 debug all partitions 
of a specific operator

>= 0 >= 0 debug a specific 
partition of a 
specific operator
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APT_DEBUG_SUBPROC
Display debug information about each subprocess operator.

APT_DISABLE_COMBINATION
Globally disables operator combining. Operator combining is Orchestrate’s 
default behavior, in which two or more (in fact any number of) operators within a 
step are combined into one process where possible. The following table lists 
combinable operators:

Operator combining is discussed briefly in “Orchestrate Job Execution, Startup, 
and Failure Recovery” on page 10-1. You may need to disable combining to 
facilitate debugging.

APT_DUMP_SCORE
Configures Orchestrate to print a report showing the operators, processes, and 
data sets in a running application. For more information, refer to the
Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide on Orchestrate steps.

APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION
Controls the format of Orchestrate output messages. You can override this 
variable either with the osh command option -errorconfig and its arguments or 
by the programmatic use of settings on the class APT_ErrorConfiguration.

This variable’s value is a comma-separated list of keywords (see table, below). 
Each keyword enables a corresponding portion of the message. To disable that 
portion of the message, precede it with a “!”. 

aggtorec hplwrite peek statistics

copy import promotesubrec switch

export lookup sample tagswitch

filter makesubrec sequence tail

funnel makevect sortfunnel tsort

generator merge splitsubrec xpsread

head orawrite splitvect xpswrite

hplread
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Default formats of messages displayed by an Orchestrate application include the 
keywords severity, moduleId, errorIndex, timestamp, opid, and message.

Default formats of messages displayed by Orchestrate command utilities (such as 
buildop and cbuildop) include the keywords severity, moduleId, errorIndex, and 
message.

Table 14 lists keywords, the length (in characters) of the associated components in 
the message, and the keyword’s meaning. The characters "##" precede all 
messages. The keyword lengthprefix appears in three locations in the table. This 
single keyword controls the display of all length prefixes.

For a complete discussion of messages and examples of formats, refer to the 
chapter on run-time error handling in the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide.

Table 14 Error Message Format Keywords

Keyword Length Meaning

severity 1 Severity indication: "F", "E", "W", or "I".

vseverity 7 Verbose description of error severity ("Fatal", 
"Error", "Warning", "Information"). 

jobid 3 The job identifier of the Orchestrate application. This 
allows you to identify multiple Orchestrate applications 
running at once. The default job identifier is 0.

moduleId 4 The module identifier. 

For Orchestrate-defined messages, this value is a four-
byte string beginning with “T”.

For user-defined messages written to the error log, this 
string is "USER”. 

For all outputs from a subprocess, the string is "USBP".

errorIndex 6 The index of the message specified at the time the 
message was written to the error log.

timestamp 13 The message time stamp. This component consists of 
the string "HH:MM:SS(SEQ)", at the time the message 
was written to the error log. Messages generated in the 
same second have ordered sequence numbers. 

ipaddr 15 The IP address of the processing node generating the 
message. This 15-character string is in octet form, with 
individual octets zero filled, for example, 104.032.007.
100.

lengthprefix 2  Length in bytes of the following field.
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For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide chapter on run-time 
error handling and the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide chapter on using the error 
log. 

APT_EXECUTION_MODE 
By default, the execution mode is parallel, with multiple processes. Set this 
variable to one of the following values to run an application in sequential 
execution mode:

• ONE_PROCESS one-process mode

• MANY_PROCESS many-process mode

• NO_SERIALIZE many-process mode, without serialization

nodename variable The node name of the processing node generating the 
message. 

lengthprefix 2 Length in bytes of the following field.

opid variable The string "<main_program>" for error messages 
originating in your main program (outside of a step or 
within the APT_Operator::describeOperator() 
override).

The string "<node_nodename>" representing system 
error messages originating on a node, where nodename 
is the name of the node.

The operator originator identifier, represented by 
"ident, partition_number", for errors originating within a 
step. This component identifies the instance of the 
operator that generated the message.

ident is the operator name for osh applications and the 
operator class name for C++ applications (with the 
operator index in parenthesis if there is more than one 
instance of it).

partition_number defines the partition number of the 
operator issuing the message. 

lengthprefix 5 Length, in bytes, of the following field. Maximum 
length is 15 KB.

message variable  Error text.

1  Newline character

Table 14 Error Message Format Keywords (continued)

Keyword Length Meaning
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In ONE_PROCESS mode: 

• The application executes in a single UNIX process. You need only run a single 
debugger session and can set breakpoints anywhere in your code.

• Data is partitioned according to the number of nodes defined in the 
configuration file.

• Each operator is run as a subroutine and is called the number of times 
appropriate for the number of partitions on which it must operate.

In MANY_PROCESS mode the framework forks a new process for each instance of 
each operator and waits for it to complete rather than calling operators as 
subroutines.

In both cases, the step is run entirely on the Conductor node rather than spread 
across the configuration. 

NO_SERIALIZE mode is similar to MANY_PROCESS mode, but the Orchestrate 
persistence mechanism is not used to load and save objects. Turning off 
persistence may be useful for tracking errors in derived C++ classes.

APT_IMPEXP_CHARSET
Controls the character encoding ustring data imported and exported to and from 
Orchestrate, and the record and field properties applied to ustring fields. Its 
syntax is:

APT_IMPEXP_CHARSET icu_character_set

APT_INPUT_CHARSET
Controls the character encoding of data input to the osh parser: osh scripts and 
commands and schema and configuration files. Its syntax is:

APT_INPUT_CHARSET icu_character_set

APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING
Sets the amount of memory, in bytes, allocated to an Orchestrate job on every 
physical node for network communications. The default value is 2097152 (2MB). 
When you are executing many partitions on a single physical node, this number 
may need to be increased.

Table 15 shows where to find information on setting this environment variable.
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APT_IOMGR_CONNECT_ATTEMPTS
Sets the number of attempts for a TCP connect in case of a connection failure. This 
is necessary only for steps with a high degree of parallelism in an MPP 
environment. The default value is 2 attempts (1 retry after an initial failure).

APT_LATENCY_COEFFICIENT
Specifies the number of writes to a block which transfers data between players. 
This variable allows you to control the latency of data flow through a step. The 
default value is 5. Specify a value of 0 to have a record transported immediately. 
Note: Many operators have a built-in latency and are not affected by this variable.

Note: The variables APT_MIN_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE, 
APT_MAX_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE, APT_LATENCY_COEFFICIENT and 
APT_AUTO_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE are used only for fixed-length records. 

APT_MAX_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE/
APT_MIN_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE

Specify the minimun and maximum allowable block size for transferring data 
between players. 

APT_MIN_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE cannot be less than 8192 which is its default value. 
APT_MAX_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE cannot be greater than 1048576 which is its 
default value. 

These varaibles are only meaningful when used in combination with 
APT_LATENCY_COEFFICIENT and APT_AUTO_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE.

Note: The variables APT_MIN_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE, 
APT_MAX_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE, APT_LATENCY_COEFFICIENT and 
APT_AUTO_TRANSPORT_BLOCK_SIZE are used only for fixed-length records. 

Table 15 Setting APT_IO_MAXIMUM_OUTSTANDING

Operating system Refer to

AIX “Configure an Orchestrate User” on page 3-16

HP-UX “Configure an Orchestrate User” on page 6-10

Solaris “Configure an Orchestrate User” on page 4-10

Tru64 “Configure an Orchestrate User” on page 7-9
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APT_MONITOR_SIZE
Determines the minimum number of records the Orchestrate Job Monitor reports. 
The default is 5000 records.

APT_MONITOR_TIME
Determines the minimum time interval in seconds for generating monitor 
information at runtime. This variable takes precedence over APT_MONITOR_SIZE.

APT_NO_JOBMON
Disables Orchestrate’s job monitoring activities.

APT_NO_PART_INSERTION
Orchestrate automatically inserts partition components in your application to 
optimize the performance of the operators in your data flow. Set this variable if 
you want to prevent the automatic insertion.

APT_NO_SORT_INSERTION
Orchestrate automatically inserts sort components in your application to optimize 
the performance of the operators in your data flow. Set this variable if you want to 
prevent the automatic insertion.

APT_NO_STARTUP_SCRIPT
Prevents Orchestrate from executing a startup script. By default, this variable is 
not set, and Orchestrate runs the startup script. If this variable is set, Orchestrate 
ignores the startup script. This may be useful when debugging a startup script. 

See also APT_STARTUP_SCRIPT (page 11-18). “Selective Configuration With Startup 
Scripts” on page 8-32 discusses startup scripts. 

APT_ORACLE_PRESERVE_BLANKS 
When set, this environment variable causes the PRESERVE BLANKS option to be set 
in the control file. This option preserves leading and trailing spaces, and retains 
fields which contain only spaces. When PRESERVE BLANKS is not set, Oracle 
removes the spaces and considers fields with only spaces to be NULL values. 
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APT_ORCHHOME
Must be set by all Orchestrate users to the top-level directory of the Orchestrate 
installation.

APT_OS_CHARSET
Controls the character encoding Orchestrate uses for operating-system data such 
as the names of created files and the parameters to system calls. Its syntax is:

APT_OS_CHARSET icu_character_set

APT_OUTPUT_CHARSET
Controls the character encoding of Orchestrate output messages and operators 
like peek that use the error logging system to output datadata input to the osh 
parser. Its syntax is:

APT_OUTPUT_CHARSET icu_character_set

APT_PARTITION_COUNT 
Read only. Orchestrate sets this environment variable to the number of partitions 
of an operator. The number is based both on information listed in the 
configuration file and on any constraints applied to the operator. The number of 
partitions is the degree of parallelism of an operator. For example, if an operator 
executes on two processing nodes, APT_PARTITION_COUNT is set to 2.

You can access the environment variable APT_PARTITION_COUNT to determine the 
number of partitions of the operator from within: an operator wrapper, a shell 
script called from a wrapper, getenv() in C++ code, or sysget() in the SAS 
language.

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide chapter on executing 
UNIX commands in osh. 

APT_PARTITION_NUMBER
Read only. On each partition, Orchestrate sets this environment variable to the 
index number (0, 1, ...) of this partition within the operator. A subprocess can then 
examine this variable when determining which partition of an input file it should 
handle.

APT_PM_CONDUCTOR_HOSTNAME
The network name of the processing node from which you invoke an Orchestrate 
application should be included in the configuration file as either a node or a 
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fastname. If the network name is not included in the configuration file, 
Orchestrate users must set the environment variable APT_PM_CONDUCTOR_HOSTNAME 
to the name of the node invoking the Orchestrate application.

APT_PM_DBX
Set this environment variable to the path of your dbx debugger, if a debugger is 
not already included in your path. This variable sets the location; it does not run 
the debugger. For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide 
chapter on debugging Orchestrate applications.

APT_PM_NO_NAMED_PIPES
Specifies not to use named pipes for local connections. Named pipes will still be 
used in other areas of Orchestrate, including subprocs and setting up of the 
shared memory transport protocol in the process manager.

APT_PM_NO_TCPIP
This turns off use of UNIX sockets to communicate between player processes at 
runtime. If the step is being run in an MPP (non-shared memory) environment, 
do not set this variable, as UNIX sockets are your only communications option.

APT_PM_PLAYER_MEMORY
Setting this variable causes each player process to report the process heap 
memory allocation when returning from runLocally().

APT_PM_PLAYER_TIMING 
Setting this variable causes each player process to report the call to and return 
from runLocally(). The message with the return from runLocally() is annotated 
with CPU times for the player process.

APT_PM_XLDB
Set this environment variable to the path of your xldb debugger, if a debugger is 
not already included in your path. This variable sets the location; it does not run 
the debugger. For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide 
chapter on debugging Orchestrate applications. 
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APT_PM_XTERM 
If Orchestrate invokes dbx, the debugger starts in an xterm window; this means 
Orchestrate must know where to find the xterm program. The default location is 
/usr/bin/X11/xterm. You can override this default by setting the APT_PM_XTERM 
environment variable to the appropriate path. APT_PM_XTERM is ignored if you are 
using xldb.

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide chapter on 
debugging Orchestrate applications.

APT_RDBMS_COMMIT_ROWS
Specifies the number of records to insert into a data set between commits. The 
default value is 2048. Is used with DB2 operators.

APT_RECORD_COUNTS
Causes Orchestrate to print, for each operator Player, the number of records 
consumed by getRecord() and produced by putRecord(). Abandoned input 
records are not necessarily accounted for. Buffer operators do not print this 
information.

APT_SAS_ACCEPT_ERROR
When a SAS procedure causes SAS to exit with an error, this variable prevents the 
SAS-interface operator from terminating. The default behavior is for Orchestrate 
to terminate the operator with an error.

APT_SAS_CHARSET
When the -sas_cs option of a SAS-interface operator is not set and a SAS-interface 
operator encounters a ustring, Orchestrate interrogates this variable to determine 
what character set to use. If this variable is not set, but 
APT_SAS_CHARSET_ABORT is set, the operator will abort; otherwise the 
-impexp_charset option or the APT_IMPEXP_CHARSET environment variable 
is accessed. 

Its syntax is:
APT_SAS_CHARSET icu_character_set | SAS_DBCSLANG

Refer to Chapter 32: The SAS Interface Library of the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators 
Reference for SAS-interface environment-variable documentation; and see Chapter 
7: National Language Support in the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide for information about 
charset set options and their equivalent environment variables.
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APT_SAS_CHARSET_ABORT
Causes a SAS-interface operator to abort if Orchestrate encounters a ustring in the 
schema and neither the -sas_cs option or the APT_SAS_CHARSET environment 
variable is set.

APT_SAS_COMMAND
Overrides the $PATH directory for SAS with an absolute path to the US SAS 
executable. An example path is: /usr/local/sas/sas8.2/sas.

APT_SAS_DEBUG
Use APT_SAS_DEBUG=1, APT_SAS_DEBUG_IO=1,and APT_SAS_DEBUG_VERBOSE=1 to 
specify various debug messagees output from the SASToolkit API.

APT_SAS_DEBUG_LEVEL
Its syntax is 

APT_SAS_DEBUG_LEVEL=[0-3]

Specifies the level of debugging messages to output from the SAS driver. The 
values of 1, 2, and 3 duplicate the output for the -debug option of the sas operator: 
no, yes, and verbose.

APT_SASINT_COMMAND
Overrides the $PATH directory for SAS with an absolute path to the 
International SAS executable. An example path is:
/usr/local/sas/sas8.2int/dbcs/sas.

APT_SAS_S_ARGUMENT
By default, Orchestrate executes SAS with -s 0. When this variable is set, its value 
is be used instead of 0. Consult the SAS documentation for details.

APT_SAS_SCHEMASOURCE_DUMP
Causes the command line to be printed when executing SAS. You use it to inspect 
the data contained in a -schemaSource.

APT_SAS_TRUNCATION
Its syntax is:

APT_SAS_TRUNCATION ABORT | NULL | TRUNCATE
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Because a ustring of n characters does not fit into n characters of a SAS char value, 
the ustring value must be truncated beyond the space pad characters and \0. 

The sasin and sas operators uses this variable to determine how to truncate a 
ustring value to fit into a SAS char field. TRUNCATE, which is the default, causes the 
ustring to be truncated; ABORT causes the operator to abort; and NULL exports a null 
field. For NULL and TRUNCATE, the first five occurrences for each column cause an 
information message to be issued to the log.

APT_SAVE_SCORE 
Sets the name and path of the file used by the performance monitor to hold 
temporary score data. The path must be visible from the host machine. The 
performance monitor creates this file; therefore, it need not exist when you set this 
variable.

APT_SHOW_COMPONENT_CALLS
This forces Orchestrate to display messages at step check time as to which user-
overloadable functions (such as checkConfig and describeOperator) are being 
called. This will not produce output at runtime and is not guaranteed to be a 
complete list of all user-overloadable functions being called, but an effort is made 
to keep this synchronized with any new virtual functions provided.

APT_STACK_TRACE
This variable controls the number of lines printed for stack traces. The alues are:

The last setting can be used to disable stack traces entirely.

APT_STARTUP_SCRIPT
As part of running an application, Orchestrate creates a remote shell on all 
Orchestrate processing nodes on which the application runs. By default, the 
remote shell is given the same environment as the shell from which Orchestrate is 
invoked.

unset 10 lines printed 

0 infinite lines printed

N N lines printed

none no stack trace
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However, you can write an optional startup shell script to modify the shell 
configuration of one or more processing nodes. If a startup script exists, 
Orchestrate runs it on remote shells before running your application.

APT_STARTUP_SCRIPT specifies the script to be run. If it is not defined, Orchestrate 
searches ./startup.apt, $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/startup.apt and 
$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/startup, in that order.

APT_NO_STARTUP_SCRIPT (see page 11-13) disables running the startup script. 

“Selective Configuration With Startup Scripts” on page 8-32 discusses startup 
scripts. 

APT_STRING_CHARSET
Controls the character encoding Orchestrate uses when performing automatic 
conversions between string and ustring fields. Its syntax is:

APT_STRING_CHARSET icu_character_set

APT_STRING_PADCHAR 
Overrides the pad character of 0x0 (ASCII null), used by default when Orchestrate 
extends, or pads, a string field to a fixed length.

For more information, refer to the chapter in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference 
on import/export properties. 

APT_TERA_64K_BUFFERS
Orchestrate assumes that the terawrite operator writes to buffers whose 
maximum size is 32 KB. Enable the use of 64 KB buffers by setting this variable. 
The default is that it is not set.

APT_TERA_NO_ERR_CLEANUP
Setting this variable prevents removal of error tables and the partially written 
target table of a terawrite operation that has not successfully completed. Set this 
variable for diagnostic purposes only. In some cases, setting this variable forces 
completion of an unsuccessful write operation.

APT_TERA_NO_SQL_CONVERSION
For the Teradata Interface operators, this environment variable specifies that the 
character set conversion specified by the -db_cs option is not used for your SQL 
statements; instead, your SQL statements are converted to Latin1.
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APT_TERA_SYNC_DATABASE
Specifies the database used for the terasync table. By default, the database used 
for the terasync table is specified as part of APT_TERA_SYNC_USER. If you want the 
database to be different, set this variable. You must then give APT_TERA_SYNC_USER 
read and write permission for this database.
• APT_TERA_SYNC_PASSWORD

Specifies the password for the user identified by APT_TERA_SYNC_USER. See 
“Creating Teradata Users” on page 9-7 for more information.

APT_TERA_SYNC_USER
Specifies the user that creates and writes to the terasync table. See “Creating 
Teradata Users” on page 9-7 for more information.

APT_THIN_SCORE
Setting this variable decreases the memory usage of steps with 100 operator 
instances or more by a noticable amount. To use this optimization, set 
APT_THIN_SCORE=1 in your environment. There are no performance benefits in 
setting this variable unless you are running out of real memory at some point in 
your flow or the additional memory is useful for sorting or buffering. This 
variable does not affect any specific operators which consume large amounts of 
memory, but improves general Orchestrate memory handling.

APT_WRITE_DS_VERSION 
By default, Orchestrate saves data sets in the Orchestrate Version 7.0 format. 
APT_WRITE_DS_VERSION lets you save data sets in formats compatible with previous 
versions of Orchestrate.

The values of APT_WRITE_DS_VERSION are:

• v3_0: Orchestrate Version 3.0

• v3: Orchestrate Version 3.1.x 

• v4: Orchestrate Version 4.0

• v4_0_3: Orchestrate Version 4.0.3 and later versions up to but not including 
Version 4.1

• v4_1: Orchestrate Version 4.1 and later versions through and including 
Version 4.6

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide chapter on 
Orchestrate data sets.
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DB2DBDFT
For DB2 operators, you can set the name of the database by using the -dbname 
option or by setting APT_DBNAME. If you do not use either method, DB2DBDFT is used 
to find the database name. These variables are set by the Orchestrate dispatcher to 
values obtained from the DB2Server table, representing the currently selected 
DB2 server.

OSH_BUILDOP_CODE
Identifies the directory into which buildop writes the generated .C file and build 
script. It defaults to the current working directory. The -C option of buildop 
overrides this setting.

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide chapter on the 
Orchestrate operator builder (buildop).

OSH_BUILDOP_HEADER
Identifies the directory into which buildop writes the generated .h file. It defaults 
to the current working directory. 

The -H option of buildop overrides this setting.

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide chapter on the 
Orchestrate operator builder (buildop).

OSH_BUILDOP_OBJECT
Identifies the directory into which buildop writes the dynamically loadable object 
file, whose extension is .so on Solaris, .sl on HP-UX, or .o on AIX. Defaults to the 
current working directory.

The -O option of buildop overrides this setting.

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide chapter on the 
Orchestrate operator builder (buildop). 

OSH_BUILDOP_XLC_BIN 
AIX only. Identifies the directory specifying the location of the shared library 
creation command used by buildop.

On older AIX systems this defaults to /usr/lpp/xlC/bin/makeC++SharedLib_r for 
thread-safe compilation. On newer AIX systems it defaults to 
/usr/ibmcxx/bin/makeC++SharedLib_r. For non-thread-safe compilation, the 
default path is the same, but the name of the file is makeC++SharedLib.
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For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide chapter on the 
Orchestrate operator builder (buildop).

OSH_CBUILDOP_XLC_BIN
AIX only. Identifies the directory specifying the location of the shared library 
creation command used by cbuildop. If this environment variable is not set, 
cbuildop checks the setting of OSH_BUILDOP_XLC_BIN for the path.

On older AIX systems OSH_CBUILDOP_XLC_BIN defaults to 
/usr/lpp/xlC/bin/makeC++SharedLib_r for thread-safe compilation. On newer 
AIX systems it defaults to /usr/ibmcxx/bin/makeC++SharedLib_r. For non-thread-
safe compilation, the default path is the same, but the name of the command is 
makeC++SharedLib.

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide chapter on building 
operators in C. 

OSH_DUMP 
If set to 1, it causes Orchestrate to echo a verbose description of a step before 
attempting to execute it. 

For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide chapter on 
Orchestrate steps. 

OSH_ECHO 
If set to 1, it causes Orchestrate to echo its step specification to standard error after 
the shell has expanded all arguments. For more information, refer to the 
Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide chapter on Orchestrate steps. 

OSH_EXPLAIN 
If set to 1, it causes Orchestrate to echo a terse description of the step before 
attempting to run it. For more information, refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide 
chapter on Orchestrate steps.

OSH_PRELOAD_LIBS
Specifies a colon-separated list of names of libraries to be loaded before any other 
processing. Libraries containing custom operators must be assigned to this 
variable or they must be registered. For example, in Korn shell syntax:

$ export OSH_PRELOAD_LIBS="orchlib1:orchlib2:mylib1"
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OSH_PRINT_SCHEMAS 
If set to 1, it causes Orchestrate to print the record schema of all data sets and the 
interface schema of all operators. See the chapter on Orchestrate steps in the 
Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide for more information. 

OSH_STDOUT_MSG
This variable causes messages to be written to standard output (stdout) rather 
than to standard error (stderr).
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Maintenance and Monitoring 
Tools
This chapter describes the tools supplied by Orchestrate and UNIX that allow you 
to monitor the performance of Orchestrate.

The orchadmin Utility 12 2
orchadmin Syntax 12 2
orchadmin Commands 12 2

The orchadmin - Command 12 3
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The orchadmin copy Command 12 4
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Orchestrate provides several tools that help you monitor and control Orchestrate 
performance and resources.
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The orchadmin Utility
Use the Orchestrate administration utility, orchadmin, to manage persistent 
Orchestrate data sets and to get information about your configuration. 

An Orchestrate data set can consist of multiple data files stored on multiple 
processing nodes. The orchadmin utility recognizes the underlying structure of a 
data set and performs data set administration that cannot be performed by 
standard UNIX file commands.

A parallel data set is represented on disk by:

• A single descriptor file, plus

• Data files located on one or more processing nodes.

The descriptor file defines the record schema of the data set and the location of all 
data files in the set. A descriptor file does not contain data. To access the data, you 
must reference the path name of the descriptor file. The information contained in 
this file enables Orchestrate to open, access, and delete the data files.

The data files are stored on one or more disks of a parallel system. The number of 
data files in a data set depends on:

• The number of processing nodes you specify when you create the persistent 
data set

• Any node pool, disk pool, and resource constraints you specify when you 
create the data set

For a discussion of data sets and descriptor files, see the chapter on Orchestrate 
data sets in the Orchestrate shell User’s Guide. For a discussion of node pools, see 
“Node Pools and the Default Node Pool” on page 8-21; for a discussion of disk 
pools, see “Disk and Scratch Disk Pools and Their Defaults” on page 8-22.

orchadmin Syntax
orchadmin -

orchadmin -f filename
orchadmin [command] [options] [descriptor_files]

orchadmin Commands
Enter this command to display Help for the entire orchadmin utility:

orchadmin -help

Enter this command to display Help for a particular orchadmin command:
orchadmin command -help

where command is the command name.
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The orchadmin - Command
Issue orchadmin followed by a dash (-) to cause orchadmin to receive commands 
from stdin as if from a command file. See “The orchadmin -f Command” on 
page 12-3 for examples of such commands.

The orchadmin -f Command
Issue orchadmin followed by the option -f and a filename to receive input from a 
specified command file. Each line of the command file contains an orchadmin 
command line with the command orchadmin omitted from the line.

For example, here is command file cFile:
describe -l /data/mydata/test.ds; // display info about data set
dump /data/mydata/test.ds;  // dump record contents to stdout

Here is the command that takes the file as input:
$ orchadmin -f cFile

The orchadmin check Command
Verifies that your configuration file is valid. The command takes no options or 
arguments.

The file that is checked for correctness is either $APT_CONFIG_FILE, 
$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/config.apt, or ./config.apt, searched for in that order. It is 
not any configuration as represented in the server database. To specify a different 
configuration file to check, you must set APT_CONFIG_FILE to the name of that file, 
then run orchadmin check.

The syntax is:
orchadmin check

To verify the file, orchadmin:

• Ensures that it can access all disks defined in the configuration file from all 
processing nodes.

• Ensures that all scratch disks exist.

• Ensures that every processing node has at least one scratch disk in the default 
pool or in a pool named buffer.

• Ensures that you have assigned all disks to a valid pool.

Note Only the delete, copy, and describe commands can be used with encoded data 
sets; none of the other commands listed below is supported for encoded data 
sets. See the chapter on the encoding operators in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators 
Reference for information about encoding data sets.
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• Issues a warning if a processing node has no local disk.

• Ensures that Orchestrate can create at least 64 UNIX processes per Orchestrate 
processing node.

For example, here are the input and output of a check command that verifies a 
configuration file:

$ orchadmin check

##I TFCN 000000 08:35:19(000) <main_program>
ORCHESTRATE Application Framework V6.1.0
Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002 Ascential Software, Inc.
All Rights Reserved

##000000 <main_program> APT configuration file: 
/home/user1/configs/grappelli.apt
##010027 <APT_RealFileExportOperator in APT_FileExportOperator,0> 
Export complete. 5 records exported successfully, 0 rejected.
##000001 <main_program> Step execution finished with status = OK.

##000102 <main_program> Config file checker on node grappelli2 reports 
0 error(s), 0 warning(s).

##000102 <main_program> Config file checker on node grappelli3 reports 
0 error(s), 0 warning(s).

##000102 <main_program> Config file checker on node grappelli1 reports 
0 error(s), 0 warning(s).

##000102 <main_program> Total virtual memory on node grappelli is 
5957.23 MB.

##000102 <main_program> Config file checker on node grappelli reports 
0 error(s), 0 warning(s).

##000103 <main_program> 0 error(s) detected
##000104 <main_program> 0 warning(s) detected

The orchadmin copy Command
This command copies a persistent data set. The new data set has the same record 
schema and contents as the original data set; however, the new data is 
repartitioned based on the information in your configuration file. This command 
takes two arguments.

The syntax is:
orchadmin copy old_descriptor_file new_descriptor_file

Table 16 Arguments for orcadmin copy

Argument Description

old_descriptor_file File name of the descriptor file to copy.

new_descriptor_file File name of the new descriptor file.
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The orchadmin delete Command
Deletes the specified data set or file set. For data sets, removes the descriptor file 
and all associated data files. For file sets, removes the file set and all data files 
listed in the file set.

The syntax is:
orchadmin delete option descriptor_file1 ... descriptor_fileN

For example, this command deletes two data sets:
$ orchadmin delete /data/dataset1.ds /data/dataset2.ds

The orchadmin describe Command
Prints a report to standard output containing information about the specified data 
sets or file sets.

Warning You cannot use the UNIX cp command to copy a persistent data set, because 
Orchestrate represents a single data set using multiple data files. You must use 
orchadmin copy to copy a data set.

Warning You cannot use the UNIX rm command to delete a persistent data set. If you do, 
you delete only the .ds file and the pointers it contains to the files that actually 
hold the data. You do not delete the (much larger) data files. You must use 
orchadmin delete to completely delete a data set.

Table 17 Options and Arguments for orchadmin delete

Option or
Argument Value

-f Normally, the delete operation fails if there are orphan data files. This option 
prevents failure by forcing the deletion of a data set even if some of its data files 
reside on inaccessible nodes. After the delete operation is completed, orphan data 
files may still reside on the inaccessible nodes. 

-x This option forces the utility to read the current configuration file for system 
information, rather than the configuration file stored as part of the descriptor file.

If an attempt to delete a data set fails because of inaccessible nodes, using this 
option first will rule out the possibility that the configuration file stored with the 
data set is the cause of the problem. 

descriptor_file Path name of the descriptor file of the data set you want to delete. You can specify 
multiple descriptor files. Separate their path names with a space.
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The syntax is:
orchadmin describe [options] descriptor_file

For example, this command displays all information about the test.ds data set, 
including its record schema. 

$ orchadmin describe -l /data/mydata/test.ds

ORCHESTRATE Application Framework V6.1.0
Copyright (C) 1997 - 2003 Ascential Software, Inc.
All Rights Reserved

ORCHESTRATE VX.Y

Name:  test.ds
Version:  ORCHESTRATE VX.Y DM Block Format 4.
Time of Creation:  08/28/97 09:00:47
Number of Partitions:  2
Number of Segments:  1
Valid Segments:  1
Preserve Partitioning:  false
Segment Creation Time: 0: 08/28/97 09:00:47

Table 18 Options and Arguments for orchadmin describe

Option or
Argument Description

-c Print the configuration stored in the data set, if any.

-d Specifies that numbers be printed exactly. Otherwise, large numbers are 
printed with the last significant digits replaced by the letter K, M, or G, as 
appropriate. For example, with -d specified, 1,314,345 prints as 1314345. 
Without -d, it prints as 1314K.

-e Describe the data set segments individually (equivalent to -f -p -s).

-f List the path names of the data files containing the data set or file set.

-l Corresponds to -f -p -s -v.

-p List information about the data set partitions, except for the path name of 
the data files containing the data set.

-s Print the record schema of the data set or file set.

-v Describe all segments of a data set even if a segment is invalid. 

-x Read the current configuration file for system information. Otherwise, 
orchadmin uses the configuration information stored in the data set.

descriptor_file Path name of the descriptor file of the data set to describe.
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Partition 0
node   : node1
records: 16384
blocks : 8
bytes  : 65536
files  : 
/orch/s0/test.ds.0000.0000.e5be.b5cec17e.0002.24ab4578  32768 

bytes
/orch/s1/test.ds.0000.0001.e5be.b5cec17e.0002.24ab4578  32768 

bytes
/orch/s2/test.ds.0000.0002.e5be.b5cec17e.0002.24ab4578  32768 

bytes
total   : 32768 bytes

Partition 1
node   : node2
records: 16384
blocks : 8
bytes  : 65536
files  : 
/orch/s0/test.ds.0001.0000.e5be.b5cec17e.0002.24ab4578  32768 

bytes
/orch/s1/test.ds.0001.0001.e5be.b5cec17e.0002.24ab4578  32768 

bytes
/orch/s2/test.ds.0001.0002.e5be.b5cec17e.0002.24ab4578  32768 

bytes total   : 32768 bytes

Totals:
records: 32768
blocks : 16
bytes  : 131072
filesize: 32768
min part: 32768
max part: 32768

Schema:
record
(

Name: string[80];
Age: int8;
Income: dfloat;
Zip: string[12];
Phone: string[12];

)

In the output shown above:

• blocks specifies the number of 32-KB blocks used by the data set.

• bytes specifies the number of bytes of actual data in the data set. This field is 
displayed only if orchadmin is able to calculate this value for the data set.

The orchadmin diskinfo Command
Prints a report to standard output describing the amount of free space in the 
specified disk pool. If you specify any option, you can omit diskpool_name and 
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orchadmin displays information about the default disk pool. If you specify no 
options, you must supply diskpool_name.

The syntax is:
orchadmin diskinfo [options] [diskpool_name]

For example, the following command displays free space for all nodes included in 
the default node pool that have disks in the default disk pool:

$ orchadmin diskinfo -a

The following command displays information about the free space in the nodes 
contained in the pool bignodes that contain disks in the diskpool pool1:

$ orchadmin diskinfo -np bignodes pool1

The orchadmin dump Command
This command writes records of the specified data set as text to standard output. 
If no options are specified, all records are written in order from the first record of 
the first partition to the last record of the last partition. Each field value is 
followed by a space and each record is followed by a new line character. 

Note that this command is almost identical to the peek operator in a data flow. 
See the chapter on the peek operator described in Orchestrate 7.0 Operators 
Reference.

The syntax is:
orchadmin dump [options] descriptor_file

Table 19 Options for orchadmin diskinfo

Options and
Arguments

Description

-a Print free space information about all nodes containing disks in the 
specified disk pool. If you omit diskpool_name, diskinfo displays 
information about the default disk pool.

-n node0 -n node2 ..
. 
-n nodeN

Print free space information about the specified nodes containing disks 
in diskpool_name. You can specify multiple node names. If you omit 
diskpool_name, diskinfo displays information about the default disk 
pool.

-np nodepool Print free space information for the nodes in nodepool containing disks in 
diskpool_name. If you omit diskpool_name, diskinfo displays 
information about the default disk pool.

-q Print only a summary of free space information.

diskpool_name The name of a disk pool as it appears in the current configuration file.
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For example, the following command displays the contents of the data set 
makevectin2.ds. The name of each field precedes its value. 

$ orchadmin dump -name /home/user1/makevectin2.ds

##I TFCN 000000 12:44:41(000) <main_program>
ORCHESTRATE Application Framework V6.1.0
Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002 Ascential Software, Inc.
All Rights Reserved

##I TFSC000000 12:44:41(001) <main_program> APT configuration file: 
/var/tmp/aaaItaqg2

a0:6 a1:34 a2:66 a4:8 c: 0.4
a0:14 a1:79 a2:71 a4:107 c: 0.6
a0:22 a1:124 a2:76 a4:206 c: 0.8
a0:30 a1:169 a2:81 a4:49 c: 1.0
a0:38 a1:214 a2:86 a4:148 c: 1.2

Table 20 Options and Arguments for orchadmin dump

Option or 
Argument Description

-delim 'string' Use the string 'string' as a delimiter on top-level fields. Other possible 
values for this are: nl (newline), tab, and space. The default is a space 
character. 

-field name Write the contents of only the specified field. The default is to write all 
record fields. You can specify this option multiple times in the same 
command to write multiple fields.

-name Precede each value by its field name and a colon.

-n numrec Write numrec records per partition. The default is write all records of all 
partitions.

-p N Write every Nth record of each partition, starting with the first record. If 
you specify a skip value (see below) as well, the command skips the 
specified number of records before starting to print every Nth record. N 
must be greater than 0. The default is 1.

-part part_num Write only records from the partition specified by its number, part_num. 
The default is to dump all partitions. To write out the contents of multiple 
partitions, specify this option multiple times. For example:

-part 3 -part 4

-skip N Skip the first N records in each partition before starting to write data. The 
default value of N is 0. 

descriptor_file Path name of the descriptor file of the data set whose records are to be 
written to standard output.
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a0:46 a1:3 a2:91 a4:247 c: 1.4
a0:54 a1:48 a2:96 a4:90 c: 1.5
a0:62 a1:93 a2:101 a4:189 c: 1.8
a0:70 a1:138 a2:106 a4:32 c: 1.9
a0:78 a1:183 a2:111 a4:131 c: 2.1

##I USER010027 12:44:41(000) <APT_RealFileExportOperator in 
APT_FileExportOperator,0> Export complete. 10 records exported 
successfully, 0 rejected.

##I TFSC000001 12:44:41(002) <main_program> Step execution finished 
with status = OK.

The orchadmin input_charset Command
Specifies the character-set encoding of the option values to orchadmin. For 
example, data set names, diskpool names, and field names.

The syntax is:
orchadmin -input_charset icu_character_set

The functionality is similar to the osh -input_charset option. See the Natural 
Language Support chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide.

The orchadmin os_charset Command
Specifies the character-set encoding of the data passed to the operator system or 
received from the operator system.

The syntax is:
orchadmin -os_charset icu_character_set

The functionality is similar to the osh -os_charset option. See the Natural Language 
Support chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide.

The orchadmin output_charset Command
Specifies the character-set encoding of orchadmin output.

The syntax is:
orchadmin -output_charset icu_character_set

The functionality is similar to the osh -output_charset option. See the Natural 
Language Support chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide.

The orchadmin truncate Command
Removes all but the first number_of_segments segments from the specified data 
set. A data segment contains all the records written to a data set by a single 
Orchestrate step. You can specify more than one data set. 

The syntax is:
orchadmin truncate [options] descriptor_files
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For example, the following command removes all segments except the first from 
the data set myDataSet.ds.

$ orchadmin truncate -n 1 myDataSet.ds

Monitoring and Controlling Active Jobs
Monitor active jobs by means of:

• UNIX commands (see “UNIX Commands and Active Orchestrate Jobs” on 
page 12-11)

• A score dump (see “Obtaining a Score Dump” on page 12-12).

• Orchestrate Job Monitor (see the Orchestrate Job Monitoring chapter in the 
Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide.

UNIX Commands and Active Orchestrate Jobs
You can invoke UNIX commands to monitor an active Orchestrate jo, and you can 
filter commands to show only jobs or processes running under a specific user 
name.

For example, the following ps command, issued on the AIX operating system, 
monitors active jobs running under the user name of user1. These are the 
generator operator running sequentially and the peek operator running in four-
way parallel mode:

$ ps -ef | grep user1

Table 21 Options and Arguments for orchadmin truncate

Option or Argument Use

-f Force the truncation of a data set even if some data files reside 
on nodes that are inaccessible. This may leave orphan data files 
on the inaccessible nodes. 

-n number_of_segments Retain the first number_of_segments segments of the specified 
data set. Drop the rest. The default value is 0, which is 
equivalent to not specifying -n.

-x Read the current configuration file for system information. 
Otherwise, orchadmin reads the information stored in the data 
set descriptor file.

descriptor_files Path names of the descriptor files of the data sets to be 
truncated.
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user1 26870 60138   2 14:01:39      -  0:00 parallel peek 
user1 37870     1   0 14:01:38      -  0:00 Orchestrate_Section_Leader 
user1 39508     1   0 13:52:48 pts/25  0:00 emacs -display user1-ppp-1:0 
user1 41448     1   0 14:01:38      -  0:00 Orchestrate_Section_Leader 
user1 49652 41448   2 14:01:39      -  0:00 parallel peek 
user1 50682 63328  24 14:01:50 pts/25  0:00 ps -ef 
user1 56818 64492  83 14:01:39      -  0:10 sequential generator 
user1 59128 64492   1 14:01:39      -  0:00 parallel peek 
user1 60138     1   0 14:01:38      -  0:00 Orchestrate_Section_Leader 
user1 63328 72774   0 13:56:31 pts/25  0:00 ksh 
user1 64492     1   0 14:01:38      -  0:00 Orchestrate_Section_Leader 
user1 64752 37870   4 14:01:39      -  0:00 parallel peek 
user1 65020 63328   1 14:01:50 pts/25  0:00 grep user1 
user1 72774 21316   0 13:52:12 pts/25  0:00 -csh 

user1 76204 63328   0 14:01:28 pts/25  0:00 osh -f oshjob_1 

Obtaining a Score Dump
If the environment variable APT_DUMP_SCORE is set, Orchestrate prints a report 
showing the operators, processes, and data sets in a running application. You can 
set APT_DUMP_SCORE from the command line.

For example, shown below is a score dump of the application shown in “Invoking 
a Job Using the Orchestrate Shell” on page 10-3. Here is the application code:

$ osh "hash -key month -key customer < inDS.ds | 
tsort -key month -key customer | 
remdup -key month -key customer > outDS.ds"

The application is executed on a four-node configuration. As the application runs, 
Orchestrate prints the following report showing the implicit operations and data 
sets produced:

1999-08-27 13:50:02 0 0 TOSH 000010 <Main Program> Inform : orchsort: 
loaded
1999-08-27 13:50:02 0 1 TFSC 000000 <Main Program> Inform : APT 
configuration file: ODBC:four
1999-08-27 13:50:02 0 2 TFSC 004000 <Main Program> Inform : 
This step has 5 datasets:
ds0: {/home/jpollock/inDS

eAny->eCollectAny
op0[1p] (parallel input repartition(0))}

ds1: {op0[1p] (parallel input repartition(0))
eOther(APT_HashPartitioner { key={ name=month },

key={ name=customer }
})<>eCollectAny

 op1[4p] (parallel tsort)}
ds2: {op1[4p] (parallel tsort)

 [pp] eSame=>eCollectAny
 op2[4p] (parallel remdup)}

ds3: {op3[4p] (parallel delete data files in delete 

Note Options to ps differ according to platform. Check the man page for ps on your 
system.
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/ascential/apt/outDS.ds)
 [unk part]>>eCollectAny
 op4[1p] (sequential delete descriptor file in delete 

/ascential/apt/outDS.ds)}
ds4: {op2[4p] (parallel remdup)

 [pp] [unk part]=>
 /ascential/apt/outDS.ds}

It has 5 operators:
op0[1p] {(parallel input repartition(0))

 on nodes (
 grappelli[op0,p0]

 )}
op1[4p] {(parallel tsort)

 on nodes (
grappelli[op1,p0]

 grappelli1[op1,p1]
 grappelli2[op1,p2]
 grappelli3[op1,p3]
 )}

op2[4p] {(parallel remdup)
on nodes (
grappelli[op2,p0]
grappelli1[op2,p1]
 grappelli2[op2,p2]
grappelli3[op2,p3]

 )}

op3[4p] {(parallel delete data files in delete /ascential/apt/outDS.
ds)

on nodes (
grappelli[op3,p0]
grappelli1[op3,p1]
grappelli2[op3,p2]
grappelli3[op3,p3]

)}
op4[1p] {(sequential delete descriptor file in delete 
/ascential/apt/outDS.ds)

on nodes (
grappelli[op4,p0]
)}

It runs 14 processes on 4 nodes.
1999-08-27 13:50:10 0 0 TFSC 000001 <Main Program> Inform : Step 
execution finished with status = OK.
1999-08-27 13:50:10 0 1 TUSV 003012 <Main Program> Inform : Startup 
Time        0:08
Production Run Time 0:00

Copying Orchestrate to New Nodes
If you add nodes to your system, you must copy the Orchestrate runtime libraries 
to each one.
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! To copy the Orchestrate Runtime Libraries:

1 Make sure that no Orchestrate-related processes (including the Orchestrate 
server) are running. 

You may have to issue the $APT_ORCHHOME/bin/stop-server command to stop 
the Orchestrate server, where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your 
Orchestrate installation.

2 Issue the following command as root on all nodes to remove any stale shared 
libraries:

# /usr/sbin/slibclean

3 Invoke copy-orchdist to copy the installation to all your new nodes:
$ $APT_ORCHHOME/install/copy-orchdist node1 node2 ... nodeN

where $APT_ORCHHOME is the top-level directory of your Orchestrate 
installation; and node1 node2 ... nodeN is a space-separated list of the new 
node names.

The directory $APT_ORCHHOME need not exist on the target nodes before you 
issue the copy-orchdist command; it is automatically created on each node as 
needed.

In addition, you must either create a new Orchestrate configuration file 
defining the new nodes or add them to an existing configuration file. See 
Chapter 8, “Configuration”, for details. 

UNIX Tools for Monitoring Performance
There are a number of tools that are useful for tracking various aspects of 
performance: I/O, memory use, processor load, and other resource use. Some are 
standard UNIX tools included with your operating system, while others are 
products available from the manufacturer or from ISVs. In the following table, 
where no source is indicated, the tool is normally part of your operating system 
installation. These include:

Note You must have correct permissions on the target machine(s) for the copy 
operation to succeed.
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Table 22 UNIX Monitoring Tools

Command Operating 
System

Use and Availability

glance,
glanceplus

HP-UX Part of CXperf, a profiling and monitoring tool available from 
HP, provides information about system activities. At 
http://performance.techservers.hp.com/technicalsoftware.html

gprof all Orchestrate enables you to profile your application with the 
UNIX gprof utility. You use a profile-enabled version of osh, 
called osh.pg, which was compiled and linked with the -pg 
option. It is provided in your installation directory in 
$APT_ORCHHOME/bin/. See the Debugging Your 
Applications chapter in the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide.

iostat all Iteratively reports terminal, disk, and tape I/O activity, as 
well as CPU utilization. 

ipcs all Prints information about active interprocess communication 
facilities. 

monitor AIX Displays system statistics of various performance values 
(resource use, process events, I/O activity, etc.) on a full 
screen terminal. Available by ftp; information at:
http://www.transarc.com/Library/whitepapers/tg/node67.html

mpstat Solaris Reports per-processor statistics in tabular form.

netstat all Displays statistics for network interfaces and protocols, as 
well as the contents of various network-related data 
structures (network connections, routing tables, interface 
statistics and masquerade connections). 

proctool Solaris A graphical user interface-based tool for process monitoring 
and management, targeted for system administration, 
performance analysis, and general observations by end users. 
Freeware. See: http://www.cirano.umontreal.ca/publication/
autres_guides/proctool/proctool.html

ps all Prints information about active processes.

psrinfo Solaris, Tru64 Displays information about processors: for each configured 
processor, whether it is on-line, off-line, or powered off, and 
when that status last changed. 

pstat AIX Interprets the contents of the various system tables and writes 
them to standard output. 

statd all Network status monitor.
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Which of these tools are available and how they work varies according to your 
operating system, of course. Information on them is contained in the man pages 
for your system. It may also be useful to follow the SEE ALSO pointers at the end of 
relevant man pages.

swap Solaris Provides a method of adding, deleting, and monitoring the 
system swap areas used by the memory manager. 

swapon AIX, HP-UX, 
Tru64

Same as swap.

top all Provides an ongoing look at processor activity in real time, 
with a listing of the most CPU-intensive tasks on the system.

vmstat all Reports virtual memory statistics regarding   process, virtual 
memory, disk, trap, and CPU activity. 

3dmon AIX Allows the monitoring of selected key statistics on multiple 
hosts; X Window based program that displays statistics in a 3-
dimensional graph. Detailed information at:

http://www.rs6000.ibm.com/doc_link/en_US/a_doc_lib/perftool/
prfusrgd/ch06body.htm

Table 22 UNIX Monitoring Tools (continued)

Command Operating 
System

Use and Availability
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Legal Notices
© 2003, 1995-2002 Ascential Software Corporation. All rights reserved. Orchestrate, Ascential, Ascential Software, 
DataStage, MetaStage, MetaBroker, and Axielle are trademarks of Ascential Software Corporation or its affiliates 
and may be registered in the United States or other jurisdictions. Adobe Acrobat is a trademark of Adobe 
Systems, Inc. HP and Tru64 is either a registered trademark or trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company. AIX, 
DB2, DB2 Universal Database, IBM, Informix, MQSeries, Red Brick, UniData, UniVerse, and WebSphere are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of IBM Corporation. Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and Windows 
Server are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other 
countries. Teradata is a registered trademark of NCR International, Inc. Oracle, Oracle8i, and Oracle 9i are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Oracle Corporation. Solaris, Sun, and Sun Microsystems are either 
trademarks or service marks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. Adaptive Server, Open Client, and Sybase are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Sybase, Inc. Linux is a trademark of Linus Torvalds. WinZip is a 
registered trademark of WinZip Company, Inc. UNIX is a registered trademark in the United States and other 
countries, licensed exclusively through X/Open Company, Ltd. Other marks mentioned are the property of the 
owners of those marks.

This Product may contain or utilize third-party components subject to the following
(as applicable);

This product includes Hypersonic SQL.

ORIGINAL LICENSE (a.k.a. "hypersonic_lic.txt")

For content, code, and products originally developed by Thomas Mueller and the Hypersonic 
SQL Group:
Copyright (c) 1995-2000 by the Hypersonic SQL Group. All rights reserved. 
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the 
following conditions are met: 1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of 
conditions and the following disclaimer. 2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright 
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided 
with the distribution. 3) All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the 
following acknowledgment: "This product includes Hypersonic SQL." 4) Products derived from this software 
may not be called "Hypersonic SQL" nor may "Hypersonic SQL" appear in their names without prior written 
permission of the Hypersonic SQL Group. 5) Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following 
acknowledgment: "This product includes Hypersonic SQL." This software is provided "as is" and any expressed 
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or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a 
particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the Hypersonic SQL Group or its contributors be liable for 
any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, 
procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption). However 
caused any on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or 
otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage. 
This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the Hypersonic SQL 
Group.

Copyright © 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, 
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1.  Redistribution of 
source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.  2.  
Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following 
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the name of Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. or the names of contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this 
software without specific prior written permission. You acknowledge that this software is not designed, licensed 
or intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility.

JavaTM 2 Software Development Kit, Standard Edition, Version 1.4.1: Copyright 2002, Sun Microsystems, Inc. All 
rights reserved. Use is subject to license terms. Sun, Sun

Microsystems, the Sun logo, Solaris, Java, the Java Coffee Cup logo, J2 SE, and all trademarks and logos based on 
Java are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. This 
product includes code licensed from RSA Security, Inc. Some portions licensed from IBM are available at 
http://oss.software.ibm.com/icu4j/.

Boost RegEx Library (Version 3.31, 16th Dec 2001) Copyright (c) 1998-2001 Dr John Maddock. Permission to use, 
copy, modify, distribute and sell this software and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without 
fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this 
permission notice appear in supporting documentation. Dr John Maddock makes no representations about the 
suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).  
Copyright © 1999-2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights reserved.  Redistribution and use in source 
and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. 
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following 
disclaimer.  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions 
and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. The 
end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following acknowledgment:  
"This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/)."Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever 
such third-party acknowledgments normally appear. 4. The names "Xerces" and "Apache Software Foundation" 
must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written permission. 
For written permission, please contact apache@apache.org. 5. Products derived from this software may not be 
called "Apache", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Apache 
Software Foundation.

TCL/TK License Terms.  This software is copyrighted by the Regents of the University of California, Sun 
Microsystems, Inc., Scriptics Corporation, and other parties. The following terms apply to all files associated with 
the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.  The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, 
modify, distribute, and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided that existing 
copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No 
written agreement, license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses. Modifications to this software 
may be copyrighted by their authors and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that the 
new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where they apply. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE 
AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS 
DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF 
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THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM 
ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS 
SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE NO 
OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR 
MODIFICATIONS. GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the U.S. government, the 
Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" in the software and related documentation as defined in the 
Federal Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2). If you are acquiring the software on behalf of 
the Department of Defense, the software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the 
Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause 252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf permission 
to use and distribute the software in accordance with the terms specified in this license.  

Copyright © 1997-1998 DUNDAS SOFTWARE LTD., all rights reserved.

Copyright © 2001 Ironring Software (http://www.ironringsoftware.com).

Copyright © 1987 Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.  

Copyright © 1996, 2000, 2001, Nara Institute of Science and Technology.  All rights reserved.  Redistribution and 
use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following 
conditions are met: 1.  Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions 
and the following disclaimer.  2.  Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this 
list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the 
distribution. 3.  All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following 
acknowledgments:  This product includes software developed by Nara Institute of Science and technology.  4.  
The name Nara Institute of Science and Technology my not be used to endorse or promote products derived from 
this software without specific prior written permission. 

ANTLR 1989-2000 Developed by jGuru.com (MageLang Institute), http://www.ANTLR.org and 
http://www.jGuru.com.

LAPACK Users’ Guide, 3rd Edition, Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics.

Copyright 1990, by Alfalfa Software Incorporated, Cambridge, Massachusetts.  All rights reserved.  Permission to 
use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby 
granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this 
permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that Alfalfa’s name not be used in advertising pr 
publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written permission.

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (c) 1995-2002 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated 
documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the 
rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons 
to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission 
notice appear in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice 
appear in supporting documentation.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE 
COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY 
SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING 
FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR 
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OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE 
OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to 
promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright 
holder.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.

Jetty License Revision: 3.7

Preamble: 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which the Jetty Package may be copied, such that the 
Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of control over the development of the package, while giving the 
users of the package the right to use, distribute and make reasonable modifications to the Package in accordance 
with the goals and ideals of the Open Source concept as described at http://www.opensource.org. 

It is the intent of this license to allow commercial usage of the Jetty package, so long as the source code is 
distributed or suitable visible credit given or other arrangements made with the copyright holders. Additional 
information available at http://jetty.mortbay.org

Definitions: 

"Jetty" refers to the collection of Java classes that are distributed as a HTTP server with servlet capabilities and 
associated utilities. 

"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of 
files created through textual modification. 

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified in accordance with 
the wishes of the Copyright Holder. 

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for the package. 
Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) is the "Copyright Holder" for the Jetty package. 

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package. 

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of 
people involved, and so on. (You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the 
computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.) 

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though there may be fees involved in handling 
the item. It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they received it. 

0. The Jetty Package is Copyright (c) Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) and others. Individual files in this 
package may contain additional copyright notices. The javax.servlet packages are copyright Sun Microsystems 
Inc. 

1. The Standard Version of the Jetty package is available from http://jetty.mortbay.org. 

2. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the source form of the Standard Version of this Package 
without restriction, provided that you include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated 
disclaimers. 

3. You may make and distribute verbatim copies of the compiled form of the Standard Version of this Package 
without restriction, provided that you include this license. 

4. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived from the Public Domain or from the 
Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version. 
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5. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that you insert a prominent notice 
in each changed file stating how and when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the 
following: 

a) Place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them Freely Available, such as by posting 
said modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site such 
as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your modifications in the Standard Version of the 
Package. 

b) Use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization. 

c) Rename any non-standard classes so the names do not conflict with standard classes, which must also be 
provided, and provide a separate manual page for each non-standard class that clearly documents how it differs 
from the Standard Version. 

d) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder. 

6. You may distribute modifications or subsets of this Package in source code or compiled form, provided that 
you do at least ONE of the following: 

a) Distribute this license and all original copyright messages, together with instructions (in the about dialog, 
manual page or equivalent) on where to get the complete Standard Version. 

b) Accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package with your modifications. The 
modified package must include this license and all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers, 
together with instructions on where to get the complete Standard Version. 

c) Make other arrangements with the Copyright Holder. 

7. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this Package. You may charge any fee you 
choose for support of this Package. You may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute 
this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) 
software distribution provided that you meet the other distribution requirements of this license. 

8. Input to or the output produced from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the 
copyright of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold commercially, and may be 
aggregated with this Package. 

9. Any program subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not be considered part of this 
Package. 

10. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this 
software without specific prior written permission. 

11. This license may change with each release of a Standard Version of the Package. You may choose to use the 
license associated with version you are using or the license of the latest Standard Version. 

12. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

13. If any superior law implies a warranty, the sole remedy under such shall be , at the Copyright Holders option 
either a) return of any price paid or b) use or reasonable endeavours to repair or replace the software. 

14. This license shall be read under the laws of Australia. 

The End

This license was derived from the Artistic license published on http://www.opensource.com

The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the 
following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following 
disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the 
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the following 
acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/)." Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and 
wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products 
derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact 
apache@apache.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache", nor may "Apache" appear in their name, 
without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE 
FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF 
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) 
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, 
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS 
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

  ===================================================================

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of the Apache Software 
Foundation.  For more information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see <http://www.apache.org/>.

Portions of this software are based upon public domain software originally written at the National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

Common Public License Version 0.5

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC 
LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM 
CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT. 

1. DEFINITIONS 

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular 
Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor 
itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program 
which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license 
agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program. 
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"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or 
sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement. 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors. 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, 
royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, 
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code 
and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, 
royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer 
the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply 
to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the 
Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. 
The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se 
is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, 
no assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual 
property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any 
other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the 
rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other 
intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow 
Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the 
Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to 
grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, 
provided that: 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including 
warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability 
and fitness for a particular purpose; 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special, 
incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits; 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by 
any other party; and 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain 
it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange. 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program. 
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Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably 
allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution. 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business 
partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the 
Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does 
not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a 
commercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and 
indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs 
(collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the 
Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in 
connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section 
do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order 
to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such 
claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, 
the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such 
claim at its own expense. 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That 
Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, 
or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial 
Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims 
against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any 
other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages. 

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" 
BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely 
responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks 
associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of 
program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and 
unavailability or interruption of operations. 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY 
CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), 
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, 
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity 
or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, 
such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable. 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software 
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to 
such Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, If Recipient 
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institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that 
the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such 
Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such 
litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or 
conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware 
of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and 
distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this 
Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive. 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the 
Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves 
the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the 
Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may 
assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the 
Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be 
distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version 
of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) 
under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or 
licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, 
estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved. 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United 
States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year 
after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

ALL THE SOFTWARE ABOVE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR 
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL 
THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR 
ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER 
RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, 
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTUOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE 
OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Ascential Software Corporation
50 Washington Street
Westboro, MA 01581-1021
508 366-3888
508 389-8955 FAX

If you require assistance or have questions about Orchestrate, you can 
contact Ascential Customer Support by:

- Calling (866) INFONOW

- Writing support@ascential.com for any Ascential Software product or 
orch-support@ascential.com for Orchestrate-specific help.

- Logging onto the Ascential Support eService Web site at:

www.ascential.com:8080/eservice/index.html

For current information about Ascential and its products log onto: 

http://www.ascential.com/

Copyright 2003, Ascential Software, Inc. All rights reserved.

Orchestrate is a trademark of Ascential Software, Inc. 
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